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INSURANCE.
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I.I^.ArrlOrnt.

Fire.

Bt our

term,

our
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before insuring elsewhere.

Telegraph

expense.

or

W H Smith —Blacksmith shop.
Ellsworth Fish Co— FIbIi.
I, Lord—Carriages.
F A Coombs—Stationery.
Dresser—Meat market.
Osgood
Ellsworth Bicycle Co—New cigar

5.

IJ.

mills make

i

cent.

dime,
dollar.

IO

cents

i

io

dimes

i

One of

Blake—Legislative

it

Will

in

notice.

Marrilla Blair—Notices of foreclosure.
Augusta :
Petition for pardon of Geo B Young.
New York

iiuy

buy Umbrella Marks.
35 to 60 cts. will buy Umbrella Straps.
40 cts. to $1.00 will buy Silver Thimbles.
50 to 75 cts. will buy Hat Marks.
50 to 75 c*s. will buy Key Tags and Bings.
50 cts. t fl.oo will buy Bag Tags.
65 cts. t< fl.fto will buy Coat Hangers.
35 cts.

w

ill

Sterling Silvers
f1
fl

The gate receipts at the foot

*

W.

To be continued.
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So at this season of the year it scents to be a
It is recorded in the book of
fur tlie giving <>f thanks.

prophets

that there is

a

time and

place

a

modern

by

fur

philoseverything.
special time

books that it is more blessed to give than to receive; so
at THIS TIME we wish to direct the public to THE

r

^

PEACE where for the giving of a few dollars you can
receive the most value, quality considered, in a CarRiAt.K. Si.KHiH, Ping, Eur Coat, Rohrs, Blankets,
11 vrnfssrs, Wiiihs, Mats, &c.
1’ran kit
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KIN worth.
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Capt. Henry Barbour,
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company will give
concert anil hall at Hancock hall on
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STATIONERY,
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BLANK BOOKS,

TOYS,

TOILET CASES,

GAMES,

FANCY GOODS,
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.
ami other
at cost, and below.
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get the best
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bargain* ever offered in
goods usually found in a
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EMBALMING
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lumbermen?
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warmest
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All kinds of laundry work done
tloe. Goods called for ami delivered.
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Ellsworth. Me.
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or-

day after his morning
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for the past year.
He announced
acceptance from the pulpit last Sunthe

he

position

the eo-oneration

He

sermon.

out-

thought the

of the members

of the

be clone. Mr.
Hunt has occupied the pulpit of the
church here for several Sundays past, and
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Mr.

Sullivan,
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Boynton,

Fuller, of Soutbwest
Ellsworth Tuesday on

to

West

of

leg.
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of

hen it

where the fracture

was

C.
reduced

leg bandaged, and he then drove
Mr. Cole is
his home in Fast Surry.

Among visitors to the city during the
past week were George J. Stafford, M.
Franklin, J. Suminsby, Bar Harbor; Mrs.

Whitmore, one of Ellsworth’s oldhighly respected citizens, is

ill at his home

(Wednesday)
improving.
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Martin, Franklin;

Hooper, Dedham; Mrs. Emily E. Atherton, Ml. Desert; Mrs. T. G. Hatheway,

G.

Ilaneoek.
meeting of Congregational pastors

A
and

Sunday

sehool

superintendents

of

Hancock county, was called to he held in
city Tuesday. Only a few out-of-

The fourth and last for the year in the
of travel

Ik

E. G. Abbott, Dr. \V. L. Haskell, E. B.
Coleord, C. O. Emery, S. J. Mitchell,
Sullivan; J. F. Kimball, A. S. Penney,
Mariaville; N. S. Kingsley, West Gouldsboro; Dunbar Marshall, C. E. Leach,
Bluehill; Charles E. Hay nes, Seawall; A.

Shirley.
At the people’s service in the Congregational church next Sunday evening, Dr.
George A. Phillips will talk on the tobacco habit, with special reference to cigarette smoking by boys.
course

M'S

Brooksville; George
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the woods at
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his
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slipped and
spite of his injury,
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seventy years of age, and lias for some
1
time been engaged in trucking from the
Harbor, were in i
steamboat wharf at Contention cove.
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business.

m
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Cieorge

F. Webster French and
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quite
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Cole drove to the office of Dr. A.
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Attorneys
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will be

and steam heat

The Bluehill

closed, and
spring. It is
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introduced.

Inn, being

will not

hotel,
reopened until

a summer

be

not likely that Mr. Martin
will withdraw from the management of
the Tarratine at Hancock Point.

church here in tlie work to

the

impression

been

most

he has made has

favorable.

iwtatisnncnte.
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certainly

Prominent
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mem-

cisco until he

the

fa-

when he

will

able to endure

is

tigue of the journey borne,
be brought to Ellsworth.

System

Mary Emma Joy, daughter of Mrs.
Joy, and Fred Eugene Morang,
son of Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Morang. were
married at S o’clock Tuesday evening at
Miss

is (lie best policy,” but
who is honest because it is
the most desirable sort oi a citizen.

a man

“policy”

isn’t

at

the

COLUMBIAN
SCHOOL SHOES,
AT

WALSHS.

schools

them

marine railway, where it was found
the damage was not as great as first
supposed. The forefoot was knocked off

It Is a Nerve and Brain Food that furnishes
nourishment and strength to broken down nervous systems.
Perfectly harmless and contains neither Opiates nor other dangerous drugs.

Harriet

the home of the bride

Hancock street.

on

Rev. W. R. Hunt, the newly-called pastor
of the Unitarian church, officiated. Only
the immediate relatives ami a few intimate
uiiw

■

friends
1

m

were

present.

1 r-il vcitli nit

flnu

The
prs

unit

d

PARCHER,

A.

APOTHECARY,

Ellsworth, Me.

14 Main Street,

COMING KVKNTS.

tint-

bride’s gown was of
plants.
white muslin, with chiffon and ribbon
trimmings. The numerous presents testified to the high esteem in which both the
L

GEO.

house

The

bride and groom

in this city.

are

begin house-keeping
bride,
them.

whose

held

by

many friends

Mr. ami Mrs. Morang will
at the home

mother

will

of

reside

the

with

The nomination by Governor Cleaves of
John A. Peters, jr., for judge of the Ellsworth municipal court, was confirmed
at a meeting of the governor and council
last Thursday, ami on Friday Mr. Peters
received his commission and was qualitied. Judge Peters donned the ropes of his
new office for the first time at the opening

were represented,
among
being Ellsworth Falls and North
Mrs. Griffen, wife of Rev. of the December term of the municipal
Ellsworth.
He bears his new title modestly
Henry L. Griffen, of the Hammond street court.
church, Bangor, was present. The object and becomingly, and sits as easily on the
BOOKS, CREPE PAPERS
bench as in bis own office chair. There was
of the meeting was to decide upon the
-ANDsystem of study to he used in the Sunday only a small attendance of attorneys at the
schools for the ensuing year. It was deopening of court, and the only acknowlmatter of classified assessment was dis- cided to use the Blakesiey system for an- edgment of the presence of the new judge
FANCY GOODS
Next
cussed to some extept.
Tuesday other year.
Much
was a toast by Lawyer Burnham.
business awaits the new
evening the meeting will be held for the
It is a recommendation for the play of accumulated
nomination of officers for the coming
“Anita’s Trial” which will be given at judge, but it is not likely there will be
trials at this term. The municipal
year, and the members will discuss the Hancock
hall, Friday evening, that it any
A. W. CUSHMAN & SON,
court convenes the first Tuesday of each
question of assessments.
was written by the author of “A King’s
for a term of four days.
The vitascope at Hancock hall on FriDaughter”, a drama which was presented month,
iri now <»ii ■•ale at 41 Main street.
day and Saturday evenings of last week with nearly the same east a few years ago.
drew good houses. This was the second A
CHURCH NOTES.
special feature of “Anita’s Trial” is the
appearance of the vitascope here, but it songs which will be introduced through25
than
for
less
per
These goods were bought
The general topic for the Epworth
lost nothing of its popularity because of
out the play.
With the Misses Mabel
cent, of their cost and will be sold out at prices
its previous visit.
Many new views were Monaghan, Georgia Hastings, Maude league prayer meeting for December is
that will surprise you.
shown.
The vitascope was under the Presby and Georgia Tripp as soloists, and “The Indwelling Christ”. The subject foi
On the 20-cent counter are goods that sold
local management of S. D. Wiggin.
Tuesday evening is “The Third
with a good chorus the music cannot fail next
the
on
Person in Every Friendship”. Rev. I. H
from 75 cents to $2 00, and the bargains
The Bur Harbor Record says it is ex- to be a success.
W. W iuirff, leader.
10 cent counter are great.
The schooner “Lavolta”, Capt. M» M.
pected that the Ellsworth business men
will play the Bar Harbor business ami
The subject of the midweek prayei
Call and see for yourself.
into Bluehill
while
Whittaker,
going
a
If
professional men game of foot ball.
church
harbor last Thursday to load stone for meeting at the Congregational
such is the case, the business men of Ellsthis (Wednesday) evening will be “Inthe Chase granite company, struck on a
There will be e
F. A. COOMBS, 41 Main St.,
The tug “Little Round Top” tolerance and Charity”.
ledge.
Sttmcrtisrmcnts.
went to her assistance and towed her to
young people’s meeting in the vestrj
Bookseller and Slat loner.
this city. The schooner was taken out on
parlor at 7 o’clock the same evening.

town

Congregational church
Thursday evening, Dec. 10. The subject
of tlie lecture will be “California”, and
the stereopticon prelude will consist of
views of the Rhine and Heidelberg.
Ellsworth lodge, A. O. U. W., held a
session Tuesday evening at which the
given
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Sale Now Goini; On—Don't Wait,
|,ut
early—you’ll thus yet

snti.i

the

and

styles

VOl It ClIANC'K

NOW IS

a

Tne

and strongest to be found in
the market.

Pricks ?

Main

the

for every one ; small ones for
the little tots; everything for

What

on

pastor

been
county—has
renovated,
partially renewly furnished through-

Hancock

western

thoroughly

j

dereu

men

boys

garnet

wave me

the call

has

by George I. Grant, and pan- bers of the Unitarian society feel that the
by Fred Flynn, of this city, and society is to he congratulated on securing
The annual fair and sale of the Uni- I). F. Snow, of Bangor.
Monaghan’s Mr. Hunt as pastor.
tarian society will take place on Thurs- orchestra furnished music for dancing.
In a voting contest for the most popof
next week.
day
Oyster stew was served. The proceeds ular pastor in Ne.v England, which is
The main shaft in tlie Hall steam mill amounted to £70.
being conducted by the Boston Traveller,
broke this morning for the liftli time
C.ipt. \V. V. Coggins, of the schooner Rev. A. A. Cambridge, formerly pastor of
wit bin t hree w(eks.
has
been
some
“Catherine”,
good the Baptist church in this city, is one of
making
He left New York for the leaders.
The annual meeting of Win. H. 11. Rice runs recently.
Yesterday Mr. Cambridge
tor all affections of the
post, <i. A. K., w ill he held Monday, Dec. Plymouth, Mass., discharged, sailed for was third in the race, being but a few
7.
A full attendance is desired.
Surry, where the schooner was beached votes behind the leader. The prize for
for some
one
tide
over
necessary the pastor voted the most popular is a
The NY. C. T. U. will hold its weekly
Bluehill
with two-months
loaded
nt
The one
European trip.
meeting at the home of Mrs. L. J. Call, caulking,
and
in
New
for
SUCH AS
York,
having the next highest number of votes
Franklin street, next Thursday, at 2 p. in. granite
sixteen days from the time he sailed from
will have his expenses paid for a trip to
\V. M. Howard, of Bluehill, was in the New York he was tied up at the wharf California. Third
highest, a £500 upright Nervousness,
city Saturday, on his way to Bar Harbor there again. On top of this he has just piano. Fourth and fifth highest, a four
Nervous Debility,
on business.
He returned to Bluehill
made a thirty-aix-hour run from New
days’ trip,with their wives, to the inauguYork to Boston.
J Sunday.
Rev.
ration ceremonies at Washington.
Exhausted Vitality,
Miss Mabel Monaghan will sing at an
Thu eastern abutment of the bridge Mr. Cambridge’s friends here hope he
4 entertainment which will be given at whj completed Monday, and Contractor may be among the five leaders.
Nervous Prostration,
Falls next Monday evening,
Smith removed his machinery and tackle.
^ Ellsworth
The news of the sudden illness of R.
in aid of the church building fund.
The work has apparently been done in W.
Higgins, formerly of this city, now in Sleeplessness,
^ Mrs. Seth
of Bayside, fell on
It is cause for
workmanlike manner.
California, is received with much regret
4 the sidewalk Pomroy,
last Saturday, and sustained congratulation that in spite of the narNeuralgia,
Mr.
Higby his many friends here.
a laid
fracture of her right thigh. The row and dangerous
while work
paralytic shock on
gins received a
passage
Nervous Headache,
fracture was reduced by Dr. llagerthy.
was in progress, not tfie slightest acciNov. 20, at Vallejo, and after his removal
is
due
in
dent,
This
S. une of the Fllsworth foot ball players
great to San Francisco, received another shock.
happened.
Nervous Dyspepsia,
1
who thought to dance ail night and play measure to the w atchfulness ami alertness
Mr.
His right side is totally paralyzed.
whose
of City Marshal Holmes,
f »>i tm;l tiie m xt day, were disappointed.
presence
Higgins has spent much of his time dur- Loss of Appetite,
C >Ii
a:h y sent t Hem home and to bed. on the bridge insured safe passage for I ing the past fourteen years in California,
For Liver Complaint
teams.
T. u .‘-.nU-men:, made by a local paper
being employed in the navy yard at Tare
Thomas Cole, of Fa-T Surry, dislocated
Eland. He has made several visits home,
that the Bar Harbor foot hall team will ;
one bone of his right j bis last visit being about three years ago.
We g.i
over 3)0 pounds more than
the
| his ankle and brokeMr.
This great remedy is the result of repeated
Cole was putting a
Mr. Higgins will remain in San FranEllsworth team is as ridiculous as it is leg last Friday.
trials.
j

of corduri

and toes for

church should occupy in a community—
He asked
that it should lead, not follow.

New Year’s eve.

need is RUBBERS—rubbers

the school children ; all
to
Iain going to move from the (tiles block
!•*
the new store In the *loy building sis soon a- it
to
reduce
my
finished. In the meantime I want
<
-took, and si- an inducement, I offer t HI CASH
my large stock of

Hale

Senator

guuu-sizeu crowu 10

R. Hunt
accepted
pastorate of the Unitarian church
in this city, which has been without a
W.

to the

The annual concert and hall of Dirigo
hose company tonic place at Hancock hall
on Thanksgiving eve.
The concert programme included music by Monaghan’s
orchestra, singing by Miss Georgia Hastings, reading by Miss Leah Friend, song

Uebekahs will entertain at asocial
Fellows hull this (Thursday)

The

shown.

Rev.

retirement of Mr. Banks.
Since the
purchase of this property by Mr. Stover,
the old bouse—a famous old landmark of
the

Ellsworth high school will play a refoot ball game at Bar Harbor on Saturday. There has been considerable doubt
as to whether the team would be able to
go, as two or three of the members cannot
play. To-day, however, Coach Mason
says that a team will go to Bar Harbor
Saturday. Ellsworth should send down a
cheer the

Surry.

u n

Mari}

has

been visiting relatives in this eity and

at

on

A cosy office has
been
corner of the store.
The re-

street.

j

WEATHER
Is

Brewer,

of

The well-known and popular proprietor
Congregational church on of the Tarratine house, at Hancock
Point,
the evening of Thanksgiving Day was
A. Martin, has leased the Bluehill
not as large as at previous lectures.
The George
lecture, however, was up to the usual Inn and the Hotel Alma at Bluehill.
These properties are owned by George
high standard of excellence. The subject was “Southern Switzerland”, and H. Stover, of New York, the Inn having
the views of the grand scenery of that
been built by him a few years ago, and
country were fine. The lecture was read the Alma
having been recently purchased
views
by B. B. Whitcomb. The sixteen
and formerly known as the Penof Bar Harbor and
Frenchman’s bay, by him,
dleton house, or “John Snow’s”.
from photographs taken by I. L. Halman,
Mr. Martin will take active charge of
were very interesting.
The stereopticon
the Alma on January 1, relieving John
prelude was of “Yellowstone Park”, and M.
Merrill, who has been in charge since
several views of that wonderland were

turn

Foster is makimr renairs on
\V. Morrison’s house on Pine

Hluehiil

j

HENRY E. DAVIS,

.

ex-

the

Hotel Alma.

lecture at the

making

market

Inn and

Nervous

Nut unl\

r

the

of old, blit

L.

by

Charles

been

their

George A. Martin Leases

NERVINE,

REFERENCE.

FOR

KEEP

ball game,

|70.

Miss Gertrude Richardson, of Bar Harbor, is visiting Miss Minnie Pray, in this
city.
M.

railway Tuesday, and was towed to
Biuehill to load granite for New York.
The attendance at the stereopticon
off the

built in one
of the enclosure formerly used for
an office in the centre of the store gives
more tloor space.
The firm is to add a
grain and feed department to their present line of business.

tended

A.

have

in

HOTELS LEASED.

and the shoe gone. The necessary repairs
were made by Curtis. The schooner came

horse

a

Celery

ORE ELY’S.

Main St.

•No

were

Mrs. Ella Hale has returned from an
visit in Brooklyn, N. Y.

1.00 will

buy Napkin Kings.
fl-33 to *2.50 will buy Sugar Tongs.
fl.50 to fl.75 will buy a Pusher.
50 els. t fl 35 will buy Glove and Button fl.75 to *.‘l 50 will buy Sugar Spoons.
H
ks.
f2.00 to fl 00 will buy Kutter Knives.
7*> cts to $1.00 will buy I'merys.
f2.00 to *2 50 will buy Kon-Kon Spoons.
35 cts. to $1.50 will buy Paper and Letter f‘J.00 to fO.OO will buy a Cream, Gravy,
Cutters.
Sauce, Soup or Oyster Kadle.
67 cts. to $1.50 will buy Nail Files,
ft.00 t<> *1.00 will buy a pr. Dessert Spoons,
f 1 00 will buy a set ( f Coffee Spoons.
fl no will buy Handkerchief Holders,
fl.00 to fO.OO will buy a pair of Table
fl ) t<> $3.00 will t*iy Baby Bib Holders,
fl.33 to $1.50 will buy Tooth Brushes,
Spoons.
*5.00 t<> *7.50 w ill I uy a set of Tea Spoons.
fl 50 to $3.50 will buy Scissors,
*20.00-w ill buy one Do/. Forks.
f3.50 to *3.50 w ill buy Match Safes.

-A.

Thanksgiving Day,

on

to

moval

Dr. I). \V. Bunker and wife, of Bluebill,
were in Ellsworth Monday.

Forks.

calls attention

alterations

Water

in

was

city Monday.

the

flO OO will buy Manicure Sets,
00 to f 1.50 will buy
Kerry, Pickle, Oyster, Salad, Sardine, Olive or Cold Meat

00 to

fl.25 to

L. Boland, of Oak Point,

Report

Absolutely pure

The American’s tender-hearted

Osgood & Dresser

The Tribune.
Pearl

U. S. Gov’t

King’s Daughters’ society.

which on several very cold days recently
has been hitched in an exposed
place
back of The American office, and left
there t he greater part of the day without
the semblance of a blanket or covering of
Does any one know who
any kind.
owns that horse?
some

What

of the

compositors

legisla-

Horton—Horse and colt for sale.
Sullivan:
Gardiner I)
Eden :

Leavening Power.—Latest

the Orioles of Bar Harbor for
foot ball.

store.

ture.
o W

MONRV.
10

auspices

The Infusorial Earth Co.—Petition to

in

to

game of

The young ladies who compose the cast
“Anita’s Trial”, which is to be presented here Friday evening, intend to repeat'the entertainment at Bar Harbor on
Friday of next week. It is probable that
they will also visit Bucksport, where the
entertainment will be given under the

Bl.UKlIILL

ELI.SWOKTH, ME.

Highest of all

of

•S

First-class Investment Securities.
STATE STREET,

a

—

appointment.
<>wen Byrn—Clothing.

insurance

for

challenge

.1 Walsh—Shoo store.
It Burnham Boots and rubbers.
Miss K I) Mahau—Stable and millinery for
sale.
A W Cushman
Son—Furniture,
s l> Wlggin
—Apothecary.
E. Webster French—Notice of assignee of his

M \INE.

telephone

WKKK.

I Ills

E

<)

(• (' BUKItlLL & SON.

—1-ELLSWORTH,

rlDVIKTIsKMKNiS

'KW

worth are keeping mighty quiet about it.
There is, however, talk of the Senator
Hale or Dirigo hose companies issuing a

Number 49.

I

j

Friday, Dec. 4, at Hancock hall—
Comedy “Anita’s Trial,” by local cast,
under the auspices of the King’s Daughters.
Admission, 25 cents; reserved seats,
35 and 50 cents.

Thursday, Dec. 10, 7.30 p. m., at Congregational church People’s travel lecture.
Subject, “California”. Stereopticon prelude, “The Rhine and Heidelberg”. ReF. A.
served seat tickets on sale at
■■

Coombs’,

10 cents.

Hood’s Pills cure liver Ills, biliousness, indigestion, headaches. A pleasant laxative. All
druggists.—.! dvt.

„luucrtisnnrnt5.

BUY

YOUR

CLOTHING, HATS, CAPS,
-AND-

Furnishing1

Goods

-AT-

LEWIS FRIEND & CO.’S,
Manning

Block,

Cor. Main and Franklin

ELLSWORTH,

Street-,
MAINE.

the

!

|

that

There is only one person you need tc
and that is yourself.

manage,

| CURES OTHERS .Y/ILL CURE YOU
—

—....1

I

WOMAN AND HOME.

CHRISTIAN KNDKAVOR.
Topic for the Week Beginning IVc.
fl—Comment by Rev. S. II. Doyle.
Topic.— H

-w

t

>

r

n

'then

«mr

faith

THE

OF

HER SEX IN THE COUNTRY.

in

: rk
14
Christianity
v with
the
n t «
Christian r>
» rns itself
seen. I'M tli*
n- * n
If *
both wr lithe pns'iu and flic future
life, with i: irural powirs :.i.d with supernatural as well. It i«- }t> eminently
a faith relig.n i, and where faith in the
the supernatural is deunseen and
mand'd there -,s a probability of doubt
and skepticism at some time and under
■ome circumstances. The three disciples
who had been with Jesus *»n the Mount
of Transfiguration are questioning in
*n tin1 future life.
the rent* xt of our 1*
In the lesson itself the other disciples,
the multitude ami the father of the demoniac hoy are questioning supernatural
fire < f universal doubt.
power—a ]
Doubt h' ing possible and probable,
from the v rv character of Christianity,
faith < ften : cris a tonic, something to
brace it up ai.d make it substantial and
What will do this?
effective.
1. Knowledge strem-th* us faith. Increast <i kr :ow 1 rig** gives men ased faith.
The more wt k: n\v about a truly worthy man or car.>e t!ie more we believe in
them. This is parti* ula^y true of Christ
and
Christianity.
Ignorance breeds
Knowldoubt; unbelief, skepticism.
edge str* r.gilu ns faith. When Johu
the Baptist, in doubt and despondency, whil*» in prison, s* nt his disciples to Christ with the question,
“Art Thou th* Messiah?” Christ told
them to tell .h im what they heard and
He told them to give J, hn knowlsaw.
edge, knowing know beige- would inIf our faith wavers, let
crease his faith.
us
study the Bibb study history, and
our faith will be strengthened thereby.
n
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GIRL WITH

The only woman In the United States
appears on the army roll* as a regularly commissi* nod ollh or is Mrs. A. M.
She
Reynolds of Santa Barlmra, Cal.
ranks as iraj« r. and when she choose* to
visit an army post or f- rr is entitled to the
who

regulation military salute.
She is no “summer soldier.” hut a war
veteran, who earned her commission < n
She is
the bloody fields of the civil war.
as familiar with the shout of battle, the
hurtling of death dealing bullets and the
groans of the wound* d and dying as the
ordinary woman is vs ith the prattle ui chi 2*
A

understood what walking
it was the action of putbefore the ether.
Certain
ting
muscles are brought into play in jn p r
It is in>]>oruint to the
pedestrian mm.
child to kti-av what these are, wl y they
are us'd and
the best means of utilizing
the force that is necessary b r this oxer me.

al< t.g any way regardless of appearances is
an indication « f taultv training and a discredit to iI.om w ho had charge « f the child
during its curly years. New York Ledger.
—

The Girl With

MRS. A.

was

1 v

!;

r

husband iu ti

marring m rvice when
Is the pressure
she issurr t him in. 1 i
of his hand.—F. B. Mtyt r.
Rais*- the

1 alien.

PS.

t

ritori

may

us

and

valorous

t on

sec

f.w t

in, t

astonishing

ren./iii-

Ti.it

as

it

Ma.hr

vv..s made a
Arabella Mac ml r lb
commissioned odicer lythe p>venmr of
Illinois on April 10, •'Vl, when she was
1

only

years Id.
Arabella M. irubcr was horn in Shelbourr.e Kali-. Mass in 1^4Although
of New England < rlgin, she i« m< re cl**soly identified with the great west, as at the
age of 14 she moved with her parents to
the state of Iowa, which was then little
After several
more than a wilderness.
nt to the
years of roughing it she was
her
east to complete
interruj tid education, and up< n her return t<> her western
home she successfully taught sell <>1 in the
first school hi ust—a log one—built in Cass
1

1

county. la.
On the 19th day of April, 1S*’0, she was
married to a Mr. Reynolds of Peoria, Ills.,
just one year to a day before F rt Sumter
was fired upon, inaugurating the civil war.
Her husband, who hail enlisted with the
Seventeenth Illinois—three months men—
Three months
was ordered to tlie front.
later, while in camp at Bird’s Point, Mo.,
For several months
his wife joined him.
Major Reynolds b- re the rigors of camp
Her only \ <ast
life like a true soldier.
when speaking of her career in the army
is, “I never made ar.y trouble.
Mrs. Reyn' Ids' fir-t experience of real
war was at the battle of Frederiektown.
The battle of Fort Henry closely followed.
■■

During both these engagements Mrs.
Reynolds found alleviation n r her sickening anxiety 1 r Lor husband's fate in ministering to the wounded and ds ing.

Three weeks 1m?fore the battle of Shiloh
found the Army f the Southwest massed
N-» soldier of the army bore
at that i lie e.
the nanism- s < f that campaign with more
unflinching cheerfulness than Mrs. Reynolds.
Throughout those chill March
days sho shared the comm* n I t. through
storm and stress, wind and rain, sleeping
On Sunday, the <3th of
on the ground.
Mrs.
April, broke the battle of shil
Reynolds was stationed on the quarter<
master's 1 at, temporarily turned into a
hospital, lu ;..e darkness f Sunday night

Reckoning on Thee."
Oftentimes I have gone to God in dire

(:

for

the f: Id
Unprecedented ind

**I Am

»»-

given

court in

home.

w

REV VOX

■

that it “is net necessarily diverted from
Christian benevolence. On the contrary,
it is seed corn and stimulates interest
and generosity in supporting all Christian enterprises.
Let the people who
spend so many thousands or hundreds of
thousands in going to the great religious
conventions stay at heme and see if the
missionary societies receive as much as
they do now pins the rar fare and hoard
bills that have t-tcn saved by staying at

(4 -»•

M.

same

dren.
She can toll at a glance the weals
spot In troop f rniati' us and the proper
rved in “turning the entactics to bo ■
emy's right” < r left.
When all t mistaken into consideration, it can 1 e r\ ..dily seen why the : -i
tion of Major Ibyo >!ds i*h in ti e femiuni jue and unlike
nine and army vo rid
that of ar.y other w< man in the country.
il ly h : rur
is
a d
rank
as
Her
mi.
mi.oi-- :.
ble one from the fa- t that the

Regarding ti. money spent in attending great Christian gatherings like that
of the Christian End. avor society the
editor of The Watchman wisely says

T

...

the

boat, already overflowing
became the Mecca

wounded,

«

with ti.e
f unhurt

To p revent them overrunning
the \ lace, it was necessary t-> iLwunt guard,
which Mrs. Reynolds did, armed with a
Three times the boat conveyed
revolver.
its car'o of wounded and m ad t
Sasunnah, only to return for a new lead, during
which time Mrs. Kevin Ids was tireless and
I indefatigable. On Monday night came the
; first news of the battle and to the anxious

stragglers.

tidings of her husband s safety.
Finding that the messenger and his command were in a famished condition, Mrs.
Reynolds committed her first and only
theft, breaking a locker in the commissary
department fur supplies for the starving
woman

mom
living, earnest, Christ
inspired hearts to raise the fallen, to
point the straying ones into the straight
path and to save the degraded ones from
their mistry! In so many casts the root
of all trouble is sin and drunkenness, I men.
The next day Mrs. Reynolds was detailand if the heart was changed and God's
ed to the tiospital which had been estabpower came into the life a new ambition
•would ht ip into a newer, better, hap- lished at the little log church of Shiloh.
the men in agony fur lack of
pier life.—Mrs. Bailington Booth in Finding
water and supplies, Mr-. Reynolds called
Universal ist.
for volunteers, and, herself heading the 15
soldiers who responded, made the trip back
The Highest of All.
to the quartermaster s Lx;.t
The followIn real friendship thero is always the ing Sunday, one week after the battle,
knitting of soul to soul, the exchange of Governor Yates arrived on t:.- scene, atThe highest of all ex- tended by a corps of physicians. Yielding
heart for heart.
to their solicitations, the devoted woman,
amples’ of friendship is to be found in who
for seven nights and days h .d been
Jesus, aud His behavior is the mirror in
able to obtain but snatches of f..od and
which all true friendship must see and
errest, consented to return with the g
measure itself.
natorial party in the steamer to

Oh, for

i

Christian Endeavor Briefs.

The San Francisco convention fund
has all been subscribed.
Get for your president this year one
who will preside—a leader, not a follower.
Do not some of your older members
need to swarm off into a Senior society,
or some of your Juniors into an Intermediate society:
Indiana is planning to lay particular
stress upon good literature work during
ghis year. Reading circles, denominational when possible, are to be urged
upon every society. A wise plan is that.
Said

ing

to

a

floating Endeavorer,

his Boston

society:

return-

“I have been

away at sea two years. I am glad to
hear my name rend at the roll call and
to know that it has been called every
month during tny absence.

a

Brother.

Even in the days of pinafores and si. rt
frocks the l.n t.1 » rless girl is to Ik* j it d.
Life for little git’.* alone under nurses and
tgovernesses is apt to I.hj somewhat inot.ous and j run, and little girls, like till
want
freedom,
I
hero
things,
other young
is no reason why they should n« t haw the

Seed C orn.

11 n

that

l«mt

Walking, when one understands it thoroughly. is n p'tviit pleasure. To shamble

strengthened.
Bible Headings.—Math, xi, 1-a; Mark
Acts
xi, 21-20; Jt i n vii, 17: xvii,
viii, 12; lam. xii. 8; x, 14-11*. 1 Cor.
ii, 4, 5; x:i, U; Eph. ii, h: C l. i, 2123; I Thess. i, 2. 3; Heb. xi, 1-0; xii,
1, 2; II Tim. iii, 14, 1.'; iv, 7 1C; I
John iji, 22-24; v, 4, 5; Jus. n. Iv26.

r

perfectly rounded and

or

save

one

--

loves to gi. t. hind th- ] rt mises of God
to Hints* If win
marly them, as th. wife

secure a

hawk for

It

a

much needed

rest.

during tins journey that the governor hearing f l.« r tmtirin_rvice ami
thoroughly s< ii :*i iiko conduct generally,
was

■

gave h-T

the

reasonably

e<

-•

mmissiun, of which she is

\ ruucL

Training I'p the Children.
Tripning up a < laid after the old formula was h 14-pust d to refer more especially
to the m«ral conditioned the youngster.
But modern methods take the little one in
hand and see to it that every portion of
the 1 bysicai, mental and moral system is

symmetrically and healthfully developed.
Tne gardener who would train a tree by
pruning and shaping one side of it, allowing the other t go its own wild way, could
BCAieely get a character from an intelligent
employtr. Rut mo world is full of parents
and
guardians who are doing what
amounts
to
this same thing with the
children under their care. They overlook
the fact that a healthy growth of all the
faculties at

one

aud

the

tame

time is

the

Will your joint'd life be the deepest fact of
! life, oroulyan accessory—perhaps in many
; thing* a hindrance--to your se|vxrate self-

It is quite a- important to give attention t > the teeth, the hands and the feet as
ishn<*s.v One who I n* grown to bo a womHut thousands of mothers
to the figure.
an and makes a w<iman*« choice can purely
If she
worry their children to death with shouln-ns to her*elf.
answer these qui
der braces and standing up straight and cannot, she Itatl l*etter il«***i»ie that she i*
and
a
with
never
calisthenics,
1 hen' are widely
gymnastics
not yet gn wn enough.
thought of the manicure or a careful study I different dates of such maturity.**
of the mmplicnttd nimteiuy of the feet.
The teeth of children an' much K'tter
A Model Housewife.
attended to than they were years ago,
In the fi***t plan she i* the most thoris
a
which
point gained, but there are oughly c; •« r'ul and h .ppy l>-< king woman
scores of other matters seam ly less imporyou will meet in a .day * travel, .and altart about which the youngsters never rethough site is 35 years old. she doesn’t
ceive even a caution. TJie baby is allowed
This is because she never allows
look ::
to suck its thumb until its upper front
the petty cares of housekeeping to worry
teeth are entirely out of shap*e and its her at.«i
plow lines across her face. She
mouth is little more than a deformity.
does one thing at a time, never making
The thumb is a shapeless lump, and the the error of
undertaking a dozen duties nt
mischief that is begun in infancy can never once.
K» remedied, try ns one may.
This model housewife keeps a scrupuChildren should l»e taught to walk, not
lously nrat home, but In no room is commerely to take steps, not alone to get over fort sacrificed for the sake of appearance.
the ground in any way they chooae, but
She has neither too much furniture nor
A
with accuracy, grace and dignity.
She dresses her
too much bric-a-brac.
of
of
rtmerit
once
said
that
dep*
professor
children neatly, but plainly.
all things that the women of his acqua ntThis very sensible woman is a hiving
aneedol tiadly the very worst was walkwife and agreeat le compani* n to her husN t 1 woman In 1.0U0 had a pn ;»er
ing
She kin-ws how to save time and
band.
meant,

m

need, aggravated by nervous depression
and h< urtsK knes.-, and said : “My faith
Its hand seems parais flickering out.
lysed, its eye blinded, its old glad song
silenced fer v-r. But Thou art faithful,
and I am r ki ring on Tht-e!" The soul

to

carriage

-•■

« Pf'B c i'

-A

MODEL HOUSEWIFE.

John vii, !7. J« sns says. “If any man
will do His w :. 1, lie shall know of the
doctrine whether it be of God.” The
original mt-.u> “be shall <•■ ir- to know’’
of the teaching whether ir be of God.
f
s
that
:
The tea<
Christ, of Christianity. Christ means
this: If a man doubts the divinity of
his teachings let him obey in spite of
his doubt and by his rh« > r nee h will
come to know and thus have his doubt
tied a nol le
words r
removed. Ti.
i >av< «1
English lady fr* m v rid!
>::• doubther to Christ and th<‘ihr.rc
ed. Tilt so wp: /..s can.o t !.' r r.. nd. She
obeyed and found by (t*dnia. that
-ui >tantml
doubt was tran.-foi in.-d in
land tonic f« r
faith. 05 di» i:*-.* is a tj
weak faith.
8. Prayer st: nprlmus faith. Faith
comes from O d. Paul says, “It faith)
’’
O*'*! g:vt s His gifts
is the gift ! C4od.
in auswt r to prayer. Tin1 futh» r < f the
demoniac try prayed, “Lord I believe;
help thou niii;o unb‘ii* f,“ my lark of
belief. This is a good j ray* r for all who
want
and need to have thtir faith
■

BROTHER

A

wav

Well filled out character.

VETERAN

WAR

ONLY

only

games

the

and

same

pleasures

as

tin ir hey contemporaries up to a certain
age. and the little damsel who has n l n tiler wit li >v In in t
play to collect wild ! irds'
d hutu rthus and t«» learn the uses
egg*
f i.aminer. saw and nail*, is infinitely
happier than the brother iess child to

all t!.o*e pl»a«ure8 are unknown
is. however, net only in childh

wl;t
It

m

d

th.»t the want «>f a hroti.tr is most Kit.
1' i.less the g rl just launched into Sot ;• tv

happt

i.s to

1

very attraetive ►lie

ny gayei

very
has

e

no

hr

•r to

are—just

N

ill

*s

take ht ral ut with i.::
she .* a lut'o prigg.*h

very likely
conceited—brother!e*s girls

:,t-u

and

w

es

s

i.sc

has

si

never

*-<>

«

n,?i

had any

fraternal cru Kins winch .have Ixeen so
useful to her 1 re fortunate girl friend*
v. tly pos.i.t to hear the
It may not he
home truths boys often Kil their si*:-r*.
but it is very salutary, and ot.e n.av* be
t.<
1. y Jack tells bis
sure thatvvl.en
sister, "I can't think why you make *u- ii
f yourself, and wu w- n't catch me
a guy
after all,
taking you out in that hat.
he is only *x{ ressing the unspoken sentiment.* of «-tin r girls' broth* r*
The broth* rliss girl ran ly treats men in
the same c..f\. i lea.*ant fashion as tlie girl
does who has grown up in masculine society. rvm.etiir.es she treats them with a
snubbing. e* ntempluous manner, fcomet lines she see ins afraid to speak in their
presence, and sometimes—this is most
common—she is too anxious to please
them and shows it.
•-

A
men

girl with brothers, as a rule, takes
naturally. She neither Hatters at.d

makes overmuch of them nor does she
them coldly.
Instead, she is thoroughly friendly, and yet she does not seem
to fancy that any little attentions she may
receive from her men acquaintances mean
anything beyond ordinary courtesy and
treat

thus find* <>| pi minify to read, and is able
of interest with her husto discuss t« | iband in theexening by the fireside. Sbo
is a gentle mother to her little ones, but
No" she keep* her word.
when slia says
Hie is never impatient with the babyxvh* n
he is sleepy and clings to her skirts. Inii king him, she takes the tired
stead of
little form in her arms and rinks it to
'■

sleep.
Her husband is not wealthy, and she
docs not strain the last nerve to dress ns
well as ur more w« .ithy neighbors, but
her taste is so <orr» v that these same
neighbors envy her h< *tylish a| j*oarance.
2*he is also a good neighl* ». and she does
if then* is sickness, she is
not gossii.
willing to.;.'! she M.fAring. and she does
not forget tie..Id and p^ r in tho neigh-

otion

Wives Have Many Duties.

said:
"If

goes into business, does he assume the duties of head c lerk, book keep* r.
ca*h! y. collect rand janitor? And if he
could do so—w hich he cannot and would
not even con*.her—vv- old he look his best,
act in st agreeable, kei p a j erj etual smile
and have his place of business spotless?
Let us b K-k at woinam r-he enters business—marriam* Does she assume duties of
head housekeeper, c vk, seamstress, laundress, nurse, tut r and outside man:
“And when *he d-os—for she usually
does—can she k*-* ; h« r house clean, her
temper serene. 1 uttmis sowol on. remove
all th ughts of care fr iu h* r husband's
heart, keep her prettiest * 1 th* > on and
scented with violet and lavender, her
a man

up for a ki.->—: r they only cmnc when
least is; * ct* d. i-.r when we yearn f r them
we usually keep on yeurni. g. N<
of course
she can't.
Could the aug*l> then.s« lw.-?
“j?he can’t run all the p* ud departments of a complex in am age with a menagerie of childhood annex, and a hu-dand
to come home when twilight fails to claim
every i< ta of reserve vitality left.
“I tell you she will either l.a\e to call in
some specialist demi sen.i -**• a-h.nallycr
else have more simple food, d away with
kitchen fads, let the hushund help with
the little ones and feed a burden of respon-

sibility.”—New York Press.
The Truth About

Marriage.
Our life study of each other, our life
responsibility lor each other, is just this
tender watchfulness to learn and to be
each other's need and its fulfillment,”
writes Mrs. A. I). 1. Whitney in The Ladies' Home Journal,discussing The Truth
About Marriage.” “And against all but
willful error at the start there is, k think,
an instinct of possibility or impossibility
in the personal duty ailtl relation.
Would
you desire or revolt from becoming what
the man witji whom you are choosing to try
this tremendous experiment would most
appreciate, would best be satisfied with, in
you? Would you delight to shape your
life, to mold your •plrit. to his ideal? 13 he
what you feel G<xi would really make to
you the immediate giver of the best he
has for you
And would you be lifted
joearer to God and to the life of heaven by
striving t<» * ve this man his own best im-

agining

of

good?

“Is it real, best good you

both wanting or only eoxne common, circumstantial
Will your wedcontent and enjoyment:
ding day be a show and a festivity, soon
over and kept afterward in mere anniversaries—< 1 wood and tin and glass and silver and the things of existence—or will it
be all the long, faithful, glad or suffering,
shared and mutual fulfilling of the years?
are

lor the

this
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weekly, in colors, worth fJ '»0 a
this price, however, it would
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n
and it « xtiibii- in every is-ue the truly
iran qualities of quiekl.c--, dlreetne--,
uiuey and f«*ree. It ha- Won from l>cin<>.
cratlc ilvals, I y it- thoroughly American -plrit,
tb- admis-loii that it "commands the r«--p. « t of
all parties”. In directing attci.ti-• n. early and
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meat-market.
We own our own slaughter-house; our
stock-is mostly native, and inspect •!
before
can

slaughtering, consequently
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left at the Store.
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Loan
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ami

prepared to furnish all who wish with
gc*>ds usually found at a tlrst-class
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RECOGNIZED AS A GREAT, SAFE, CLEAN
FAMILY PAPER A FORCE IN PUBLIC
AFFAIRS AND POTENT FOR ENTERTAINMENT ANO CULTURE OF
EVERY MEMBER OF THE
FAMILY.

j
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Notice*.
" hen the hair begin- to fall out nr turn
gray,
the scalp needs doctoring, and we know of no
better specific than Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian
Hair Kemwer.

s

Correspondence solicited.

Lowest Prices.
M. J.

a.

Shares, £1
j of the directors.
month.
A. \V. Kino, Pro i 1

quantities.

At

always

t.MI.OOO.

Every facility tillVrcil Customers.
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for ra-li, while
fur l-bed
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anythin.;
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a

the

semi-weekly

Tribune will now enjoy a boom ami its
enterprise entitles it to that distinction.

t :.e sum

man may be rating all day. and f.>r
of digestion is never nourished, hu
endless readers may erain t ii* in-*- v*-s m
vain with intellectual food.- Pr. W’atta.

the regular
bargain, conTribune is in-
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weekly Tribune
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Okc

present pictorial
printed in black or id

virtually
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der

"

The

country.

weeklies, w hether
colors, all sell for ten cents a copy, or for
f5 a year. The Tribune's colored supple-

■

\vit1

Spills

weekly

humorous

low-priced, popular

in

>

Buk^“

klhciu

promises to be of interest to every member of the family. There is gre'it need for
a

I

Pcrhape you’re dnrloring your etnnnch or ll._
n
when the rc^l tioub.e is your kidneys, l•a
sate t.) irifle With thi'm. \V hen
overworHS
ran backup into
they
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1
pumice enough (o wre it t be sr„|®'
1
eel conetuutton.
Don't ni
until it'e l<k) late.
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Dr.
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lfcta
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pill .* .* .* ,><

primarily Intended for the young
ami for those members of the family who
have a craving for lighter reading than
politics or business, this supplement

than ever f-*r
mail that

•-■

Sbiicittsnmnts.

paper.
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and
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good will—Pittsburg Dispatch.
In their evtry day existence wives have
A man who
to lx? the superiors of men.
can do several
things well is looked upon
the
t
as a winder, y*
average housekeeper
has a d>>/en—oh, isn n—a score of a hundred duties of radically different natures,
and if she fails in one she falls short of the
requirements of society and in r family.
Mrs. De Jar net U? well expressed this idea
lxi re the rau Jose institute when she

a need of the times, that t lie
New York Tribune lias resolved to issue a
colored supplement of sixteen pHges, full
of pictures, jokes and entertaining matter, to the readers of its semi-weekly

considers

Housewife.

borhood— Atitue bn.ith in
l*o«>r

A ( olore<l Tribune Supplement.
American people live such busy and
bustling lives, whatever their occupations, that they do not take time enough
(or recreation. In many cases, there is no
opportunity, even if there were time for
enjoyment. It is in response to w hat it
The

a.l

A

n

t-

Offices. Ellsworth and Bar Harbor.
-——

'IMF

IRI RUNE

playetl

a

i.ow

w <_

..

known and

important part

‘1IIK WEEKLY TKIBl NE mini-ters to all
the -weetand w hole-ome inter*-litf. .and
it i- distinctly a paper
for families and lor
lho-e who want the -plrit and the editorial-of
tl
leading Republican paper of the United
>tati *.
It i>a-an excellent A gricultural page, a
page of Science ami Mechanic*, a charming
page e-pccialiy for women, u strong array of
market report--of uncha i-nged excellence, and
|...ok review -. foreign letter.-, and bright nilsceMany, in addition to the new of the week.
It an usuaiiy be sub-irii-ed lor w ith local
county weeklies. Sample copies free.
THE -EMI WEEKLY i- printed on Tuesday
and Kridav, and gives twice as much matter as
'1 he Weekly.
The craving for color on the part of the
other members of :t family,
young, and even
b.-.n
ha- now
recognized by THE >EMIth<
WEEKLY TRIBUNE
colored supplement of 1»: page-, with each Friday'- paper. If not gratified in a proper way,
tie .iking for pictures and innocent brik'iit
reading matter will incline many to seek in less
desirable publication.- that which they cannot
The jokes and
find in their favorite paper.
quaint paragraphs, and the fifty or more polit
it al cartoons, humorous sketches and halftones, ami other amusing contents of the colored supplement will prove a welcome addition
t«* the w i-er and weightier parts of the paper.
It l- printed on superfine paper, and its In pages
are themselves fullv worth the price of tie
"*-oid separately, n- a pi.
>EM I W KEK LY
torial weekly, "Twinkle-” readily hrings Scent
a copy and in the course of a year the read. 1
wouhl receive more than he ha- paid for THI
The piquant comicalities of
TliI HUNK itself
the supplement will lend new value to bound
volume- and make each copy valuable long
after the date of publication.
This edition is not off* red in combination with
local weeklies. The colored supplement will bo
sent only to subscriber-, who forward the regular price of tin- s|. mi \\ EEKIA $- 00 a year,
t.. THE TRIBUNE direct
Sample copies of Friday’s SEMI WEEKLY
free.

New Machine
HAVIXO
pared

maehinerv, I

new

DENTIST.
am

re

KINDS

Graduate of the
class of *75

OF

Machine Work
IN

FIRST

CLASS

garUFFicB

Done.

II.

Water

Hall'.

...

••.OFFICE OVER

IK iSpITAL

Thoroughly equipped

with all apparanecessary for the modern, scientific and humane treatment
of domestic animals.

School

<

*

BY

»N S

p

J.

WALSH’S STORE .*.

BURNHAM,

j

AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Also prosecuting attorney for all clas-«
pensions against the Uuited States.

d

Business solicited.

DISPENSARY.

TP LEP1ION K

Block, Ellsworth

ATTORNEY

KLLSWOltTH

CLIPPED

E.

Mill,

Street, Ellsworth, Maine.

VETERINARY

College,

•^Sandolor for the Painieaa Extraction of Teeth.

HOPKINS,

Bo"«J Building,

Giles’

Dental

DENTIST.

F.
.1.

iv

Philadelphia

II. W. HAYNES,

1)K

ORDER.

Bicycle Repairing

tus

|
|

II. GREELY,

])I1.

to

ALL

HORSES
DAILY. f>.'10a vear. SUNDAY TRIBUNE.
WEEKLY.
SEMI WEEKLY,
$2-10.
$•*00.
$1.00. TRIBUNE ALMANAC for DSC, with!
lull election returns, out in January. 2A cents a
THE TR11UNE, StM YORK
copy.

put In
do

Professional Carts.

Shop.

POWER.

ECTION.

" L. \\ E>T, Veterinarian.
St., Ellsworth, Me.

Ellsworth,

JOHN

E

Maisi

BUNKER, JR.,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
OFFICES

AT

BAR HARBOR AND BLUEHILL, ME.
Bar Harbor offices:

7 and 8 Mt. Desert B oek.

Bluehill office open Saturdays.

Every

state has Its own
Keeley Institute
Keeley Institute is at Deerlng (railroad
station, Woetbrook Junction). Maine's own is
the best, nearest and
cheapest. Its physician|G
a Keeley
graduate.

Maine's

1

COUNTY NEWS.
pv>» additional County Xrtrs

ate

other

Iti-uoUlln.

Sorrento.

pngra

Stillman Coffin, of Gouldsboro,
town

in

was

CONFEDERATE SAL.

trict;

Deer tracks arc numerous very near the
settlement, hut no one lias succeeded in

bringing

down

of

one

the

soft-eyed

crea-

tures.

department has been added to
theUuptill factory. Emerson and Frank
(tuptill have put in a shingle mill. This
uew departure ought to pay, as all shingles must he hauled from Cherry field.
Wilmot Knife lias completed his barn.
A

new

Pax.

Nov. 21.

Thanksgiving very quiet.
in the evening on account of
1

of

Many

“crack shots”

our

No service
storm.

night-fall. He had reason to be
thankful f•»r a certain camp where he was
received and was fed. Hut at home, when
morning came a rescue party went out,
turn at

bells

lost

the

in

church

might

one

reached home about
afternoon.

towers

get

direction.

the

middle

of

He
the

in upper d ist riot t> -gan Monday
twenty-.-. \ sell.ilars enrolled. There

was no

school

on

Thursday.

(.'apt. John Dumfer's vessel is

bay taking

on a

c-irgo of

staves

in

f.»r

the

Kock

land.
w

bell.

Asti, .if Sullivan, is spoil ling
inter wit li tier un.de, t 'buries CampShe i* at lending school here.

Mrs. Clara ILckford, of Winter Hart)
made

clams and

Pkart..

CrnulH'ns I*!***.

Owing to the storm hut few attended
t he
The

Thanksgiving
sermon

many

service

was

missed

an

the church.

excellent

better

treat

a

in

one,

and

than

the

Thanksgiving dinner.

Joy

Mrs. Florence E.

and

Warren

Capt.

A. Spurting were married last Tuesday
evening by If*v. C. E. Harwood, at the
borne of (.'apt. Samuel N. Bulger, in the
presenct of a few of the relatives of the
bride.
May many years of peace and
happiness attend them in their new relat

ions.
If.

Nov. 28.
SiitltvJin.

Miss .Jo-ie

the

He has enoysters.
gaged an expert to take charge of the
business and will run a big crew full
blast as soon as the building is completed.

rang that

Soho.'

with

cleaning

hied them-

away to tin- haunts of the wary
and one brave ba iter failed to re-

and tin

Fred Abbott, of Franklin, is building a
house for E. K. Conners near his
stable.
Mr. Conners will use the building for the purpose of shocking and
store

Nov. 30.

selves

deer,

S. R. Downing and w ife, who have been
keeping the boarding house here for the
past year, have moved to their old homestead, and Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Smith,
of Steuben, will have charge of the house
during the winter.

a

Mrs.

v

Lit

to

r

ir,

old homo last week.

Joy
spending

Civile

have been

h

and
a

f*

little
.\

Lawrence

days in Winter

Harbor.
Nov. 28.

Pax.

atmcrUsnnrntB.

Mrs. |). Wilson left

Wednesday

last

spend Thanksgiving with her sist

Haiey,

-r.

to

Mrs.

in Orono.

The schooner “.Mail", Capt. Clarence
Martin, sailed to-day for Providence,
If I., with curb-stone.
Capt. C. H. Wooster, of the bark “J. S.
Emery", who has been in town on a brief
visit to bis

parents,

ton, where

Ifosario,

his

leaves

vessel

is

to-day
being loaded

for Bosfor

S. A.

If.

Nov. 30.

E. T. Ilamor will build a
the Biehard Higgins place.

new

stable

on

Miss Isabella Ilamor has been visiting
friends here the past week.
Eugene Ilamor starts for home from
Mt. Katahdin in a few (lays.
are

several

Town Hill ami the

cases

of

school

diphtheria

at

has been closed.

many friends of Edward Young
pained to hear of his sudden illness at

The
are

Ellsworth.

All

hope for

a

speedy

recov-

ery.

Nov. 30.

■.Itumuscmnita.

and

wuy

Kit.

the

brazen

j
I

The
dosed

Friday, Nov. 13, except t he Naskeng school, which closed one week before, on account of the illness of the
teacher.
Winter terms w ill begin Ht the
Hcaeh, Corner, Bay and Cole schools on
Dec. 7, and at Naskeag, Nov. 30. Terms
of hig.i school will begin at North BrookIin and No. 7 on Dec. 7.
a

social

its hall

at

30.

A

on

seniors

59; juniors 61; sophomores 61;
59, special students 15.

Gray,

Brooksville,

of

has

bought

C. Cousins’ farm at Naskeag.
Capt. J. L. .Stanley has been under the
weather for nearly two weeks, but is

pane

showed that she laid enjoyed
educational advantages. She was !
irs
v«
about 40
old, and her lace bore the I
traces of intemperanco and exposure.
|
The reekle."- camp follower Anally went
t<
the I
much
some

ci

of the

popular generals iu-thc

few weeks.
On the second night of her stay the supposed wife of the general came home roaring drunk in the company of two rough
looking soldiers, who were driven off with
great difficulty by the family.
Mrs. Ueneral then gut mad and turned
her tongue loose. She horrilied the in-

cottage by dancing the cancan
and wound up with the announcement
that sho was Confederate Fill.
When the news of these high jinks
reached camp, there was unbounded indigmates of the

IJ <111

■

At

11,

cijjiciu

uuu

<>*

iittu

.1*

suited the whole army by masquerading as
the w ife of their favorite general, and a
few determined men got together and held
That night a dozen
a quiet consultation.
soldiers slipped out of camp and went
down the river to the log cabin in which
Sal had sought shelter alter being ejected
from the cottage.
As the visitors expected, they found the
woman sleeping off theeffectsof her heavy
potations. They awakened la r rudely and
told her the object of their mission.
It was a hard light. T lie captive fought
like a tigress, but the men tied her hands
and feet and then fastened a heavy stone
to her neck. Ihey bore her screaming and
kicking to the river and threw her in, just
us they would have done a mad dog.
There was one splash, and then all was
The soldiers looked at one ansilence.
other.
“Lot us go back to camp,” said the
leader.
“Suppose they find out about this job?”
asked one.
“Who cares?” replied another. “Wo are
needed in the coming battle, and there is
no danger that any of us will bo punished
I am willing to
for this night’s work.
have my share in it known.”
The story got out,
And he was right.
but there wus no investigation. Confederate Sal had no friends to protest against
her fate.—Knoxville Tribune.
He Was Chinese Too.

Two Chinamen anti an Irishman were
trial in police court charged with light-

on

ing.

“What’s your name?” said the judge,
addressing one of the Chinamen.
“All

Wing.

“All Wing, I fine you$10,” said tliodist,
penser of justice.
Then to the next Chinaman, “What’s
your name?”
“Ah Sing.”
“Ah Sing, I line you $10.”
Then to the Irishman, who held a $10
bill in his hand, “What is your name?”
“All Hell! 'lake your tin dollars!”—
Kansas City Times.

1

Turner, the naturalist, declares that ho
upon the coast of JBraz.il a race of
giant savages, several of whom were over
once saw

the average appearing to
Al. Tbevet, in his deUl_- leet.
scription of South America, published iu
1575, says that “there are few among th3
full grown men of JL'atagoiiia that are le«a
1” feet in
bo about

height,

thau b feet in height.”

The secretary of the local board of
health in a Maine town reports that a
butcher killed and marketed beef that
had been suffering with cancer. Whether
calmer, lumpy-jaw, or tuberculosis, it
should he somebody's duty, and somebody should have authority plainly prescribed to prevent such public inflictions,

to

;

|

Consumption

j

is not directly inherited, hut only
the tendency to contract thedisease.
In any stage of this malady nothing is so effectual as

Portland for England
Besides the Allan and Doline to Bristol and to Glas-

a

gow, there will be

a

line

new

grain

ANCIER’S

running

ETROLEUM

at Portland

arriving

are

PILLS for the Liver.

AYER’S

out of

run

winter.
minion lines,

this

loads of

II ay.

13<il5
It—t loose, per ton.
baled..16 y Is
Straw.

to handle the

.103 12
\

EMULSION

Onions,

Squashes, per tb

.50
.50

.03
.15

.us
.10
Cranberries, qt
Pumpkins, euch,
bu 1.50 d 2.00
Groceries.
.00 y .08
Itice, per tb
Coffee—per lt>
.25 3.30 Pickles, per gal .40 3.60
Rio,
.40 olives, per qt
.35 3 75
Mocha,
.37 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
.25
It*—
Pure
elder,
Tea—per
.05
.40 3.60 Cracked wheat,
Japan,
.05
.253.60 Oatmeal, per 16
Oolong,
Quaker rolled oats, .05
Sugar—per tt>—
.05 buckwheat,
Granulated,
.04
Coffee—A .t b, .04*, Graham,
.04
.04 Kye meal,
Yellow, C
••

< Ml—per gal—
Molasses—per gal—
.40 Linseed,
.60 3.65
Havana,
.50
.14
Porto Rico,
Kerosene, per gal
.60
.16
Astral
oil,
Syrup,
Maple syrup, qt .25 3.30

into that

relieve cough, promote
Prompt
appetite, aid digestion and restore
lost flesh, it is, unlike Cod Liver
Oil, perfectly agreeable to take,
to

city

Trunk.

Even in the last stages when the

cough, diarrhoea and night sweats
are wasting the body away, the distressing symptoms can be greatly

Hypnotism.
hypnotism,
and the scientific world might
rightly
ignore its importance as a subject of
investigation, if it were proved to have
nothing more in it than the dominance
of one will over another, or the power of
so-called‘“suggestion” to control human
minds, says a writer in
Harper's
Character and

would he little in

There

Hut

of

student

much

______

Your Life
Bv u-lng “The New Great South American
Kidney Cure.” Tills new remedy is a great
surprise on account of its exceeding promptness
in relieving pain in the Kidneys, Bladder and
Back in male or female. It relieves retention
of water and pain in passing it almost im
mediately. Save yourself by using this mar
velousoure. Us use will prevent fatal rouse
(juenees in almost all ca-e- b\ it- great alteramM by s. I). Wigtive and healing powers.
gin. Gruggist, Kll-worth Me.
Save

heat first sets out. to
for instance, has
question proofs

is revealed to the

more

that which
discover. No sooner,

hypnotism

than

he established
of

beyond

the power of mind
‘suggest ion” in con-

Kln-uiii'it i-in

mind, and of
trol, than he is forced to recognize how
little potency lies in either when compared to that great power of resistance to
them which is generated by an individual’s n ,\ n st reugt h of character.
No hypnotism in the world, as a great
authority has shown, can make a really
temperate person, when under hypnotic
control, simulate or yield to drunkenness;
over

truly

nor can a

kind

m*ss

of

nature

glimmer of harsh feeling.
And thus, hs can readily he seen, one
more proof from an unexpected source
has been added to those already in our
no

possession going
power of

to show

character, of that

inherently

the
\\

intrinsically

and

va'ue ami

h eh

a

which he appears
too, even a harder case am* n*t
Adam, who need never have yieded
to Eve but for a weakness in himself.
than

that

II

man

is, rather
to he.
It

j

the

place and

von,

and all

attitude

men

00..

%

.isnlngloli, U.C.

Pauper Xu dee.

which |

acquiesce.

Stow

undersigned hereby gives nonce tnat he
rpHK
X has contracted with the < it ■. ..t klisworth.for

—

Take

A.

opposite Patent oihre. W

makes out.

belong to

J

Caveat-, and Trade Mark- obtained and a Patent businc-s conducted tor Moderate Pees.
We
Our oilier is opposite C s. Patent Ollier.
have no-uli-agencies, all bu-lness direct, hence
l**ss time and at
•an tran-act patent business in
LKss COST than those remote from Washington.
Send inoiiei, drawing, or photo, with descripWt; advise, if patentable or not, free of
tion.
charge. Our fee not lu<- 'ill patent is secured.
A book. “How to obtain Patents,'* with referin votir stale, county, or
ences to actual client.\itdress
town, sent free,

modest person he induced
would, in waking hours,

real

of

Day.

si

jfl

of soul

one

shows

in

<

ralgia radically

immodesty. The man with true
keeps hi-* dignity intact,

of

Cur«-d

I’llK’’for Blicuinatism and Neucures in 1 to
days. Its action
system is remarkable and mysterious.
upon th
11 removes at once tin- cans,-, and the disease
imnn-diatrlv disappear-. Tte* lir-t d«*se greatly
benefits
T'i (••■ot~. Sold by s. |>. WlGGIN,
druggist, Kll-worth
“MYSTIC

to do that which

dignity

preparation.

this

Druggists 50c. and $1.00. Pamphlet mailed
free. ANGIER CHEMICAL CO., BOSTON.

with any other subject worth in-

as

vestigating,

by

relieved

Bazar.

and

egetablcs.
.60 Potatoes,
.02 Turnips,
.03 Parsnips,
.03 Celery, bunch

grain coming

the Grand

over

savor

baled..*.*..’.’.’.’’

the support of the poor, during P’c ensuing year,
and has made ample provision for their support.
He therefore forbids ail persons from furnishing
supplies to any pauper or his account, as without
his written order, he will pay tor no goods so
Barky «
Tones.
furnished

Lumber and building Materials.

Lumber—per M—

Clapboards—per M—
24 326
Kxtra spruce,
Hemlock,
lOyll
Hemlock boards, in y 11
Spruce, No. 1, 17 1>
35 360
12 316
Clear pine,
Spruce,
35360
Spruce tloor,
15y20 Kxtra pine.
12 315 Laths— perM—
Pine,
2.00
Matched pine,
15yl8 Spruce,
.Olu.nO
Nails, per lb
Shingles—per M
160
2 75 Cement, per cask
Cedar, extra
2 25
clear,
Lime, per cask
175
1 05 31 10
2d clear,
1 50 brick, per M
extra one,
7 311
No. 1,
125 W like lead, pr lt» .05 3.0s
.75
scoots,
—

••

1 25
Provisions.
ns
Steak, beef, lb .12*,' a .25 Tripe, per tb
Kre-b pork,
.lo<j.l5 Honeycomb tripe,fb .In
1;i «j. 14
.Os a.15
Ham, per lb
Spring lamb,
.tHja.lo
.08y.lt> M utton, per lb
Neal, perlb

Hemlock,

.08y.l4
Roa»ts,
lJeef, corned, tb .Utia.OS

.15
.Oh
.n>

tongue,
Salt pork, per lb
Lard, per li>
1’igs feet, per tb

(COLUMBIAS
The Columbia you want is ready for you. Not a day's delay,
We have been preparing for
if you choose regular equipment.
months to meet the present great demand.

$4 ^^

Partridges,

pr

.Mo

a

*•

Coal—per
Wood—per cord
SOOafJOO
Broken,
I>ry hard,
2 00a3 50
Stove,
Dry soft,
Lgg,
Roundings per load
1 IHI a 1 25
Nut,

Calf

fi no
0 00
H (Kt
0(H)
0 00

skins, green

Pelts,

skins,

a

-rh
ers

quality

in loth

at such

price

prices is unheard of.
goodness. Regular

and

POPE MFG.
Tfranch Stores and

CO., Hartford, Conn.

Agencies in almost every city and town. If Columbias
represented in your vicinity, let us know.

are not

properly

.su

PUNCTUROID
—

Mends Punctured Tires
While You Ride and

tb—

KEEPS THEM MENDED.

.01)*'
.03

No

.75

Walking Home.

a.35

Dried
.12 § 20

Fruit.

Tamarinds,
".pi currants,
y.15 Npples, string
.I0a\l4 Apples, sliced
.08

But Hartfords are leadmodels ready for delivery.

.75

\iu

Apples, pk

COMPLETE.

*65, *50, *A5

.75§.1X)

a .30
Se*‘(l».
bu
2 50 Clover—per tb—
Herdsgrass,
.12
.is
Red,
Redtop, per tb
.13
Lawn seed, per lb
.is
Alslke,
Fresh Fruit.
.20 a .30
.30 § .35 Pears, doz
Lemons, doz
.15a.25
.25a 3ii Crapes,
Bananas,

Figs,
Dates,
Raisins,
Prunes,

!

.03),

.25
.30
.20

IS

^URTFORD BICYCLES

.1*0

Oats, Western, per
.33
bu
Oats,native,pr bu.25 lu
llidex and Tallow.
Tallow—per
Hides—per lb—
Rough,
Ox,
.04**
Tried,
Cow,
.04’i

Bull,

■_».15

Tandems

STOCK

THE

ton—

Blacksmith’s
Flour, Crain and Feed.
Shorts—bag—
Flour—per bb
5 5oa0 00 Mixed feed, bag
Straights,
St. Louis oiler,
Middlings,bag
5 50 a 0 00
Patents—
0 50
NVinter wheat,
0 25
Spring wheat,
<>
Corn meal, per bag
Corn, lull weight per

bag

.25
.12

al.ke

Tandems, *150

a

;

Men’s Columbias I
women’s Columbias M

I

TO ALL

BUU

.10

Came.
.75 Venison, steak
roast,
Fuel.

ONCE.

AT

Poultry—per lb—
.12 a.14
Fowl,
Spr. chickens, 15a.IS
.22 a.25
Turkeys,
.in
Bologna,

.12
Sausage,
.10
Cooked bam, ft*
Fish.
Salt—
Fresh.10 §.12
.07 y.10
Dry cod,
Smelts,
.05 a.no
.10 a. 12
Pollock.
Mackerel,
.12 a. 15
Mackerel,
.04*,
Cod,
Halibut tins, .lOa.12
White halibut, .12 .15
.05
.01
Halibut
beads,
Haddock,
*,
Boneless (rod, .08 a .10
Flounders,doz .15 a 20
.14
Sword tlsh,
Tongues and
.o8a.l()
.12
sounds,
Lobsters,
.10 Smoked—
Pickerel,
.12
.30
Halibut,
Scallops, qt
A lewives, string
.15
( lams, pk
.25
.40
Salmon, stripped
Oysters, it
.18 a.20
.25
Bloaters, doz

Lamb

South American (•iaute.

the Only
Sarsaparilla admitted
At World’s Fair.

Medical students 122;

was

taken

Cabbage,

army.
The people where she hoarded did nut
know her and accepted her statement that
she desired to be near her husband for a
most

follows:

Sarsaparilla
It

The total of 377 is

daily for exportation to England, where
Mias Geneva Staples to the India famine scare has created a
great
cheer his home, and our village blackdemand for American grain.
The Grand
smith, J. W. Allen, has taken Miss Flor- Trunk is
working three shifts of men on
ence Futon into partnership.
The best
'its new 2.000,00)-bushel elevator, in order
Iihs

hoii

beet*, per bu

nice.

about ten days,
n nl
Fla* had 1
and the officers and men were beginning
to hope that they laid seen the hist of her,
when the report came that she had engaged board with a respectable family some
distance down the river. Fhe vvjis dressed
better than ever, was well supplied with
money and claimed to be the wife of one

AY"RS

corn.

upon

whom she

By Taking

freshmen

are

Stewart.

Whew! ten feet of snow in Dakota and
old Maine smiling through a few rain
drops, and the nights warm enough to

conversation

had annoyed beyond

college.

of the

Sanitary Inspector.
gaining.
It is reported at Portland on good auCapt. Asa Smith has moved into the
Freethy house occupied by his daughter, thority that five lines of English steamers
Mrs.

Your Blood

cars.

Miss Mary Allen has gone to Boston
will be employed for the winter.
La Mouche.

daring

men

for electric

as

j

hr;

trolley

divided

Willie

Purify
And Enrich

aged sixty-nine years.
Patents have been granted to Maine
inventors as follows:
F. Chase, Waterville, lasting-machine; J. II. Clark, Deering, pianoforte; S. F. Tufts, Westbrook,

| history

[

the

Winnowing* of News
Novelty and Nonsense.
Albert F. Bradbury, treasurer of the
Dexter savings bank, and treasurer and
director of the Dexter and Newport railroad company, died at Dexter Wednesday,

The recently-issued catalogue of Bowprowhich I doin college for ttie years 1896-97 shows
the largest enrollment of students in the
j

be believed. Some said that she was a soldier's widow, but others declared that she
had been wt.l known as a disreputable
diameter in-several Confederate cities. No wishes of the village are extended to the
have been in the
matter who
ie might
happy couples.
Nov. 30.
ii. G. A.
past, the soluiers looked upon her as a holy
terror, and her evil fame spread into the
Fedi ml lines, where it was reported that
ILhSWOlilll MAKKKTS.
she held strayed upon more than one occaW i;dnkm»a v, December 2, ls'.to.
sion.
••AiNK I.AW RkOAHDl.NO WRIGHTS AM* MhASl'RMt.
In the course of time Confederate Sal
A
1'iisliel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 00
vexatious
became a
problem to both
poui<*i*, and a bushel ot Turks 1 aland salt shall
armies.
Oi *‘0 a party of Confederates
weigh To pounds.
seized her while she wus drunk and carried [ Tlie standard weight of a bushel of potatoes,
her int the l tdcral camps, where they left I in go...i order and lit lor shipping, Is oo pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
1 he vvrt ; died creature vsjis discoverher.
i good order ami lit tor shipping, is 02 pounds.
ed the next day ly the Fcderals and was
of wheat, beets, rutadtaga turnips and peas, on
I pout..I-*, ot corn, 50 pounds; of onions, 52
I ron.ptly sent back to the other side.
pound'; of carrots, Knglish turnips, rye and
1 hey tried every tiling to get rid of her,
Indian meal, 50 pound-, ot barley and buckbut she never failed to return.
She was wheat. 4s pounds; ot oats, 32 pounds, or even
measure as by agreement.
locked in the guardhouse, whipped and
threatened with death, but Jill to no purCountry Produce.
(ienerals and c Fuels used to fly
pose.
beaus.
from ber as they vv mid from a cyclone.
Yellow Kye, per bush.2.50
Improved
Her temper vv.ms furious beyond descripP> .. hand pleked, per bu.2.no
tion. and tin* most hardened men could
not listen to her foul and profane tongue.
Improved, per bu (seed1'.2.5u
Sometimes she
.'-he was dangerous too.
| butter.
was remarkably well dressed, with plenty
( r- ainerv per !!».....25
of lmn >y to spend, and the < Hirers had a
Dairy ’.ISu.20
j
sus] I. ion licit she was a spy of the enemy.
Cheese.
There was no proof, however, and she
be -1 faetorv (new) per It*.12 y .15
lle-t dairy (new).15
could not be disposed of upon this pretext. :
Dutch (imported;.1.10
F.il was not a beauty, but when she was
iit her best she vvjis ji dashing woman, a j Kggs.
Ki -h laid, per do/..25
rider, .and when she was sober her

of

Wcrk's

short

C.

history. She invented so many different
biographies that none of her stories could |

presumed

One

Victor Gott is in Boston visiting relatives.

grow
or nor

town

where she

adventuress

anytning

the

gramme was carried out, after
hulled corn and milk were served.

again.
couia lonrn

throughout

schools

The grange held

Sal would return with a new outfit and
would remain until she got into disgrace
.\nhoay

i

un

Friday evening, Nov.

would he sent 120 miles away and left in
the woods in the hope that she would never
return.
It was useless to resort to such
mild methods. After a few days’ absence

too far and
forbearance

IInil's Cove.

There

give

j

atibrrttsctncnts.

TO CAKIIIOIJ.

KITTKKY

(irituville Phillips have sold
! t h ir boat, the “Zurita,” to Swan’s Island
! p irties.

Monday.

Charles Candage lias gone to Bar liar-,
During the latter part of the war the
Confederates went into camp about CoFred Fernald and Miss Katie Young bor for the winter.
were married Sunday, Nov. 15, at the
W. 11. Lawrence is having steam heal lumbia. on Duck river, in Tennessee.
The soldiers were half clad, half fed and
bride’s home. It was a ijuiet wedding, put in his cottage.
the neighborThey were in no
but the young peoplCleaves is driving the stage for thoroughly desperate.
George
mood to 1m? trilled with, and when the
hood were not asleep, and some of them H. L. Cleaves
between Sullivan and Cherdid not sleep until alter 3 o'clock in the !
provocation came they were a law unto
ry tield.
themseh es.
morning. The serenade began at 1.
Kev. J. T. Moore preached a very aide
While they were In camp at this place a
There is a marked improvement in t lie
and interesting sermon
at the Union
woman who had followed the army for
at
the
Methodist
since
so
church
singing
church Sunday.
months gave the officers considerable troumany of tlie young people assist.
Mrs. K. R. Conners, who has been visit- ble.
A small company of friends from SpurShe was utterly depraved and shameless,
ing her mother ui Gouldsboro, returned and she was
not pretty enough to cause
ling district called on Mr. and Mrs. Cap- home
Monday.
her escapades to he leniently regarded.
A
sbaw one evening recently.
very
Miss
did not even have a name.
This
woman
Harriet Kiizabeth Merrill, who has
pleasant time was enjoyed by all.
been visiting her aunt, Mrs. W. H. Law- She was known as “Confederate Sal,” and
Kev. Hammond, I). I)., of Louisiana,
was heartily detested by the soldiers and
rence, has returned to her home in Bosto have lectured here Wednesday
was
citizens.
ton.
It was impossible to tell where Sal
It was a wild night
evening, Nov. 11.
Archie C. Rolfe was in town to-day, en would break out next, or what now and
with wind and rain, and there was no
route
for
Bar
Harbor, where he will have startling capers she held in reserve. Ono
lecture.
Many were disappointed. It is
of setting machinery
for Mr. week she would make her appearance in
charge
Dr.
Hammond
be
this
may
hoped
way
Columbia elegantly dressed and conductBrewer.
under
more
favorable
circumAgain
ing herself like a lady. A few days later
M. P. Cleaves has
vacated
stances.
recently
she would ho found covered with rags and
Grove
and
with
his
cottage
family dirt, gloriously drunk and shockingly proSchools opened Monday, Nov. 23.
Rev. Spruce
has
Bar
to
Harbor.
Mr. Cleaves is fane.
gone
B. I*. Caps haw is teacher in the upper disThen tho patience of the officers would
Miss Bunker is teacher in the manager of the Brewer hotel.
lower district.

Fred

.10

.08§.12
.0*

.12

/trade

mark.

Can containing

Dealers,

or

enough
sent'postpaid

No taking out of valves. Guaranteed not to
injure tires. One treatment insures your
tires against leaks for a year.
Puncturoid for two tires. For sale by Bicycle
to any address

on

receipt

of

Price,, $1.00.

Puncturoid

Mfg\ Co., e1ieesemass.

___

_
_

_

Jf

Hon'd T!»|*?
Nominated for Representative.
“Doyou enjoy novel-readmg, Miss BeSapphira, who having lost their flint and
We offer One Hundred Dollar*
linda?” “Oh, very much; one run a*«*oReward
John M. Merrill, of Bluehill, has been 1
steel, set about and made this hole to
an% <a-e of ( atarrh that eanm.t be
one
that
fiction
in
date with j>cople
rurJi
»
UrH hf
Hair- C atarrh t ure
cook their vegetables by boiling them by nominated a candidate for representative wouldn’t dare to sp*.K* to in real lift.'
combinay .». « II I NK V A ( O,, Toledo
industry, because various
n
the heat attracted by the ledge from the to the State legislature by the republicans
lie cord.
"
(’hicago
the
have
under-lgned,
known
tions have been and are still retarding
y
,
< henev for the la-t 1ft year-, and
noon-day sun. As proof of this story it is of Bluehill, Dedham and Surry, to take
l*.|ieve ht„'
The setting of a great hope is !ike the
orders by prices which buyers believe
perb elly honorable In all hu-lnes- tr.i n-arim.?
The brightness of and
pointed out that descendants of Ananias the place of the late Harvey l\ Hinckley.
setting of the sun.
tin a ne tally able to earrv out
any
-»Ej"
> obit
* of evening fall
'Nation*
cannot be maintained, and the same still live in the region round about.
made bv their firm.
A caucus was held in Bluehill last Sat- : our life is gone, shade-".
" t-r A Thi ax, Wholesale
around uj, and t he world seems but a
I is true in boots and shoes, and in a
Druggl-t-i
comand
a
Aonominating
urday evening,
! broader shadow.
ledo, O
Longfellow.
Jack Gilpatrick, the veteran up-river mittee chosen.
W albino. Kixnan * Mahvin, \vii,.i»..i
The nomination was
j few branches of textile goods.
uncle!.
Runaon (amazed): “That your
IlrujMl-4*. Tolwlu, o.
But business is on the whole en- trapper whose hunting exploits have made Monday afternoon. Thedateof the
llrtllV (’Atarrh Cun- !• taken InB-rnallv
Why, man, you told me your uncle bad
so many newspaper
columns, election, which will he fixed by the govlarging, and the employment of many occupied
| hot n his legs carried away at Sedan.” | tnir.llrmly U|um III.. M.hhI a,„l mu,..,,,,',

not decrease of business. Disappointment is observed in the iron and steel

£ l)c tOUaiucivtli American.
tAH

A

L AND POLITH

A

a

I. J<*1 KNAI.

PUBLISHED

EVERY THURSDAY MORNING
AT

ELLSWORTH. MAINE,
BY THE

HAN('0( K COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager.
gnb*cr< prion Price—$1.50 a year, 75 cents for
six months; 37K cents for three months. If
paid strictly In advance. All arrearages are
reckoned at the rate of #2 per year.
Advertising Rates—Are reasonable, and will
be made known on application.

j

glass

starting many
collapse of

controversy,

and the

hands,

i thousand

iron

Business communications should be addressed
and ail money orders made payable to The
Hancock
County
Publishing Co., Ellsworth. Maine.

to

THURSDAY,

hands will extend purchasing
power. The settlement of the window
more

1

combinations
some
important
with the same effect, give promise of
more business. Broadly speaking, the

! gain has been greater than anybody

DECEMBER 3, 1896.

expected,

if a

surprising

and it is not

small part of it is in excess of the

( heap Newspapers.
The newspaper which has no uniform
rate for advertising space, and is satisfied to take what it can get for it, is a
cheap advertising medium, and the advertiser need expect nothing but cheap
results. l^awrenceburg (Ind.) Press.

present consuming demand.
Reports from all parts of the country show clearly the enlargement ®f
trade, not at all points in the same

has told the

story of his latest adventure
Archer, of Great Pond, who
called at his cabin just after
he
had
brought in his latest victim, a Canada
The animal made a fatal mistake
lynx.
J.

to

in

S.

getting

into that

particular trap,

and

the

trapper made an almost equally
serious error in taking it to be only a bob
cat.
Merely armed with a small hatchet,
used in cutting hoop poles, he advanced

fray,

with bear
and such ferocious game, doubtless giving
him over confidence in his prowess.
But
Mr. Gilpatrick's little hatchet, though
to the

avail

his

experienced

arm,

was

of

against this savage denizen of

everywhere helped by a the Maine woods. The animal fought
more confident
feeling.
Monetary bravely and well, and Jack had to retrest
difficulties have vanished as if by with a severly wounded hand, leaving the
in possession of the field while he
There aie some who desire to know magic, and banks with an uncomfort- lynx
went to camp for hi** rifle.
And not
are
idle
of
money
with the sole purpose that they may ably large supply
until he had fired several shots, was the
borrowers
hunting borrowers, as the
trapper able to bear his victim home in
know, and it is curiosity; and some
were recently hunting lenders. Enor- trium
pb.
who desire to know that they may be
mous gains in bank deposits, £.37,000,known, and it is base ambition; and 000 in two weeks, indicate something
PAYSON TK lvKU KK.MOYKI).
of funds
some who desire to know that they of the amount
recently
The
Blaine Central Railroad lias a
hoarded.
may sell their knowledge for wealth
New Manager.
and honor, and it is base avarice; but
Payson Tucker was removed from the
Payson Tucker's Removal.
The removal of Payson Tucker from position of general manager of the Maine
there are some, also, who desire to
branches, but

of the Maine Cen-

the

management
they may be edified, and it
tral railroad was a surprise to the peois prudence; and some who desire to
ple of Maine.
know that they may help others, and
Mr. Tueker is a man of large busiit is charity.—8’. Bernard.
ness capacity, and is popular through-

know that

out

Secretary Herbert’s report will not
public until the last of this
week, but it can be stated upon good
authority that it will take strong
grounds in favor of the continued in-

ests of the State, with which he was
ever in touch.
The cause of Mr. Tucker’s removal

of the navy, and will recommend that three new battle-ships and
crease

torpedo

boats be

this session of
Chairman

provided
Congress.

Hanna

is

has not been

for at

expected

officially announced, yet

find many papers of the State inclined to take up the cudgels in his
behalf.
With the sentiments exwe

in

these papers The AmeriWhile the reagree.

pressed by

Washington

this week, to announce
chairman of
the inauguration

the

con-

nection with the Maine Central he
has done much toward building it up,
and in promoting the business inter-

be made

ten

During his long

the State.

does not

can

moval of Mr. Tucker may he person-

at a
meeting of the diMonday. Mr. Tucker's resignation was requested hi.i] refused, and lie

for Salt.

flrari It.
If you have any trouble with your back, if it
^ RAY
MARK oy Watchmaker, 8 year*
aches, 1* lame or weak, the cause nine times out
1
old, 1V3 hands high, weigh* over l,0tx>
of ten Is from the kidney*. Read atx>ut the | lb*.; kind, sound and & good driver. Also her
free distribution of Doan’s Kidney Pills In this colt by Donum 2-19. 2 year* old: stand* ll-lk?
hands high, weigh* 820 lbs.; will be dark gray.
,4drf.
paper, and call at S. I>. WiggIN’S
One Whilton punt: two-seated
express wagon.
old-fashioned sleigh, horse-sled; harnesses,
robes, Ac. Apply to 1). W. Horton Bluehill. Maine.

by vote of the directors.
George F. Kvana, of Boston, assistant
of President Tuttle of the Boston & Maine
railroad, was appointed to succetd Mr.
Tucker.
President Tuttle, <>f the Boston &

A

made

whs

for

and

from

the

friends

manner

and

Bailey

in

which

Drink,

their

from

smile

House.

after

forcible

a

the

word

know Mr. Hanna well. We are friends.
He is a man of lofty purposes and a
believe he is

seeking

do

a

Mi

*er

tion for the

The
will

or

good
down,

roads movement in Maine

not

j

of

The
opposes it.
only question about it is as to the
best means of securing the results deman

sense

by
wheelmen, the railroads,
manded

the

times.

With

the

the progressive farmers, with all the wide awake
men of whatever occupation or pro-

fession, in fact, interested in the
movement, the legislature is bound to
take favorable action.

It is rumored

man in high authoropposed to the movement on
ity
the ground of economy but the economy subserved by neglecting the good
roads movement is of the false variety
and no public man will gain anything
by advocating it.

that at least one
is

Business.
When the rush of orders after the

election slackened, many began to
think business dwindling, says Dun'*
Reric-c.

From one town in

Illinois,

many the most populous, fiftysix train loads of manufactured goods
But
went out the day after election.
subsidence of such deferred orders is
not

by

to

their

hired

first

members
own

been

on

agony is
become
have

and Alien the

the

hall

music,

t

hey

will

can

a

Bar Harbor

recent

a

man

w

ho

had

visit
im-

way and headed for home, but when
he reached Jones’ marsh, he thought he
must go in

and

see

Mr.

Jones,

and

the

consequence was, his neighbors had to
come and rescue him from the pit of miry
clay. This mui w as not a native of Jones*
marsh, hut happened to be there when
his sin found him out.
Peter Beckman, the man who expected
to revolutionize navigation with his barrel boat, drifted away from Bucksport in
his strange craft, hoping to reach more
congenial shores. The barrel boat stranded at Morse’s Cove, in Penobscot bay,
where it was beached. Now Peter is back
in Bucksport, and thinks he will settle
down once more to work at bis trade of
basket-maker, which he has about decided will be more profitable than experimenting. Peter still has sublime faith in
his boat, but has not money enough to
develop it properly. His boat has already
cost him over f1,000; and Peter is a poor
man.

While Franklin's natural curiosities are
rapidly becoming known through the
newspapers, there are some not yet described, one of which is located near Burnt
mountain. In a solid ledge of granite of
several acres is a hole a foot in diameter,
and about the same depth, with a rounding bottom. It is locally known as “the
pot in the ledge *. Legend says that this
region was once the home of Ananias and

just purchased

revelation

A

\ 4 H. P. Vert
one
base, all

on

selling

we arc

for

"ton.*

few

a

form*

Water

at

is

X’OTICK

days only.

hereby

rly t»crujilt**l

to let you

us.

I.

and

we

you liv tinand

price

Providence River
on

hand.

Sunday Dinner, to
Saturday Evening.

imksskr,

WaTKK HTKOT,

K

I I “WORTH.

Yon Neod

Dti
!'

ST

V

Nullin' to \\ .it**r Takers.
tie
1 !l.-worih Water t'o.
m
W 1 is I nan a Son, No
Franklin street
will he open Saturday evenings until 8.30 until further notice.

live,

well

as

as

Ellsworth, Sept. 10.

live

kinds of Leather
All

Rubbers.
and

Boots

kinds

of

I in'

I.. H. t't'HtlUVX,
Is.ik.

W 12 V

111.11

all

NOT

for.

SWAP?

Freeman**

“Superlative**

Stipt.

Rillslnirv's

,

...

NOTIC’M.
forbidd. n t<v harGertinde F. Blaisdeli. of Penobscot, Maine, on my account, as
she has left tny home w ithout ’cause, and I
shall pay no bills of her contrac ling.
ALI'IIECS H Bl. VlMlfl.L.
Penobscot, Nov. 23. 189S.

VI.I.

and

Our Teas and Coffees
arc

Buckle

the best,

1). H EPPES & SON,

Slippers.

Main

State

moiled

these thine:* *<■!!

All kinds of la-

dies' Felt Shoes and

wa*

I *|*i ) \ l>i< il|^,
I i i'mmI', iV

KVVipv,

All kinds of Felts

Stockings.

It.

111 IK

persons are hereby
bor or trust my wife’.

that will suit you.
All kinds
of Rubber Boots and Shoes ; all

Sljocs.

F«

(

given

tn.at a petition f
K. Young
.i outer Ml
the crime of e«a'i it w ith intent t«> ki
is now
pending ht fore the (iovernor ami I'ouneil,
ami a hearing thereon will
granted in tinounci!
ham ln-r at A
gust a. on W. 1 m—da v.
the thirtieth day of
December next, at I
o’clock p. 111.
Nl« hoi VS Fksskm
s,
Secret ary f State.

willing

*

We Need

vRTvrvT,
Nov
I.s-.«v

i.«. rgc

himself, and you will find prices

O.

nr ItN

Kllbwobth.

st,

HAM,

Street.

jlrnal aotiers.

Ellsworth.

Mbs

MUICI.

WANTED !

▼ ?

We want to know where the Silver
are

We also

now.

know that
dollars in

we are

w

want

Bugs
everybody to

illing

to take 53-cent

}>ayment for all sorts of

Carriages and
Our

work is

Don’t Scold

Sleighs.

Your Watch.
It Isn’t to hlame. You need
It’with your watch. It .uav need
a
rest—a
little
few
touches
only
cleaning—a
from skillful hands. 1 will make your sick
watch well—or I will supply you with a m w
one at an honest price.

regulating and doctoring occasionally.

good and our prices lower than most dealers.
If you will look
around before purchasing you w ill get the
best proof that we are sincere.
We have
a fine assortment on hand.

Gardiner people were scarcely prepared to hear
a voice of such rare
qualities. It was not loud,
hut pure and sweet, absolutely true to the key,
and. above all. brim full «>f expression.
Her first number was “The Song of the Page”,
from Meyerbeer’s "Le- Huguenot-", a difficult

(It
I tlltKCJ DM kk.
Samuel
Higgins, <-f Eden,
Hanc
k count
M kin*
his mortgage tieed dated the fir-; «la-. of November,
u
it. b*tr2. and recorded in th»- Hancock
county
Registry of D««-d*, bot.k '2f»\ p »g»- 4K.», conveyed
to K 11. Richards a certain par el of real estate, with the buildings tl
n-on
situated in
sai.l Eden, in the village .liar Harbor, and
b -untied a- follow*:
Beginning at a stake in
the north line of Stephen'* I.an.
so-called,
one hundred and fifty feet easterly from the
e *st line of Main street: them e
south eightysix degrees east following the north line of
said Stephen's Line one hundred feet to a
stake, thence northerly parallel with Main
stret t one hundred and ihirt
three and onesixth feet to land of the htir- ..f the late
Charles Higgins; thence westerly by the south
line of -aid heir*' laud one hundred feet to
a stake; thence
southerly parallel with Main
street t
the point of beginning, said premises containing thirteen thousand threehundred a.. d sixteen square feet being the
!*>t mi which the Ocean House, so-called, and
r.s appuricuuncc stand*, and whereas Walter
E. Rodick. executor of the la-t will and testament of trie said K. H. Richard-, deceased, as
signed said mortgage to Marri.la Blair, which
I the nineteenth day
of November, a d.
and recorded in said
Hancock couniv Registry of l»eed*, book 3U7.
page jo and whereas the conditions of said
mortgage have heen broken now therefore,
by reason of the breach of the conditions
thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of saul mort-

Al^HKRHAS

—

as

the

same

»

■

aria, but well adapted to -now the range, quality and flexibility of the voice. Although a pretentious selection for -o young a singer, It was

Ii.

S.

LORD

South Street,

eft?

E. F. ROBINSON.

CO.,

I

ballad.
other selections
a

Monaghan's
were
Gounod’s “.Sing, Smile, Slumber”, and Mi-s i
Chamberlain’s, “Love Is all". In both pieces
the peculiar charm of her voice—its
spmpa
thetlc quality—wa- exhibited to good advanand
that
it
The bicycle season is over; we have not
was
tage
appn elated was demon,
strated by the applause which followed each
closed up our store, however, but have
selection.

put in

time did Miss Monaghan exhibit the
power which she is said to possess; she is
a pupil, and is not permitted to
attempt what is
At no

a

stock

Bangor Taffy,
Peanut Taffy,
California, Jamaica

of

and Messina

-till!
j

present beyond her, or what will endanger
her vocal organs. Itut if what she can now do !
is any guarantee of what she i- to become,
Maine will some day have occasion to l>e proud !
of another brilliant star in her galaxy of

at

and Tobacco.

Cigars

ORANGES,

j
j

We offer

as

tine

a

line

as can

be found

singers.—Gardiner Correspondence Kennebec j in the city.

CHEAP,

Journal

is the law of heaven that you shall

AT

j

not be able to judge what is wise or easy,
unless you are first resolved to
judge
what is just, and to do it.—Ruskin.

j

Ellswortli Bicycle Go..
Franklin St.,

A mirror could

Ellsworth. Me.

Ellsworth.

marvelously well executed, and at the elo-e the
applause was overwhelming. Mie responded to

E. G.

SMITH’S,

55 Main Street.

Ellsworth.

glass ha- nothing
roses

New Blacksmith

Shop. Hot Water Bottles
At REDUCED PRICES.

I have taken the -hop formerly occupied by
A. K Woodward, ami am ready to do all kinds
of blacksmithing. For

1, 2, 3 ami 4

CHEST

Horseshoeing

1

f have secured the services <>f -T. K. Anderson, a
j well-known and experienced workman. My
j
i specialty is
>
Pino Cnrringo W orlt.
!

woman.

send 21 cents in one-cent stamps t.< the World's
Medical Association, buffalo. N Y
md receive Dr. Pierce’s 1,008 page “Common
sense Medical Adviser,” profu-vly illustrated.

see

ns<;<><)]> &
2"

the sub-

>1 \ I N I

«»|
A

Ellsworth.

St.f

given that

tiv

hereby
the pardon of
N'OTIi

y Carr'* market

Come to the -tore that is

Mis-

Dispensary

n

goods.

our

Order your

O. It. lit KM! A M. rpiu: office of
More of \
1

ea.

not lie if it wanted to.
The
to gain by flattery.
If the
of health and plumpness of
beauty arc
leaving your face, your mirror will tell you
so.
Health is the greatest Iteaatificr in the
world. When a woman sees the indications of
ill-health in the face, she may with almost absolute certainty look for the cause in one or both
•‘f two
conditions—constipation, and derangement of the organs distinctly feminine.
Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription will cure permanently and positively any so-called "female
•mplalnt”. Dr Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets will
run*
constipation. There is no reason in the
vv.irbi why a woman should not be perfectly
healthy, ^h will gain in health, strength and
flesh. Hollow- and angle- will give
place to
fullness and grace. She will l»t- that noblest
»nd moat beautiful of *all creation—a perfect

i-

numerous to

surprise

be Delivered

scriber will make app
,’ion to th*next session of the legislator*- for a charter
f‘
» steam
f.-rr> at ross Si;i.iv..;i river, above
Sullivan Falls, b« tween th« towns ,.f **ullivan
ami Hancock, in Ifauco. k c. only.
Sullivan. Nov. niher .3). ] ■•>
(. MIPIMIK I» Bt vk»

SALE

Wonder i-expressed at the scope and
<>f her voice,
which i- controlled as
and
ea-ily
naturally a- the voice of a bin!, and
whose rise and fall i- attended with so little
effort that an added charm greets the listener’s

It

in

■

KLLSWOHTII PISH (U

Reporter Journal.

recall with

too

Oysters always

Xotirrs.

Maine.

crou-

of

house.

NOTH I
rI^HF. Infusorial Kirth< o-. panv, a t--rporation existing hy law
I
t M uehill. in the
countv <>f Hancot k. Mam.
het. •»\ giv.-s publie notice that it will net it
n
the Maine legislature next to he h ilden. for the parage of
an aet giving said corporation th<
right to
lower the waters of Nous
said I'.', uehiil, by excavating the out le> <<f -..aid pond
Tin. I m sont vi Kvriii <
bv I'd ward K
nase. treasurer and «|c-k.
Blut hi.
Maim November
a
ii
1 s.«

M

power

the vocl
Miss

and other

variety, quality

Inquire

■

ars

Aji/ihs,

Fresh

on Pine street
Sacnhurs. American

NT \ T»

in store for those present in
Mabel Monaghan, of Kllsworth, soprano. Ml-s Monaghan is only twen
t> one and ha* l*een under tuition le-* than a
year, ul already has set the whole Stale to talk
ing and Is pointed out a- the r.iminir star f
per-on of

II 'mil.

will

in good order

HOt'8G

A.

5prrial

$3.50 per 100 pounds.

combined with a very attractive stage
presence, easily marks her as one of the coming
talented singers of whom Maine may justly
fee: proud
Only twenty one years of age, and
but conip .ratively ju-t commenced her vocal
in-truoiou, her future possibilities are truly
great.—Gardiner

Ci

MtTIt I

pacity,

the

Mahan.

I.
(lOTTAGE
Ellsworth.

of 1*0 tons of

Inch

t.f r»ino\»;l.

its full

Franklin St
Osgood. Apply

a

Tucker Iims been co. n clod wi h tin.
Maine Central for the past iwtn y-t.-.o

out to

Fish, (iruin,

l/nir,

School St.. Ellsworth.

Mr.

glad that Ellsworth and Bar
claim
many good things,
Salisbury Cove correspondent,

are

bibed too freely of Eagle Lake water, or
something stronger, and seemed determined to lay out a new county road
between that place and Mt. Desert bridge.
He was helped out of a pasture on the

says the Waterville
Mail, and there is to be more heard of
it in the coming legislature than there j
ever was before; and it has had some
friends in previous legislatures, too.
Ivo

has

imp town

:< e.

A

hand.

Salisbury Cove reports

wTants it.”
"

m*w

salt.

stable
livery
the late
I’.

selling, need of larger and more
Isaac
L.
engine.
Hoim.kins,

powerful

POLLOCK and COD.
\\

has

ur.n r

(,'rori-r-

L inn-,

< 'nil ami

on

by

Miss F.. D.

IjIlfQINE
Zj boiler
Reason

English Cured

in hi out
h r
a.ways
Maine management for the Maine Central.
Mr. iutt
says there is no h unuiiuv

The event of the evening was the appearance
for the fir-t time in Gardiner, of Maine’- prom,
ising soprano. Mis- Mabel Monaghan, "f 1.11worth. Although much htsbeen written about
this fair young singer, it is safe to say that

t here of

not

ottice

any

«

writes a
but think it hardly fair that both places
should claim the
bay stallion "Jake
Patchen”, when he was raised and is
owned by F. W. Thompson of Salisbury
Cove, though he may have been in Ellsworth "when his speed found him out”.

subject between either Mr.
McKinley or Mr. Hanna and myself. I

I

ha-

not

have

cargo

gen-

Monaghan i-a -i-ter to Pr«>f. T K.
Monaghan of Randolph. Gardiner Herald.

We

the

disinterested gentleman.

weatner

STABLK
occupied
to

wa-

eme'ge in all their glory of brass buttons
and bra.d to delight proud Proutyville.

Harbor

Mr. McKinley nor with Mr. Hanna
since the election, and no letters have
passed between us except on ordinary
a

»rt

and

inured

succeed him in the Senate.
Said Mr.
Sherman:
“I have not talked with

lket;^r

w*

re-

Lord might

the

>e.l

i-.

goe

his uncle

McKinley was elected, suggested
‘*lVrl.aj*s the Ix»rd is a Bryan man”.

over,

resign from the Senate to
become secretary of state, and Gov.
Bushnell was to appoint Mr. Hanna to

There has not been

.*

ug

for piact

he was to

matters.

boy. hearing

the uut-k

President-elect McKinley, Gov. Bushnell and Chairman Hanna, whereby

on

on

Buc*fc*p

deal with

more

—————

mar.. Uiri

Senator Sherman with characteris-

Is

needed?

n!ecture

p

%

tic promptness and bluntness put his
foot down on the sensational stories
that he had made

■■

A Bnr Harbor

that

saying

In s.ortmto’s woods.

a

squabbling, it would
hardiy be supposed by those who did
not know that they were after.so unsubstantial a thing as the democratic
nomination for speaker of the next
are

an

brief

The

Slack-salted

office of lhe Maine Central to Boston
jarl of the Boston A: Maine system.

eral

is

unhappy home, suicide,
srory of the life of Nichu'as
Hass, -.hose body was found banging

the

and

—

thirty

next

of

*oinc

Culbertson

April,

the

iTo Ert.

Wr

a-

—

chance to

great

for

sttke of
this

iis,

Midi.

sell

mention.

I intend to close mv milafter December
until
my stock of gtwwl* at cost for
days. Miss K. D. Mahan.

A*
room*

MII.I.INFRY
linery
1 will sell

BUY FISH

railroad, chairman <>f the executive
committee of the Maine Central railroad,
says the change

no, we

tilings

Sttrfjrrti&rmmts.

Maine

It was rumored that
economy.
the first step toward removing

Oil.

—

*

two

—

(

?.

DRY GOODS

—

removed

was

3tmcrtisnutnts.

t>efore.

rectors

a>

..f lb., •yati-m. T..i.tlnmnl»|» n.-nt r„i
He carried them
“So he did.
Jimson :
I'rif'r 7V |>.T Collie. Sol.l by nil l)ru«ir|,t.
away himself, pretty fast, I tell you!”— |
Hair.* 1'i.mlly I»|l|* an- the Ih'«i.
Tit-Hit*.

He has served in the legHe is at present in
The A It ( **f It.
charge of the Hotel Alma, formerly the
Backache
A kidney education start* with
Pendleton house, and will remain in mean* kidney ache, lame hack mean* lame kidcharge until the first of the year, when | neys, weak hack mean* weak kidneys, cure
he will turn it over to George A. Martin, mean* Doan's Kidney Pills. Head about the
who has leased the Alma and Bluehill free dl-trlbutlon In tld* paper, and call at S. D.
WiuoiN's
.4<frf.
Inn.
Mr. Hinckley.

islature

Central railroad

committee, and take other prelimally regretted, we see no reason why
inary steps toward making the inau- the motives which actuated the di- years, and hs manager has done much in
of
President
building up the road and promoting In*
the
guration
McKinley
The inu rests
rectors should he questioned.
of t tie State.
grandest event of its kind in history. directors are in a better
position than
Ills removal whs an entire aurpr.se t.
It is generally believed
that
Mr.
the public to judge what shall be for him, and though be p ainly felt hurt,
Hanna will appoint S. W. Woodward,
the best interests of the road, the in- w hen interviewed l.e re 1 used to criticize
gold democrat, of Washington, D. C.. terests of which are so
closely linked the action of the directors.
but whoever he appoints will have the
with those of Maine.
cordial support of the people of WashSome Complimentary Notices.
Mr. Tucker's successor, Mr. Evans,
ington regardless of party.
Following are comments on Mabel
is an experienced railroad man. May
Monaghan
singing at Gardiner on
While republicans are unanimously his management of the Maine Central
eve:
Thauksgiving
mark
as
an
and
in favor of the re-election of Speaker be as successful
rapid
The programme at the Catholic fair WednesReed, who is not likely to have an improvement in the road and as great day evening was carried out
published, with
in
of
the
advance
the
an
before
the
caudevelopment
few change* In the arrangement. In Ml-*
opponent
republican
of
his
M.iU-1
as
has
that
predecessor.
.Mouaghan, of Ellsworth, who** coming
cus, the democrats are actually be- State
ha- i-ecu heralded very flattering y for the
pa-t
ginning to fight for the empty honor
the audience was by no means disapmonth,
I III A TV GOSSIP.
of the leadership of the House minorpointed and her finely-rendered solos more than
met
the expectations of her most sanguine
ity, left vacant by the death of exGrindstones sr** a drug on the market
friends.
Speaker Crisp. Tennessee has two at Seal Harbor.
A wonderful voice of wide range, under
candidates for the leadership—Richperba t control ami at no lime let

ardson and McMillin—and Texas has

1

late

his former battles

weighed by
no

ernor, has not yet been determined.
Mr. Merrill is father-in-law of the

:

WTater

Street,

....

Ellsworth.

LUNG PROTECTORS,

GOOD ASSORTMENT.

Prevent Colds and Pneumonia.
Lower prices than

s. d.

S IVE I T II
II.
formerly with II. E. Davis),

W.

I

or

A

ever.

wigginTdruggist,

ELLSWORTH,
\

(Quarts.

MAINE.

Opposite Post-office.

gage.

Eden, November

30, a. d. is3fi.

by her

M VKKILLA ill. A K,
attorney. K. S. Clark,

N«»ri< I OF loll
I.OM Ki:.
'.'i \s Samuel
Higgles, of den, Han
cock county. Maine,
bv Id- mortgage
deed daU-d the first day of April, a. d. lssv, and
recorded in the Hancock county Registry of
l feed*, book 2 t-, page 1 *». conveyed to tin* Ban
gor savings Bank, a certain lot of land with
the buildings thereon, situated in -aid Eden, in
tin- village of Bar Harbor, so called, and
bounded a* follows- Beginning at a -take In
the north line of Stephen's Lane, -o called, one
hundred and liftv feet eastcly from the east
line of Main street, thence south eighty.-lx decree* east following the north line of said
Stephen’* Line one hundred feet to a stake,
thence northerly parallel with Main street one
hundred ami thirty three am! one sixth feet
to land of the heir* of the late Charles Higgins;
thence westerly by the south line of said heirs’
land one bund ml feet to a stake; thence south
parallel with Main street to the point begun at,
said premises containing thirteen thousand
three hundred ami sixteen square feet more or
less, being the lot on wrhich the Ocean house,
so-called, and its appurtenances stand; and
wherea* the Bangor Savings Bank assigned to
E B. Richards, said mortgage July fifth, a d.
isvj, which said assignment is recorded In the
said Hancock county Registry of Deeds, book
2<*.5, page 218 and whereas Walter L Rodlck,
executor of the last will and testament of the
said E. B. Richards, deceased, assigned said
mortgage to Marrilla Blair, which -aid assignment is dated Novemlwr nineteenth, a
d. I89rt,
and recorded in said Hancock county Registry
of Deeds, book 307, page 220; and whereas the
condition of said mortgage has been broken,
now therefore, bv reason of the breach of condition thereof, f claim a foreclosure of said
Makkilla Blair,
mortagage.
by her attorney, K. .S. Clark.
E«len, November 30, a. d. lsytb

\¥7’HI
IT

Notice

of

.Assignee

of

III-

Appointment.

Blueldll, in the county of Hancock, aod state
of Maine, the uiutli day of September, a. d.
1-t#;.
T^HF. undersigned hereby gives notice of his
X.
appointment a- a--igm-.- of the e-tate a*f
Juliett Nickerson, of Eden, in .-aid county of
Hancock, insolvent debtor, who lias In-eii declared an insolvent upon her own petition by
the court of insolvency for -aid county of Han
cock.
E. Webstkk Fukkcii, Assignee.
At

left bare.

FLOORS
I

KMaSWOUTII FALLS.

promote
healthful>'ESS AND SAVE LABOR.

they
J|0\V

TO

FINISH

A

PINE

FLOOR

PRO-

OF HARD WOOD

Miss liertha M.

FLOORS
PER CARE
_WOOD MOSAIC AND PARQUETRY.

teaching

When the mistress of the household
jo likewise t.*.»* maid, she will find her
labors greatly lessened when the floors
aru left bare or else coven d with plain
matting, for both ran be duatod daily
with a cloth covered broom, whereas

f

j

|
j

j

carpets require a weekly sweeping at
least, and that must he a thorough one.
Even a pine floor ran be made to look
fairly well by stopping up the cracks,
crevices and knotholes with putty and
itAininff and varnishing it.
Hard wood floors will
ly well if th*y r*veive
falling from a cabin* t
year and the rest «if the
with a soft cloth.
The most beautiful of
wood

^

This,

mosaic.

oousists of

a

numU

tune

«.f small

r

Flood is home from

HIGH SCHOOL.

A CLOSE AND EXCITING

BrooksvilJe.

-SCORE,

GAME

8 TO 6—THE VISITORS KAIL
IN

SCORE

THE

THE FIRST

HOME

TO

HALF,

B-a-r!

;

j

;

|

instruments,

H-a-r!!

Rah!!!

Bar!

Rah!

B-o-r!!!

Bar!!

downs near their line. Austin made a
brilliant block of Joy’s punt, and Cushman got the ball for a touchdown.
Again
Mason failed to kick a goal. The score
now stood h toO in Ellsworth’s favor.
Oil t ie third line up Cushman caught
the ball on Bar Harbor's kick off, for
thirty-yard run. The first half ended
with the hall belonging to Ellsworth in
Bar Harbor territory.
SECOND HALF.
In the second half, Bar Harbor
tuted Bunker for A. Carter.
Bar

IN

TEAM

THE SECOND.

"ltuhe” stood it for half
an hour,
doping the cold would scatter
tlie crowd, hut when tnc
hoys built a big
lire and
jI came prepared to make a night of it, lie
down and introduced his wife.

j

a

implies,
pieces of

WORTH

serenaded one evening recently in
real old-fashioned
style with guns, hells,
horns, mill saws anil other melodious

wiped |

all floors is the

its name

as

twice

are

BAR HARBOR BEATEN BY ELLS-

WHS

exceedingthorough (ad*

maker

in

_

Ken ben ltemlck, who married Miss
Minnie Cottle about six weeks
ago, is visiting bis father-in-law, Moses Cottle. He

look
a

FOOT BALL,

Mrs. Minnie Oatchell nnd
family have
moved lo (irant afreet for (lie
winter.
la",vis Hood has moved to North
Ellsworth for the winter.

Rah!!

Bor!!!

The yell went up from Bar Harbor’* aggregation of foot ball players and their

Sttibutisnncnts.

SUICIDE AT SOKKEXTO.

Body

of

West

Sullivan

Found

Mali

(lunging in Woods.
The body of Nicholas Hass, of

Sullivan,

in t'ie woods

It

day.

found

was

near

hanging

from

West
tree

a

Sorrento last Wednesa
of suicide.
case

clearly

was

Hass bad been

missing about three weeks.

body was found by Austin Stover,
of Sorrento, who was hunting.
He at
once notified the authorities, and Coroner
Cushman, of Ellsworth, was summoned.
The

substiHarbor

had the kick-off. The ball went through
Ellsworth line on fumbles to Whitmore, who got it but forgot to run, until
the Bar Herbor men w’ere down upon
him. The hall was downed on Ellsworth’s fifteen-yard line.
Grows got

The

and

coroner

guided by

the

Stover

officers

town

to the snot

body.
was suspended

were

where

body
twisted

twig

in

a

manner

by

a

birch

familiar

to

woodsmen. The large end of the twig
they reached
was forked, and hung over the limb of a
around the left end for a twenty-yard run
t-iKar!<> apples and candy were passed
Ellsworth on the morning of Thanksgivtree. Coroner Cushman deemed an inacross the field but slipped, and gained
around, and a good time was enjoyed
ing Day. It was given with a vigor and a but little ground.
around the tire.
quest unnecessary. The body was taken
Bar Harbor’s extra weight now began to Sorrento, and later removed to West
The Ellsworth Falls hand, under the seeming confidence of prowess which
where
funeral services were
leadership of Janies Lynch, "did itself would have struck terror to the hearts of to tell, and they made gradual gains on Sullivan,
held Friday.
proud” at the concert held by tlie V. P. a. ordinary mortals; but there’s nothing downs. It was Bar Harbor’s turn to
Hass was last seen alive about three
the orange ribbon fluttered, and a
C. E. Monday night of last week.
The ordinary about Ellsworth’s chasers of the cheer;
yell went up from the Bar Harbor con- weeks before the body was found. He
programme whs excellent
throughout.
pig-skin, and their pulse did not falter.
tingent. The ball was very close to landed at Sorrento from the Bar Harbor
All tile parts were well
rendered, and deNeither did the surprising discovery that Ellsworth’s line now, but things looked boat, and when last seen bad started to
serving of great praise. A insle ipiartette
He
had been
walk toward Sullivan.
better when Ellsworth got the hall on a
-Martin M. Moore,Charles
M.Whitcomb, among the Bar Harbor “high school boys”
Ben B. Whitcomb, and John O. Whit- were a number of Oriole hose team’s fumble. The ball was passed back to drinking.
Hass was a Scotchman, aged forty-five
Mason for a punt which was blocked.
nt*y Hang two selections. The violin solo crack
sprinters create the consternation The ball bounded across the field back of j’ears. He had lived in West Sullivan for
by Miss Frankie Flood and the cornet solo
He formerly lived in Ellsthat might reasonably be expected.
The Ellsworth’s goal-posts,
and
Whitmore several years.
by JamcH Lynch were much enjoyed. The
fell on it for a safety.
It counted two worth, liis.family, consisting of a w ife and
Ellsworth
school
are
not
lackhigh
boys
instrumental quartette was encored. The
He
for Bar Harbor. Score, Ellsworth, two children, living here last winter.
music by Mrs. Charles Joy, the recitation ing in that one necessary qualification of points
was a
bard working man, but was adBar Harbor, 2.
8;
of Miss Lulu
Kppes, the song by Bertha a foot ball player—grit. The fact that
It is believed that famThe ball was brought back into the dicted to drink.
Joy nnd the solo by Miss Emma B. Harri- j
they were opposed to a team which, field to the twenty-tive-yard line. Ells- ily troubles led to his suicide.
man were all
finely rendered. The proaveraged ten pounds heavier per man, worth after several ineffectual attempts
gramme was interspersed with selections
liOKN.
to tret I hrntH'h Bar llsrhor’s centre, reby the band. The receipts go to the did not dishearten them, but, on tlie con- sorted to eml
plays, which proved more GU \ Y At Hrooksville, Nov 17, to Mr and Mrs
church fund.
them
on
to
effort.
trary, spurred
greater
Willie F Gray, a daughter.
successful. Twice the criss-cross

fifty

“rooters” when

or more

—

Mrs.
from a

Elias
severe

Stillman

Kingman,
t

be

past

And when t lie supreme test

Armstrong is recovering
attack of peritonitis.

Jordan
where

has

he

returned

has

over

(hie of the

furnaces for the

church

new

ban been

purchased, ami was placed in
the cellar Saturday.
Miss Mabel Maddocks, who is employed
Lynn, Mass., is «t home
weeks’ visit to her parents.
in
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Monday evening. Pec. 7.

be

will

in

held

church fund.

a

concert

will be Miss Mabel

The

I

chief attraction

to

into

avoid

team

a

on

Pond

from

(

special

HI

RCH

the

1

L

*

I
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nsliioimbh* House*.

of information from
Here is
Vogue concerning the proper uniform
before 3 o’clock for servants in swell
hit

arrange for a social for the church
bers and invited guests.

mem-

Thanksgiving

morn-

Services

were

held

ing in Fnion hall.
sang

sweetly,

very

days

few

Martin M. Moore’s house.

Pea.

were

plans

discussed.

spared to make it a
history of the place.
is rapidly going on.
hoarded

red

No

Subscribe for Tiik Am kuican

had

Work

on

will be

13:

m., praise
lead the

in-

which

looked

soft—but

drizzling rain was falling, but
dampen the ardor of those who

on

the elements
to

to

cheer their

victory.

j
1

The literary
porter, save the mark.
world awaits with trembling expectancy
It
will probhis report of the game.
ably be illustrated by Awfully Wierdsly
or some
other follower of the Aubrey
Beardsley school of artists.

positions
Kllsworth.

has

an

opportunity

to

put

his talent to

Friday tlie meeting
Frank i. Jordan.
use.

Last

was

led

by

A relief committee lias been organized.
t hose children
Its object is to care ft'
tances, are dewho, under various circti
tained from coming to Sunday school.
too
People having articles ofcanclothing
leave them
good to be tlirow n away
ladies: Mrs.

Itching riles.
who suffers from that terrible plague,
will appreciate the
Itching Piles ami Eczema,
immediate relief and permanent cure that come
Ointment. It never
through the use of Doan’s
D. \\ iguin's.—Advt.
falls. Free samples at -S.

Any

one

perfection,

Cushman

Harbor’s

Bar

left end fora

—

]

the

down

field

for

touchdown.

a

He

j

M M*ltIKI>.
l’-TIN STEF EE At Hrooksville, Nov 21. by
II IVrkins, e-<i, Mi-- Maud Austin t«> El win
E Steele, both ot Hrooksville.
HHIDGES—( \ KTKU— At Sedgwick, Nov 2*;. If
Kev l‘. > Drew, Mi-s Hessn- !i F.ridgcs to Gilbert A ('arter, both oi Hrooklin.
I*.A KKON KM EltY-At Some-villc, Nov 2 4. by
.1 llauior,
Mis- i'r-ula Harron to John
Emery, both of Alt Desert.
At Winter Harbor, Nov 2.*»,
DAYh -Tli \ ( V
by K«*v E N' I-oii Fierce, Mi-- .Maud H Davis
to George K I racy, both of Winter Harbor
A ELEN
At Hrooklin, Nov 2S, by Kev
I. \TON
(4 Mayo, Mi-- Florence H Eaton to John W
A I ien, both of Hrooklin.
At Deer l-le.
bKIIEN L A W
(4KEENE AW
Nov 2.*, by K**v F Furvi-s. Mis- Eva S Greenlaw to Jo-eph A Greenlaw, both »d Deer isle.
.JOY MOKANti-At Ell -worth, Dee. 1, bv Key
W K Hunt, Miss Alary K Joy to Fred E Mo
rang, both of Ellsworth.
s F l' Itl.l NG
»
\
.Jo Y
nberry I sles, Nov 24,
by Kev <'barb's E Ifarv. oud. Mr- Ella F Joy
t<’> Warren A spuriing, both of ( .Tania rrv
Isles.
LUFKIN -WILKIN -At I.!l-w«-rtb, Nov Tt, by
H'i/.abeth I.ufkin, of
Kev I II W U narIT, Mi
Ell-worth, to William J Wjdin, of Sedgwick.
SIESHY—siLSHY At A iiroru, Nov 2.*>, bv Kev
Hurton Eueas, 4.f Hangor tlicijogieul seminary, Miss Helen E Sil-by, of Aurora, to
Everett W Sllsby, of Hangor.
ST A FEES—HA F.SgN At Hmoklio. Nov 2fi, by
Kev <4 Mayo, .Miss Genova E -tables, to ll
Kodolph Habson, both of Hrooklin

kick-off. Ellsworth's kick-off was a
bad one, t he ball going to the right side
of the field. Bar Harbor lost the ball on
a

fumble;

and

punt by

a

Mason

j

—

sent it

to

—

called.

The

they had but
er

ball

Ellsworth’s,

was

and

yard to make for anoth-

one

—

touchdown.
The game

victorious by

Ellsworth

over.

was

a score

of S to (».

A

went

waving triumphantly, the
ing in the slush.

was

rousing

up for the victors
crowd moved from the park, the

cheer

orange

as

garnet
trail-

vanquished, dropped

misty

veil of

were as

—

Bar

Harbor fog o’er the scene, hiding their
sorrow'from the vulgar gaze.
The game was won on its merits. Too
much credit cannot be given to Coaches
Bailey and Mason. The team work
showed the result of careful drilling and
faithful practice.

—

—

I > I KI >.

r.

Ma8un.'-cft

liar Harbor.
( A Carter
Hunker

«nrt.,

FoKD—At Hrooklin, Nov lb, Mnhlon Ford,
aged 3 months.
GUAY-At Hrooksville, Nov JO, Mi-s Olga
Gray, aged I'd year*-, 10 months, 14 day *.
HOWARD—At Hrooksville, Oct 10, George W
Howard, aged SO years.
IIEKKICK— At Seilgwiek, Nov 2*>, Capt Samuel
Herriek, age<l 73 years, lo months, 27 clays.

Dedication at Drooklin.
new Odd Fellows’ hall at
Brooklin will be dedicated with appropriate exercises next Wednesday afternoon, Dec. 9, followed by a concert and
ball in t he evening.
At the dedication the music will be furnished by a male quartette from Ellsworth, consisting of O. W. Tapley, E. F.
Robinson, A. W. King and J. A. CunThe handsome

Sarsaparilla

The One True Itloci Purifier. All

druggists, fl.

purely vegetable, reliOOCl S rSllS liable ami beneficial. 25c.
,,

are

r'fcMii

ixauroaos

auo

^icamuoais.

Maine Genlm] Rail load.
Local

Time Table- Oct. 4, 1896.

HARBOR TO BANGOR.
A. M.l
M.’P. M.
BA R HARBOR. 10 30.
3 30
Sorrento.
4 05
4 40
Sullivan.
1 00
5 15
Mt. Desert Ferrv. 11 20
Waukeag, Sul. Fy. +11 25j tl 10 f5 21
Hancock. Ml 28i 1 15
5 24
1 30
5 33
Franklin Road. +11 36
1 55
5 47
ELLSWORTH.
11 50
Ellsworth Falls. til 54
05
ft 52
Nieolin. +12 06 f- 25 tfi 05
Green Lake. +12 14 t2 45 t(j 14
Lake House. +12 22 t3 00 +6 22
Egery’s Mill. +12 25 +3 05 f6 25
M2 28
3 15
Holden
6 2S
6 47
Penobscot .Junction. 12 47
3 50
6 55
4 05
Bangor, Ex. St.. 12 55
1 00
4 10
7 00
BANGOR, M.C.
BAR

P.

BANGOR TO

BAR

Ml

M.
1 40

A.

5 35.
9 20

Portland.
Boston.

5 58

HARBOR.
M.

c

a.

7 00>.

Boston.

M

9 00
P.

11 00'.

Portland.

m.
6 45
6 50
6 57

a.

BANGOR.
Bangor, Ex st.
Penobscot .)unction.
Holden.
Eirery’s Mill.
Lake llou e.
Greet Lake.
;
Nieolin
.j
El 1-worth Falls.I
KLLsVV .liTl». ;
Franklin Road.;
Hancock.:
Waukcae, Sul. Fy.j
Mt. Desert Ferry. j
Sullivan.
y

M.

1 00

st. P. M.
8 15
4 45
8 25
4 50
8 3
4 57
9 10i
5 17

a.

7 17
+7 20
+7 23
r7 33
|7 42
7 55

f5 20

to 15
t9 20
9 35

to 23

t5 31
+ 9 50
39
5 52
10 10
<
8 (mi in 35
5 57
8 14
11 00 6 12
8 22 11 28
6 22
+s 25 fll 35 |6 25
8 30 11 45
6 .‘JO
8 50 ..
9 20
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR. 9 55 12 45 7 15
IA. M. P.
M. P. M.

tStop

on

signal

or

jft

notice to Conductor.

These trains connect a« Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and front Portland, Boston and St. .John.
Passengers are requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
Tickets for All Points South and West
on sale at th^ M. C. R. R. ticket office,
Ellsworth, C. F. GREENE, Agent.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
F. K. BOOTH BY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag’t.

BOSTON AND BANCOR

Steamship Company.
Groat Reduction in Fares.
$3.00

Bar

Harbor

to

Boston.

St&brrtiscmmts.

At the concert in the evening Miss Mabel
Monaghan, of Ellsworth, will sing, Miss
Lillian May Kane, of Bluehill, will recite.

Ellsworth, will furMonaghan,
nish the orchestral music for both conof

PURIFIES THE BLOOD

cert and ball.
The

affair promises to be

a

brilliant

one.

FREE! FREE!

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth Port.
SAILED

TO KIDNEY SUFFERERS.

Thursday, Nov 25
Sch Samuel Lewis, Mosely, Boston
Sell Forester, Wukelleld, Rockland
Sell Wm IMckering. Hammond, Rockland
Sell Nellie Grant, Dodge, Rondout

An

Friday, Nov 27
Sell D S Lawrence, Treworgy, Boston
Sell Lavoltn, Whittaker, Bluehill
Tuesday, Dec 1
Sch A 1\ Woodward, Sinclair, Boston
Sch Eastern Queen, Alley, Portland
SAILED

Opportunity

Worthy

of

Sch

Wednesday, Dec 2
Lavolta, Whittaker, Bluehill

Commencing Monday, Oct. 19,1896, the rate of
fare for through tickets
From
To
Between
Bar Harbor and Boston reduced
$4.00 $3.00
2.90
3.85
Seal Harbor and
2.80
N. E. Harbor and
3.85
3.75
2.75
S. W. Harbor and
The price of n-oms, accommodating two persons each, will be reduced from $2.00 and
$1.50
to $1.50 and $!.•«> each.
Tlic-e rate- will continue through the season,
the river by ice, when the
and until the clo-e
steamers will be withdrawn from the route until
tin* opening of navigation in 1897, when the
regular rates will be re-umed.
Commencing Monday Nov. 9, 1896, steamer
“Mount Desert,” will leave Bar Harbor Mondays and Thurr-days at lu.no a. in., for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor. Southwest Harbor, connecting at Rod land w ith steamer for Boston.
RETURNING.

Your Notice.

ARRIVED

j

If you suffer with kidney disease or any allarising from an improper action of the
kidneys or urinary organs, this offer we make
to the people of Kllsworth should interest you.
In the advancement of medical science, the kidmerit

being almost the organs of the greatest
importance to human health, have not been
neglected, and In placing before you such a
Domestic Ports.
euro as Doan's Kidney Pills, the proprietors
West Trkmost—Ar Nov 25, sehs Geo H Mills,
recognize how far so many statements of the
l.unt, Plymouth lor Bluehill; Chromo, Tinker,
makers of similar preparations have fallen
New Bedford tor Sullivan
for
Bar
Harbor
Sid Nov 21), sch Geo H Mills,
short of their claims, being convinced that no
New York
remedy for kidney complaints in existence
Ar Nov 29, sell Lavinia Bell, from Bangor
Boston—Ar Nov 27, sch Henry .1 Smith, equals Doan’s Kidney Pills for such ailments;
were played.
Blue Held, Nic
|
Adams,
| strengthened in these convictions by letters that
FIRST HALF.
Ar Nov 2H, sell S A Paine, Deer isle
are daily received of the work they are doing
Ellsworth had t he kick-off, and sent the I ( Id Nov 28, sch M B Wellington, New Y'ork
for mankind’s benefit, old hacks and young
Bangor—Cld Nov 25, sch Carrie E Pickering,
ball to Bar Harbor’s twenty-yard line. j
New Y’ork
hacks are being constantly freed from neverThe sharp team work of the Ellsworths
Charleston, S C—Sid Nov 27, sch Gem, Foss,
ceasing aches, and many a lame and shattered
Boston
told, and they gained ground gradually
New Bedford—Ar Nov 27, sch Fred Gower, one, stooped and contracted, is strengthened,
In seven minutes after the Philadelphia
on downs.
invigorated and infused with new life. With
Jacksonville —Ar Nov25, sch Susan N Pickkick-off the hall was over the line for a
such a medicine, an offer of tills kind can be
ering, Boston
made without hesitancy, for while we lose the
Cld Nov 25, sehs Alice J Crabtree, Crabtree,
touchdown, which was made by Campbox we give to you, we make a friend that asScore New Y'ork ; Carrie E Looke, Stevens, Martinique
bell. Mason failed to kick a goal.
New Y ork—Chi Nov 27, Bchs Mary C StewIt was first art, Bicktord, Boston; Abbie G Cole, Cape Hay- sists us in the sale of many others.
1 to 0 in favor of Ellsworth.
blood for Ellsworth, and a howl of joy tie n
Sid Nov 24, sch Fred Gower, Philadelphia
ONE FULL BOX
went up from the wearers of the garnet.
Ar Nov 2a, sch Mary standish, Bluehill
Kit Carson, of Doan’s Kidney Pills will he given away free
and
Rabboni
Sid
Nov
sclis
27,
Again the teams lined up for the kick- Bangor; Franconia, Boston
to every person suffering with kidney ailments
off by Bar Harbor. The ball was sent
Ar Nov 28, bark Auburndale, Dow, Rosario
at the undersigned address. First come, first
S Bailey,
Nov
sehs
Julia
Sid
Sprague,
28,
into Ellsworth territory for the first time
served, and only tills one chance offered. ReWashington; Northern Light, Pawtucket
in the game, but it did not remain long.
member this is not a sample box, but a regularBootiibay Harbor—Sid Nov 29, sch Robt
New
Y'ork
size box of Doan’s Kidney Pills which retails
After the first down the ball was snapped Doritv,
Portland—Cld Nov 27, sell Gen Banks, Bosat 50 cents. For those in the country who can
back to Mason, and a punt sent it well into ton
not call in time, a full box will he mailed on reBoston
Chi Nov 28, sch Mav Queen,
Bar Harbor’s side of the field. Another
Philadelphia—Sid Nov 28, sch Puritan, ceipt of five cents in either coin or stamps, to
a
minutes
few
later
sent
Mason
Portland
by
punt
of postage and mailing, in reNkwburyport— Ar Nov 28, brig Manson, defray expense
the ball dangerously near Bar Harbor’s
New Y'ork
sponse to all letters received up to and includback
to
near
was
sent
the
line.
It
Robt
soli
goal
Rockland—Ar Nov 24,
Dority, ing December 10. Remember
Bluehill for New Y'ork
centre of the field on a punt by Bar HarVineyard Haven —Ar Nov 2fi, sell Ellen M
bor. Grows got the ball for tweuty-five- Baxter, Holden, Bay View t<»r New Y ork
Washing ton, D C—Ar Nov 27, sch J Howell
yard run. Bar Harbor got the ball on Leeds,
Sullivan
Satilla River—Sid Nov 27, sch Pepe RamSaturday, December 5.
New Y ork
irez,
Jordan,
ntjfacrtisnncnts.
AT
Foreign Ports.
Kingston, Ja—Sid Nov 14. sch Jennie F S,
ID. ■WIO-GKEHST’S.
Willey, Anderson, Pascagoula
COLUMBIAN
Paysandc—At
Oct
27, bark Arlington,
Cut this advertisement out and name paper.
Griggs, for Philadelphia
SCHOOL
Sole agents for the United states, Foster-MilRosario—sld Oct 28, bark Edmund Phlnuey,
buru Co., Buffalo, N. V.
Young, Santos
AT WALSH'S.

SHOES,

Hood's

ningham.

follows:

Positions.

—

—

the

Kind nature, out of compassion for the
a

—

<

their ten-yard line. Here a battle royal was in progress, Ellsworth making ground on downs, when time was
down

And good health, take Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
which has first, last, and all the time,
been advertised as just what it is
the
best medicine for the blood ever produced. Its success in curing Scrofula,
Salt Rheum, Rheumatism, Catarrh,
Dyspepsia, Nervous Prostration and
That Tired Feeling, have made

A

a

But ttie game. It was exactly 2:30
o’clock when the players lined up. The

Thorsen.Left tackle.Higgins
Austln.Left guard.McQuiun
Klai-dell. Centre.Wescott
sionary to Van, Turkey), to be sent by 1 tel la tty.Right guard .Illllington
her to tlie general fund. The singing by Foster.Right tackle.Cutter
end.II Carter
the quartette was tine, and a solo by Cushman .Right hack.Weston
Higgins.Quar'er
little Rertlia Joy was rendered in a most ; W hitmore.Left half hack.Alley
(.row-.Right half hack.Hodgkins
effective manner.
Campbell. Full hack.. .Joy
The church work on west side of tin*
Ellsworth was coached in turn by
river has assumed the name of ••Hillside".
Bailey, Bowdoin ’90, and Mason. liar
New singing books have been purchased,
Harbor was coached
by Hatch, of the
lamps bought, and new paint has made, Maine State college. Bailey and Hatch
tlie school house an attractive place to
alternated as referee and umpire. Godspend an hour every Friday evening. dard, of Bar Harbor, and Shute, of EllsIf
Ht
ti.JO.
j
everyone
Fhe meetings begin
worth, were linesmen. Shute also acted
will help a little tlie work will grow, as timer.
Two twenty-minute halves
and
each
lie
done,
per- |
Much good van
son

ting

around

the rail Officer Silvy kept the

mixed up in the foot hall game. Then it
rewas that lie explained that he was a

service, Mr.
singing with I

A

end, but

friendly

Silvy made a touchdown with him,
probably thought, if he was capable of
thinking, that lie had some way got

The frame is up and

Lynch will

the

southern

he

in.

At 7 p.

1.

track,

race

a

crowded

Officer

day in the
the church

order of

James

spectators

crowd hack from the Held and preserved
order.
The antics of one young man
from Bar Harbor, whose brain was befogged and muscles bewitched by too
much tanglefoot, served to amuse that
portion of the crowd which they did
He insisted in encroaching
not disgust.
too far on forbidden territory, and when

Various

The
Sunday services is as follows: Preaching, 10 a. m.; Sunday school,
11 a. in.; Junior Endeavor, 1 p. in.; evening service, 7 p. in. Topic for next Sunday, “The higher Life.” Text—Romans

the

A

braved

Inside

Rgo, at

pains

letter

carpet

favorites

“Rose of Sharon.”

a

of

also, in places,

was

it did not

Miss Emma Harriman

meeting

first

began. Bar
There was

termingling
The field, or t he “gridiron”, as it is called
in foot hall parlance, was covered with a

The theme of the pastor’s sermon was: “It
is a good thing to give thanks.”
The church committee on dedication
held its

when the game
well represented.

of colors.

to

with any of the following
establishments:
Miss
Conway,
All the household maids whose duties Mpheus Moore, Mrs.;’
Haney. These ladies will see that the
cause them to he visible above stairs
made over. Reare
properly
garments
should appear in pink or blue wash cipients of favors will in no ease have
be- their names made public.
frocks, white aprons and sjjiall caps
fore 3 p. m. After that hour they should
and
How to Make Cranberry Jelly.
wear black dresses, turnover collar
and
To make cranberry jelly, wash carefully
cuffs, white apron aud small cap,
in
and put them
so be in proper condition to appear
a quart of selected berries
the presence of their superiors when in a porcelain-lined kettle with a small
servant
half a pound of good
called upon to serve them. A
cup of water and
should never be permitted to address white sugar; allow them to boil steadily
then
and
press
her superiors by substituting the person- for twenty minutes
a
hag into a mould which
al pronoun
for sir and madam, as through jelly been rinsed with cold
has
previously
for sev“Will madam be served to so and so?
water. Set away in a cool place
and not “Will you have so and ^sor^ eral hours, when it will be ready to serve.
for six
be
sufficient
ma’am
This quant it v should
Also, “Yes, ma’am,” and “No,
i persons. I.adien' Home Journal.
ma
“Yes.
but
allowed,
be
not
should
and “No, madam;’ “Yes, sir,
am,

and “No, sir." They should only 'peak
the
when spoken to, and then to receive
order without comment.

there

snowy
wasn’t.

Tuesday

met

spite of that about
people were present at

orange predominating at the
end, the garnet at the northern

NOTES.

committee

large

m

along the inner rail of the

Neither she nor Mr. Joy was
wagon.
much injured.
The horse stopped at the
Falls with the wagon unharmed.

A

majority

A

Plank hill thev

Joy jumped

Mrs.

spring

was

a

generous display of colors- the Bar
Harbor orange and the Ellsworth garnet.

a

contribution waa taken at tlie
close of tlie service, which was sent to
Miss Johnson, of Bangor ta former mis-

a

Harbor

ditch, throwing Mr. Joy out.
The horse bt came friL'Iiti m d ami ran. At
ran

ex-

a

Joy and w ife narrowly escaped
injury Monday evening. While

trying

hundred

not favorable to

Wyman park

Charles
serious

menia.

In

four

was

but

attendance,

Monaghan’s singing.

Subject—•■Peculiar People.”
A crowded house greeted the pastor
Sunday evening to listen to a talk on Ar-

It HOAD P\Hyl'HTi:V 1‘OHI'KUS.
Grecian pattern, in which flu* different
woods arc used to shade with the delican be
cacy of a painting. This flooring
laid to fit any room.
Parquetry should n* v< r he cleaned
with warm water, for it will cause the
pieces of w < i to warp and separate aud
will also ai:* • t the polish.

The weather

I'nion hall in aid of the

arranged
exceptionally tine.

present very aptly

yet has not entered into the game as
To this fact is due
played in Ellsworth.
the present popularity of the game here.
The beginning of slugging tactics would
me in the d«ath of foot ball in Ellsworth.

The programme which has
by M iss Abbie (Jerry is

bieu

It

worked to

he

associated

again.

game.

“gentleman’s

a

play
get-

GROSS-At Deer Isle, Nov 21, t«> Mr and Mrs
Lyman M Gross, a daughter.
II ASK K!.I. At Deer l-le, Nov 28, to Mr and
Mrs
Judson T llu-kell, a son.
twenty-live-yard run to near the centre
IIAKDKSON At Ellsworth, Nov 2*:, to Mr and
of the field, and Mason getting around
Mrs .'tcl.ellan 1> Hardison, a son.
the right end for another twenty-fiveKKEKEY— At Tremont, Nov 1H, to Mr and Mrs
James K Kellev, a son.
yard run, taking the ball into Bar Harbor
> H W (to I)— A t. Sowt h west llarboi, Nov
1 it, to
territory. Ellsworth lust the ball on N<Mr
and Mrs Itohie M Norwood, jr, a son.
Then Bar Harbor fooled Ellsdowns.
N’olJWoO I >—A t South west Harbor, Nov 24, to
worth with a trick play, and a somewhat 1
Mr ami Mrs .lames M Norwood, a daughter.
novel
interference, and Joy got away ! WIKKEY —At Amherst. Nov 2S, to Mr an I Mrs
A W Willev, a daughter.
with the ball for a seventy-live-yard run
was

There was a gratifying ab- failed to kick a goal.
Score, Ellsworth,
“slugging’’ w hich is too often 8; Bar IIarbor, 0.
For the last time the teams lined up for j
with foot hall, hut which as

it.
t

exciting

game, too

us one man

of

nee

close and

a

clean

a

pressed

James Staples met with a painful acciOne of
etchering Monday.
I t he hooks used slipped and caught him
in thechc’-k, i)ill.cl«ng an ugly wound.
Next

out-played, out-generaled,

were

was

game’’,

dent while

great degre e, and, lastly, they are so exquisitely clean and artistic in appearance that one cannot help hut he converted to their use.
A complete flooring is illustrated, as
are some borders, by The Standard Designer, from which the information here
given is d* rived. It consists of a combination of oak and mahogany, with a
border of oak, mahogany and maple.
The border is an intricate and effective j
I

rr~~~~': —n'—:-:—

1

It
was

fout-

a

the

beaten.

E. A. Flood, w bo has been confined to
the house for t hree w« eks w ith erysipelas

AM III Nil.

cf*titr..*fieg wood*,
laid so ns to f Tin pattern* <■?' ?I>♦ mo t
'l ie flooring lelaborate *'.••■. vat:on.
tk m
more clT»fti\*
y < art t or rug
and can I «• r a :ily k- ; t m a high star
of polish.
: •’ :T- .* from the moThe \vh <!
of narrow strip*
saic in that it roe*;
of hard woo I glued to str* ng cloth in
such a manner f; at it ran 1 •• roll- d up.
It 1* Very durable and looks quite as
w< !! as it s« -! .d hard w
od fl* * r. and also
possess* s t!.* advantage that it ran lie
roiled u]) acd earned away when mov*
mg is contemplate I.
Parquetry is < f two kinds, solid and
veneer* d.
Tn** I run r is made of sepuratopie* es(d t..: k w* 1 joined by tongue
and groove, 11.*• hitter of thin strips
v.o<xi glued on a paneled
or blocks of
backing of hard wood. From this it will
be wen that all fancy wood floors need
a foundation floor of cheaper wood, and
that this necessarily makes their use
slightly expensive, although in the long
run tiny more than repay one for the
original expense. To begin with, they
are handsome enough to require little if
any covering in the way of rugs, then
the two lb wirings deaden sound to a
si.-t cl two

s.

1

They
:

r

A'

on

and

visitors

Again

was

superiority of mind
with the great advantage of
strength in their favor, the

matter

weight

Henson.

they

came

wanting.

found

demonstrated

from

employed

been

not

were

Blood

he

had found the
The

Rich Red

Blood is absolutely essential to health.
It is secured easily and naturally by
taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla, but is impossible to get it from so-called nerve
tonics,” and opiate compounds, absurdly advertised as “blood purifiers.” They have temporary, sleeping
effect, but do not CURE. To have pure

neys,

From
p.

Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at 5.00

in.

From Rockland, via way landings, Wednesdays and Saturdays at (about) 5.00 a. m.
K. S. .J. Mouse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
William 11. Hill, Gen’l Manager, Boston.

1 896.

BLUEK1LL LIME.

1896.

Arrangement.

Call
Two

Trips Per Week.

On and after Nov. 2, one of the steamers of
this line will leave El'.sworth every Monday
and Thursday at 6 a. in., for Bluehlll, South
Bluehlll, BrookIIn, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentville, Little Deer Isle, Castlne, Dark
Harbor (Islesboro), arriving in Rockland to
connect with steamers and rail for Boston
direct.
RETURNING.
Will leave Rockland every Wednesday and
at <i a. in. or on arrival of steamers
from Boston, touching atabove points, arriving
In Ellsworth early same afternoon. Through
tickets sold on board. Baggage checked through.
Fare from Ellsworth to Boston, $3.73 until close
of navigation.

Saturday

O.

A. CROCKETT,

Manager, Rockland.

G. W. HIGGINS, Agent, Ellsworth.

0.

W.

TAPLEY,

General Insurance Apt,
Manning

ELLSWORTH,

Block,

ME.

Particular attention given to forms of
and the interest of the assured in case of loss.
Parties desiring anv kind of insurance will
find it to their advantage to talk with me before

policy

insuring.
Xjowost
Losses

Ratos.

Paid at my Office.

i

Kb&trUsrmcr.ts.

««nlgwtrk.

Surry.

Rev. Andrew Gray, of Surry, ha« been
in town canvassing, and also visiting
friends.
While here he was the guest of
O. I*. Carter.

Treworgv has hia new
stable up and nearly boarded.
It will be
a tine building when completed.
E. N. Osgood is having a number of oak

E. Hagerthy, M. 1)., left ThursNew York city where he will take
day
He intends to be gone
a course of study.
about three months. l>r. F. S. Herrick,of
Rrooklin, w ill care for his patients while
he is gone.
C.
Nov.

logs cut

Rufus

the

for

his home lcttymd hauled to
Bend mill to be sawed into

on

North

Jan. 28, 1823.

At

cured by these
Little Pills.

j

being the bark “Fannie”. After following the sea twenty-nine years, at the age
of forty, he came to Sedgwick and engaged in trade. At his death he was the
member

senior

of

bear

firm of Herrick.

the

Herrick

Capt.

always been

has

busy
man.
He has been town treasurer twenty
he represented his town in the
years;
State legislature and has been deacon and
He
treasurer of t he church many years.
w as made a Mason in Doric lodge. No. 280.
He was
F. and A. M., in New York city.
the foremost in promoting F.ggemoggin
lodge. No. 128, and served as its first
junior warden. He has served the lodge

T. F. Anthony, ex-Postmaster of Promise
"I bought .me bo th- of
City, Iowa. -ays
“Mysti -Cure" for ISbeumatism. and two doses

of it did ni<- more c*'i»d limn any medicine I ever
Sold by S 1» v\ ititilN, dru^tfi-t. Kllstook
worth.

COUNTY NEWS.

light

more

now, and

hopes

to

about soon.
Nov. 30.

Smith A Co.

Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

dthrr

w

Miss

the hunters
Whin they return just listen
have got e.
to the narrow e.-capes of he deer.
-J!

I.-.-

v

Joseph II.

repairing

West has heel;

lie will

derrick.

mid

irme

it

move

t

Oren

get

his

of the

sea.

the

Hattie Mllier entertained the BapSunday school at her home on SaturRefreshments were served
day evening.
during the evening and a general good
tune
-*

buck

a

deer at 500

Fred Clark has gone into the woods in
No. 31 to work for Googins Bros.
Lake

Seiden Smith shot
View* recently. He was offered f9 for the
head.
a

The

schools

close

nice buck

this

at

teachers have worked hard and have

sent

hy

her

to

a

on

de-

farm and

stopping

H.

Samuel

They
mal

her

Savage has
West

day recently Charles E. Smith
He took
fox in a field near by.
One

saw

his

bhot gun and in twenty minutes returned
He comto the house with the fox.
menced to skin the fox at once, but before
job was completed a peddler drove
into the yard and bought tbe skin.

tbe

pig-killing

season

Reuben W illiAins killed
seven

months

has commenced.
one

old

lacking
that

Avery,

one

vigorous
Nov. 23.

of

beat

is

rs.

and will

uas

move

in

Dougni

Mrs.

Richardson

prised by
friends

call

a

on

Googins

Brothers,

with their
on

crew,

township

have

me uouse

the

winter

term

a

at

emMrs. lielle Googins, who has
in Sullivan for several months, is

make

it

pleasant

was

pleasantly

sur-

from

Wednesday

at borne for

short time.

a

Harry Crimmin,

after

a

week’s

vacation

Slaven

new

hou*e

is

number of

a

there

was

ment

in

ui

11

iif

a

term.

The Chase granite company is closing
its works for the winter.

audlence

large
The receipts

were

on

Monday evening.

fo.20.

to

tea* her.

JSrooksvtlle.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

again

v

That

mourning

charter be
the period of

our

for

That
**&esolved.
relatives

con-

promising

draped
thirty

extend to tbe beour heartfelt sympathies.
reaved
Resolved, That a copy of these resoour delutions he given to tbe widow of
be a part of
parted brother, and thar they
in The Ellsour records, ami published

ii

tt;

-,

t. W.

J. John-on fits moved into

Sullivun’s

has moved

into

his

a

both

them selves and

to

worth American.

Jerry Jones,
SAMUEL W. TAPLEY,
M. U. GRINDLK.

Committee.
---—SUfSSST-

(\>m»- anti

CLOAK

UNDERWEAR
Rt

Ixdies Kersey ( oats at
$ 1.90
Irish Frieze in black and tan. at
10.00
doth Capes,
f*--00 to flO.OO
A large line of Mackintoshes.
GOODS.

Thursday,

the

losing

We

...

e

leaders in nil-wool Dress FlailIndia Twill in all col,,r,i *'
25el».
An elegant line of novelties at
39 and 50 eta.
nel» and

SILK
at

the death

of

Charles

rut

down

one

Lydia
pound.
larity, suppressed

painful menstruations, weakness of the stomach,
leucorrhcea,
bloating,
indigestion,
womb trouble, flooding, nervous prostration, headache, general debility,
etc. Symptoms of Womb Troubles
are dizziness, faintness, extreme lassitude, “don't care” and “want-to-beleft-alone” feelings, excitability, irri
tabilitv, nervousness, sleeplessness,
flatulency, melancholy, or the blues,”

in

CORSETS.
larger assort m**nt in these
than anyone in the city; «nrranted to be aide to 111 any shape
Hint form.
Heat weaving ana
best tlnisheil good.; prices from
50 cts to {3.50
a

LADIES' CURTAINS

50 rt'• tfi
have

BEDSPREADS.
Three bargains at
75 cts., (1.00 and {1 25,
reduced from fl.00, fl.25 and f-’.OO.
KID
One

^
d

lot of kid gloves at
reduced from (1.00.

Iii fact,
values you

as

sure

Pinkham’s
correct all
as
the
sun

Bearing-down Feeling,
causing pain, weight, ard backache, is
instantly relieved and permanently
cured by its use. It is wonderful for

<_.

Kidney Complain is in either

RUPTURE

his earth y

W

I rilOCT

sex.

~CURED-

OrKIltTlON

15%

.J. Sherman's Method. s,»nd 15 rent- for his
book of full information. Ac. Address
S.

50 cts.,

the most
leader

H

never

have

off.-r

four

‘"■lain,

»ith

we

Fi"h-mt
lace ruffles at
1 hese

ffper pair.

attractive goods

we

show'll.

been offered for less

{5.00.

A Full Line of Dotted Mulls. Flahnet. Silkaleue. and Cretona.

offer you the newest

pnnls

at

the lie-st #

L

received.

M.

Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound will

this trouble
shines. That

\vc

ever

A"

are

ever

than

GLOVES.

AND

DRAPERIES.
°ver 'y) dlfft'rent grades of lace cur
tains, ranging in price from
These

cts., S cts. and 10 cts.

best in the

CARPETINGS,
still selling all-wool Carpetings at
50 cts. | er yd.

have

WAISTS

the uniform price of
fl.99 and (7.50,
reduced from {10.00 and (12.50.

or

«nd backache.

of nature’s kindly
gentle, honest and
clad

are

OUTINGS

E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComIt speedily relieves irregu-

the

world for the price.
1

Two

Mrs. Georg.* Stanley furnish d
of

*»»d 00 cts.

rlH-*

QALLERT.

j

Annual——-

Clearance Sale °i_

S. J. SHERMAN, HERNIA SPECIALIST,
17.% Trillion! St., Boston.
/ 1 |l •! 1 Wkii’w
^-/*»**,*%- ** ^

Adapted to any huMnesn
profession, ruled, with

or

Contract ami
throughout. K> quires the least
possible wri.mg to eater data
and refer quickly to and
lil/CUI Un name and save time any
money. 5,000 used aud recorded. All kinds of
labor-saving records on hand or made to order.
W ALTER W. iiEOKClE, Publisher,
Sew York.
6 Barclav St

Ol'tlci*

WALL PAPER.
To make

room

for

new

.

.

goods

shall sell all wall paper
for the next SIXTY DAYS

we

GLENWOOD
RANGE

of the village will have

side to pay for the supper.
School did not begin last Monday as intended owing to repairs that were being
made on the school-house.
Nov. 30.
C.

a

DEPARTMENT.

New Full Style*.

i

goods and let us con v:nee you,
time you trade w ith us.
rush we have seU-cted a few lead* rs
fe v days s follows:
see our

that you will save money every
In order to start our fall business w ith h
can,

from several departments and offer these for

Mrs. Nancy Henderson, who l as been
-ding friends hi Mu biis and Cutler,
D.

Highest quality everywhere.
surely

DRESS

their

was

here.
men

ticle.

new

at 5

deepest love and respect. Charles
Clough was born in Waltham in this
slate nearly forty-eight years ago.
He

Miss Emma Vose, who has been teaching at Corea, is spending her vacation

match

You will flml our fall stock nude up entirely <>f good* tlm? nr*- t ru
wort hy ami
serviceable, mid our complete assortment insures perfect sat isfni-t ion hikJ easy selection. We wish everyone to know that we are giving great bargains in the best line
of goods.
You are cordially invited to make us an early c-nli. Our prices are the
lowest for first-class goods. High grade in all departments. True merit in every ar-

C.

2fct>rrtisrmrnts.

ill their

Jonesboro to visit her sisters.

shooting

i

.win.

form, and moving among his fellowbeings, won from them by his love of justice and generous charity toward them

Saturday evening.

The young

GOODS

__

interesting entertainnearly all the pupils
juiilt d themselves a th

(

Will be bothered to know whether the oven
is hot enough or too hot The THERMOMETER on the oven door tells the
exact heat, and when the oven is just right
to cook Meat, Bread,
Cakes and Pies

perfectly.

So!*.l in uU

I

prominent
throughout New England.
MADE BY WESR STOVE COMPANY, TAUNTON, MASS.
cities ami

towns

v

J

ever.

the\ d.-serve.

ill

NO HOUSEKEEPER USING A

a

d

t

young

a
natural mechanic and took to the
formation and construction of artistic
The inspection of the James A. Gartield
objects w ith t he same ease and readiness
post by Col. Carver Tuesday evening, folthat serve to inspire genius wherever it
lowed by supper at the Hotel Alma,was an 1 manifests itself.
He leaves a w ife, two
event
of
the
week.
brothers and four sisters, and other relaimportant
:ives. besides many friends to mourn his
George H. Stover is going to put steam ; loss.’’
beat in the Hotel Alma. John M. Merrill |
Nov. 23.
H.
has been engaged to run the hotel and is
its proprietor.
K.
Nov. 24.

and

unique

more

now offf.ki:i> a r

is

lUll.lllli.

is

*

hoy voni

FALL

t lie

Birch Harbor.

we

--

On

ha- ret urned home.
Nov. 28.

was

men, whose pfu’,
truthful spirit when

Capt. D. M. Rice is visiting in JonesWhereas, It has pleased our Heavenly
Father to remove from our lodge our boro.
brother, George E. Smith,
Rev. G. W. Avery and wife, of FrankResolved, That by the death of our j lin, visited here
recently.
brother, Rainbow grange sustains tbe j
Mrs. A. G. Joy has gone to Unionville
loss of a w orthy member and a good citi-

teResolved,

The

;Hllv

for

1

Schools have closed after terms of ten
weeks. Miss Lucy Billings was teacher in
district No. 1, Miss Carrie E. Dyer in district No. 2, Laura McCarthy in district
No. 3, and Lena DeMeyer in district No. 4.
Willie G. Crimmin aud wife are visiting
relatives aud friends here.
B.
Nov. 23.__

to

house.

is

Clough, a native of Waltham, the Bangor
Commercial say*: “The grim reaper has

James A. Garfield post, No. 46. and the
VY. R. C. will elect officers for the ensuing
year next

styles,

%%

ns we

music.

completed.

at

The East brook dramatic clnb presented
the drama entitled Breaking His Bonds’’

attractions, and beautiful goods, than

given by the
Wednesday

30.

H. B. Baton

very

which

part, and

credit

about

Thaddeus Barks left (Monday for New
York for the winter.

home, returned to his school at Miriaville
where he will teach the winter

a

I

top in the Dry Goods line,

J

are

g ur sin

took

left for New York last

Frank Townsend’s

'm

>

land

tioU'C.
A large party
present at a house-warming, and enjoy td m g. >od t ime.

No. 2 Nov. 13,
after a very successful term taught by
Mi'S Mildred Moore.
In the evening

week.

ployed

mi—ii .11111

ho

Speaking

Henry B.

at the

#

wi

School closed in district

Itlueliill.

33.

been

in

a,

L*

_

moved into the woods

a

manners

It

*v.

-•.Mil.

re-

entertained Saturday evening by E. W. l>eBeck. Although
stormy, quite a number were present and
The
enjoyed a very pleasant evening.
first prizes were won by Celia Giles and
Charlie Martin; the booby prizes by Mrs.
George Stanley and Alden Haslem.

the Eastern State normal school.

Kant

to

stable

there, also brouehos ami

are

The card club

soon.

Maddox will attend

us

neveltics, fresher

more

•»»

trug*

N

O. L. Martin and Mrs. Lovinia
Woodward, of Clinton, Mass., who have
been the guests of their sister for a few
days, returned home Saturday.

G. G. Richardson

Miss Lydia Karnham and Mis* G*org

on

be

with

Mrs.

the late Dr.

blows

may. therefore,
readily accounted
for, w hen we remember that each of the
different kinds of smiths was as much entiiled to the use of his trade name for
a
cognomen as any other artisan.
John
the blacksmith, and John, the
coppersmith, were both known as John, the
smith, an appellation which naturally resolved itself into the family name of
John

•

William Grant, recently.

closed.

rsiactc

ball

cornet

Mr. Pike, of Haverhill, Mass., is visiting
Mrs. Pike’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.Woliam
Pel tengill.
Butler and Frank Grant. of Eden, were

and

Mrs. Clara Christie is with her aunt,
Mrs. O. C. Pinkham, who is quite ill.

by

day

...

Eben Spencer is at work at Norcross.
Willis A. Goodwin lias gone to New
York city to work.

Wallace

of

as a amiter or
smith
Ai*d il,t* community, therefore, |,rtU
its
blacksmith, whitesmith, goldsmith, silvcrsmith arrow«mit b, and spyearl
others
of the same character.
The number of smiths of the
present

Next

more.

Miss Laura Jones. ,,f Ellsworth, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Milton llaslem.

iif

owned

sent for

U all ham.

ALEPH.

Schools have

You will find

a

becoming quite prominent
Sunday and weekly services of both
churches ami in social gatherings.
Nov. 30.
R. E.

visit-

strong

striking

the

known

Justin

Mrs.
for

in th**

neighbors and
take
evening.
and coffee were served and all enjoyed the
Mrs. Richardson
West Fran Klin this year than ever before evening very much.
in one year.
will leave town soon to go to her sisters
CH’E’ER.
Nov. 28.
| at Rumford Falls.
B.
Nov, 28.
brook.
319

girl

ploy quite

election.

.me trie

<

they meet. Mr. Davis was formerly a Machias man Hiid bis bride a New
York lady. Mr. Stafford lias in his em-

Swan’s

Havey.
Bangor, was

and

largely attended.

was

all whom

I > •-•Ilium.

weighed

pounds. Mrs. A. P. Dyer killed one
eight months old that weighed 310
pounds. There is more pork raised in

pulse

Egypt’s

;

dog knows the democratic roosters by
their dejected appearance.

m w

range ail the way from a £2,000 anih
very much cheaper one. Oldtown

courteous

There is si rung talk of a portablesawmill becomf g
part of the taxable property of Kg;, f t very soon.

the

the immense

ci»

to

ami his

ing here the past week.

Mr. and

with

see

cently put up by Stafford Bros., of Bar
Harbor, and also to j*eep inside ami ate
the
horses now
numbering forty-one.

Kgry |»t.

Mrc M. M.

been

your time, if you have hm
leisure, to rail up to the old Da\ >

It is worth
hour's

O.

Island to work for

s

and

concert
Sullivan

>

stopping the past two
Augustine, Fla., and who is
business trip to San Fran-

gone to

was

i*

ho im** been

w

required

metal

j
1

horary nuilding.

no g was

v

work

>

men w

West Franklin has a very knowing dog.
While republican roosters can strut and
crow
about and around with perfect
safety, a democratic rooster is instantly
attack* d and killed. It is supposed that

of

were

cisco, Cal.
Nov. 30.

given

Mrs. D. B. Smith.

day

The seeds

The
W^t

cert

very interesting to spend hii hour with
Mr. and Mrs. Davis, who take charge of
the farm and house at present, and w hose

now

Edward Griffin, of Brookiin, returned
here from Boston, where he has been at
His wife and little
work on buddings.

Tbe

was

books and h

we want a

lit

Mrs. M. T. Condon has rice growing
which has attained the height of two

crutches.

a

brother

Mr.

Thursday evening

S. 1*. Hnciety met at tne home of
organization.
vey Monday evening for
Mrs. Flora Abbott whh chosen president;
Mrs.
licorge I’dtengill. vice-president;
D.
CorMrs. A. Havey. secretary; H.
The society has about
don, treasurer.

fifty

1

Many Smiths.

v“‘

home of
on

so

he

36bcttiBtmrnt«.

surprise
parly, ldie evening was pleasantly passed
.n games and a candy pull.
The West Sullivan public library so-

107

weavers, ami 1 don’t know what all.

years iu St.

Charles Coombs had his foot badly hurt
while load ng stone aboard the “Willie L.
Maxwell”. He is obliged to go about on

have

and

Doyle

year ago

enjoyed.

...

the

Ht

\ou

Brooklin.

son,

satisfact ion.

son

the

UN1.

feet.

Both

week.

of

care

whs

entertaining.
c-p.
pounds, though.
progra.nme were readings by Miss Helen
Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Barbour, of idiom s
M iss I'ora Cordon ami Miss
Br* a er, spent Wednesday even i ng a
tie
Mamie v leaves; a solo by Josie Bunker
Baptist parsonage in a social gaih> ;g and an
original song by Oscar Mwon.
called a “pounding" for Rev. and Mi-.
Music b\ h quartette composed of Mrs.
Day. There were fifty-two present and
Jo-;.* Bunker, \N
I
Hyson, M
all seemed happy.
Mr. and Mrs. Barb
! t;.-css and \ri nnr Bunk' r.
The band
nt
w
ith
Mrs.
Barbon
Thanksgiving
apt
ms.
It is hoped
payed s- veral
parents, (.’apt. S. B. Freethyand wife.
iii.I l»c\s will
receive tin* eil.1.1 Mr-

weigh

doesn't

Capt. J. L. I'hatto went to Surry Wednesday on business.
Willie Gray lias sold his farm to Prof.
Tousey of Tufts college, and w ill move to

reorganized.
Hardison brought down
yards last w eek.

the

work.

iii

pastors

chi!,

Beat this, if
Hancock county!

day’s

n

Prospect.

Mrs.

Fannie Davis left for Boston Monsister.

foot after

the

m

South

Ch e'er.

The West FTaakiin dramatic club has

C. P.

his

the usual
grave with
Masonic formal ;t ies, conducted by Bast
A good man
Master Juiiau II. Hooper.
and t rue has gone.
O. P. C.
Nov. 30.

Julius I-urling has returned h-mio for
He has been in the employ of
the winter.

been

to

friend

Jate

posited

where lie has been

patent drill company.
Nov. >3.

In

wife, who have been
Cook for some time,

tist

to visit her

a

!

I

becoming a weekly newspaper and an
illustrated monthly magazine in one has
met w ith the most cordial approval on the
Smith.
part of all readers, and has greatly added
to the popularity and the circulation of
“Doctor, why is it that jn-ople are generthe f>a|»er.
Beginning with the fifty- ally ho much more pleased with *
boy
fifth volume, the paper will assume the
babies than
with
girls?"
“Nothing
regular magazine size, which will add simpler, madam.
A
boy baby never
greatly to its convenience and attractive- comes amiss."
ness.
The Outlook is published every
IK THE LIFE INSURANCE
Saturday fifty-two issues a year. The
people
recommend a remedy it must be somefirst issue in each month is an illustrated
magazine
Well that’s
number, containing about tiling they have faith in.
twice as many j ages as the ordinary what they do about Adamson's Cough
issues, together with a large number of Balsam. It prolongs life Htid makes the
» insurance risk a mere
bagatelle.
pictures.
in

street.

May, daughter of Kev. H. F. Day,
has been ill, is able to attend school

Mrs.

day

with Mrs.

which The Outlook made

ure

are

time of the adoption of
8llr.
names, writes Clifford Howard, in
the
J,adieu'Home Journal, every artisan
whose

Smith, in a paper on “A Group of
American Girls Larly in the Century,”
contributed to the Christmas number of

Frank Stanley has built a tine piece of
A
gravel walk in front of his house.
good beginning for a sidewalk on t2Urtrr>'

again.

Rev. Mr. Mayo followed in
“Master”.
some well-chosen and eloquent remarks
bearing testimony to the noble and steadA
fast character of the dead brother.
mournful procession wended its way to
the cemetery, where all that was mortal

Ishere he will

Galen Orcutt has returned from
the past summer.

Why There
At

son

who is attending
Thanksgiving at her

have gone to their home in

G.

Ida
who

Luke and

boarding

Patten who has been ill is gaining.

Mrs.

with tremulous voice and

mourning family

to hi* qunrrv there, w
get large block- of stone fur a dam. It is
reported the job wiil list until August.
land

on

home in Ashviile.

Mrs. M. E. Day has had a severe cold
with very sore throat and neuralgia.

tilled with tears, he commended the

eyes

Swan’s

>

ell

Googins,

Wilma

school here, spent

a

considered in the text.

was

closing prayer,

1 rank (in.

The

new

inter.

all

page*.

that

West

a

his
William Mattocks has resumed
studies at the Bueksport seminary for the

Mrs. Georgia Warren, who has been
the years that have followed in some
capacity. He was also a member of Han- very ill during the past week, is decoc k chapter, R. A. Masons, of Bucksport,
cidedly better.
The: American has subscribers at 70'
nnri iif Si .liltin'* r»nm mn nrif*r v. of KsnI'uion Thanksgiving services in Rapti*t
of the 1'i post-ojflces in Hancock county:
church were very interesting. There were
all the other papers in the county com- gor.
The funeral was conducted by the lodge singing by the choirs of both church'-*,
bined do not reach so many. The Amerof which he was hii honored member, scripture reading hy Rev. E. \Y. Belcher,
ican is not the only paper printed in
of
Hancock county, and has never claimed to assisted by Naskeag lodge. No. 17,
prayer by Rev. H. F. Day, reading of
be, but it is the only paper that can prop- Brooklin. A large concourse of Masons proclamation and address by Pastor Day,
Services
benediction by Rev. E. \V. Belcher.
erly be called a County paptr; all the and friends were in attendance.
rest art merely local papers.
The circula- at the church were conducted hy Rev. E.
Surry has a pastor who delights in
tion of The Ymekican. barring the Bar S. Drew, assisted by Rev. G. Mayo, of
walking, apparently. Iaist Sunday mori.Harbor ll cord's summer lint, is larger Brooklin. Mr. Drew’s remarks were very ing he v. alked to East Bluehill, a distant»
thav that t-f all the other papers printed impressive ami he spoke feelingly and of six miles, attended services in tin
touchingly of one he had found to he all afternoon ami evening and came home on
in Han cod; < nunty.
Co'-^'y AYws

Robinson is building

his house.

village, has been at home in a disabled
condition for several weeks on account of
sore eyes, caused by a flying cinder from a
locomotive entering one of them while lie
was boarding the train at Augusta.
He
has been obliged to remain in a darkened
room about three weeks, hut is able to

vessels, the last he commanded

fine

some

the age of eleven years

seafaring life and passed
its grades to the command of

began a
through all
he

Positively

For additional

es

Ira

Hook Notes.

None of the biographies of Uol«ert Fulton mentions the fact that a number of
ladies were among t he passengers mi his
steamboat, “The Clermont,” on its first
trip up the Hudson. Miss Helen K vert

Hattie Pettee is visiting in town.

Mattocks lias gone to North Jay.
John Jordan whs in town a few days
last week.
.Jan

and

Magazine

Sullivan.

Mrs.

planks, etc.
Charles Murcb and wife visited their
The republicans of Surry met in caucus
The Century, shows that several of *'»>•»••parents last week.
at town hall Saturday night to cho
Livingston’s cousins, who were
The grammar school expects to have an cellor
delegates to a republican convention held
celebrated for their beauty, were on the
entertainment soon.
23._
at Bluehill to-day (Monday) to nominal
The engagement of one of them to
Mr. ami Mrs. James Applin were made boat.
a candidate for legislature in place of the
DEATH OF CArT. SAMUEL HERRICK.
Fulton was announced and appropriately
the
at
his
home
birth
of
a
Herrick
died
lale
I>r.
Samuel
1*.
E.
William
happy by
daughter.
Harvey
Hinckley.
Capt.
celebrated at the conclusion of the trip.
in this village Wednesday morning, aged Emery, E. N. Osgood, Charles Beede and
Miss Lulu Bunker, who is employed in
The fifty-fifth volume of The Outlook
Capt. W. S. Treworgy were chosen.
seventy-three years.
Kl Is wort h, spend Thanksgiving day in
begins w it h January,181*7. The new depart
Capt. Herrick was born in Sedgwick
Alston Miiliken a ycung man of this town.

SICK HEADACHE
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A per.
feet remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.

We<i

W. S.

Capt.

AT

COST.

WHITING BROTHERS,
No. :J7 Main Street.

blit •hat

champ that had not sugChristina.
Having
far met, as she thought, the
exigent ies of the situation, Christina
moved herself nt d her
belongings to a
small cottage in Devonshire,
lying a mile

i'llK Hl lTKKKMKs.

I

[After Copse's “Pour La Couronne.]

At sixt**u rears she km w no care.
H'»w touM sh*-. sweet and pure as
And tb( re i urstu-d h«r everywhere
Butterflies all white.

l

i

light?

or

\
>,

Then he f'-rsook her one pad morn,
8he w«pf and nobbed, “O love, come
back."
There only enrve to her forlorn
Butterfli nil black.
—John Dnvison.

i
!

Christina Phillipson arose ono May
morning with a keen sense of disaster upher.
The spring
Plio drew tho Mind bark.
sunshine flooded the little suburban street
In which she lived.
Quiet and ]>eftcoful it
looked. so much so that n passing mllkman, wonderful to relate, refrained from
disturbing it with ids veils and clatter—
at least Christina did n« t hear him.
Slowly she proceeded to dress, and still
prevent with her was a sense of appruhenShe did not feel very
slon and anxiety.
well cither, and there was a faint buzzing
Her movements
at the hack of her head.
fancied were singularly noiseless that
pi
or
else
she
was
morning,
very much abShe did not even r -member to
stracted.
have heard flu- plash of tin' water as it fell
from the jug into tho basin. She wondered
ml < r two with an idle half
for n f
formed v. ud« r. and then passed down in
poftly falling fc!r slippers to her little sitThere was a ennspiracy of
ting ro» m.
abroad, ir seemed, f< r even tho
silefon

|
j
\

\

j
|
*

!
l

|
;

|

stairs

•

the ill 1 uilt house

i

forgot

once

I

(>f

Plymouth, and prepared, in
an old lady from whom she
living

hor awhile the beautiful
aspect of tho
country, then reddening under the first
flush of autumn, soothed and consoled
her,
hut presently a chance
meeting with an
fdd fellow student of music revived
again
in all its intensity tho trouble of the imprisoned sense, and once more Christina
lapsed into a dull despair.
The sympathetic,
kindly vicar of tho
place, himself an accomplished amateur
musician and as such keenly appreciative
of the calamity that had hcl.illen Christina, sought her out.
liy this time sho
hail acquired the pitiful skill of reading
words by the motions of the lips.
^ ou must bo brave," she could perceive
he was saying to her, "and resigned.”
“Would you he?" she asked.
“I should try," he answered, sticking to
his guns, ‘and with help perhaps succeod.
Christina smiled and shook hor head.
"You are not the only one, you know,”
continued the
vicar, disconcerted and
blundering in his effort at consolation.
“There have Im-cii others—IJeethovcn.”
Hi cthoven
broke in the girl hotly.
"I have been reading about him lately,
and here Is what he said hiinVlf.
‘What
a humiliation when any one standing Inside me could hear at a distance a flute
that I could not hear or any one heard a
shepherd singing and I could not distinSuch
circumstances
guish a sound!
brought me to the brink of despair, and
had well nigh made mo put an end to my
life—nothing hut my art held my hand.’
That is how Dccthovcn felt about It, and
lie bad bis art. you see—tho consolation of
composition. Hut what have I? A little
mechanical skill and a passionate love for
•‘

|
I

j
:

to
I

creak.

out

MOW

music—now become

a curse

to
is

mo.

you candidly, vicar, that it
ardicc that prevents mo from

sheer

I tell
cow-

taking

my

rang me fK'i 1 i«ir nroakmsT, j life.”
twirc. h r slie (lit! not cnteh tho
tinkle.
The servant who bnuight ! partially succeeded.
l’-'f
“It's very sad," he said simply, “hut
ir* th
ray 1- keil rn.ss, and Chris*tlna noed
at she did n ? rr»q.< *nd t<» her (Jood ! patience is the only weapon wo poor mort
tals have against fate—that and time."
m ^ "• g!
“Aral deadly, dreary weapons they are.
With a faint sigh over tho cupriciousf servant- < 1:r• -r in
ne«s
poured herself But by all means let us console ourselves
I
.t
me
rev. as a queer feeling j with our own imperfect ions-—the Impossiher, sm ii a f< ling ns might \v«»ll ho bility of retaining a sharp edge to our imIn time perhaps 1 may become
ricmvd 1 *. <
und* r a sj*ell »r sufTer- i pr. s-ions.
e
dull enough to forget that there Is such a
ii.,* in m that impairment ,if consciousness
thing as tousle—or hruvi n. Possibly with
1
w. ich utti
ds 11.
;ld< reil. and ever at
care I may u
even further progress tot
very hack <■( 1 « r !•• ad there went on a
ssl
VVI at a depressed ward veget.it. n.
*-v, re;.s. 1*
She
he with great bitterness, and tho
s;
1 I am.
hr to herself and
go. d elergyn m, t.ot being able to make
And ii* r laugh >«*oinrd to
laughed .alw!
any tiling of h* r nn d. beat a retreat.
her to sound s if jr e so.- in an h* r brain.
He was l. r a man. however, to sit
*•
*-d Christina again. “I
Heally.
Christina
d- vvn e.-milv under a rebuff.
t
:
have I* It
mid in my
i:ever i> n
Pi;ill:p.-i.ti ii.i. rented him j rsonallv, and
i
I pi y a little to set my
life before
: i.< r life interested him still
tlie pr-.iih a,
nerves in < r-h r
more.
He determined, if possible, to find
r-.! the j ret tv little i iano
She tie ••.
some t l< rn! !'■ solution of that problem.
»
!
rr er of the room. hut
that st.
It was under the pressure* of his urgent
r bat d < ti the lal, seized
stopped wgl.
advice that the girl resumed her pianountable fear.
by a sudden a: d ut
1 lie movements f her linforte praeth e
r- dum iiioveiiirnt she
With a «j.
gers o\* r the keyboard lielped, she found,
a; .d
strm k a full chord
flung the lid ;
to re| n dure t ..•■ score in her mind, and
i here
the k< y board,
with both i
k t
she t.
i ia> mg for hours at a stretch
.it 1 although she struck
was no
until the old Devonshire dame win* kept
f
or* ■adful sileneeof the
again and a.-.
was
almost fain to wish she were
the
hou>e
room remain, d uni r-k« n.
deaf too.
r
u.i/itl that she had
Then < 1
But. in spit** of this solace and In spite
become stone deaf ami sat «! wn with a
his admirable
scared fare to try and realize what it meant of the helpful vicar and
wife and all the soothing influences of
for her.
more
and
became
rural life, Christina
It meant a good deal—in fact, so much
and when tho
that she eon-aa red seriously whether un- m«.re restless and unhappy,
w w hite under a hard winter
der tho alter< d < onditious it would 1)6 landscape grt
and the blue summer sens changed to an
<■< r tinue living.
worth while
iron gray she fell into so despondent a
r the central fact of
n to 1
Music had 1
lu r friends at tin* parsonage lx*life around which everything else in her state that
concerned for her.
world revolved. N w ti.c renter had been cunio seriously
And then an event happened which once
r ,..s was come again.
torn away,
more changed the course of her lift*.
Never to l..» ir music more' Harmony,
•ne afternoon from a brisk
Betun.ii
melody, rhythm, the exquisite cadence of walk which ghail lent a touch of color to her
the human v« n e tin witchery of the orpah* checks, she was met at the doorway
‘•••h int :ry of the organ,
chestra. the
the w hisj r of bv her <>ld duenna.
f natur
even the a
she
“1 here's a v isitor to set* you, miss,
the wind, tho waves beating ou the shore—
with a half smile.
all to be I,- ceb rward but a fantastic remarked,
VC t.dering a little as to tho identity of
mockery. Mm •■:.!! ? r 1 ear to think of tins afternoon ralh r, Christina passed into
It.
Her very s ui seemed to be stillml.
her little room.
Then re me a g’.in : rof hope. '1 ! e senA man wit with his arm resting on tho
M.e would cont be fit al.
tence i: ight
Hi* back was
table and his ht ad bent.
t.eo.
sult a spe* i.ih-t at
Iiy cham o she
toward her. but she realized in ail
(lathering to- turned
had heard < f such a «
ii. r.mt that here was her lover r. turned.
p idy money she
gether I., r v ill -t k
she xel.-limed involuntarily.
Dav id
dressed hastily and set forth.
David Fraser starteil to his feet.
-'as she pa- .d through them
The strhave
found
“I
you,” ho cried and held
( irts, carriages, cabs
were a nightmare.
out his hands.
a horrible imiseut
a
und;
will
passed
But the girl did m t immediately relessne-s 1 ad fa a u tq n the m i-y thorand for a moment tiev two reoughfares. 'i e failure f cue slight link spond,•; r,eli other with mutual pity,
had in a mo- gard.
in the medial
l-'raser was wasted by sickness, and tho
w-rl«! to a dumh show.
ment reduvd t
at sorrow hail left its mark
seal of a
(
hrisk«'
to
s
n
t
«
-|
r.e
in
Home
< 'hrist si.a.
ntully and touch- Upt>11 i. nl I me her trouble dry eyed untina, ami she t'.; Mu d j
jsho
ed her ear.
til then, bur the syinputhv expressed In
’ation fr-an tho
She g« t very little c
her lover’s face was too much h r her, and
for
exjiert \vh*> examined h< r in exchange
she broke into a flood of tears.
He
.!
him.
si
gavo
the two guineas
p
David Fraser was not the man to neglect
her to und. r-t u.d that t here was some afHe took le rhand in his.
Tho trouble his opportunity.
erve
: Stic n « f tho aud t »y
we want each
Christina,’' lie said,
d as a result of
might I erhaj s !• 1- a
Your deafness matters
other, you and I.
an operation. Whether t'
peratioti would
nothing.
My life has Ikjcii shaken to its
l)o successful was uneertain. but it was
I need your help tostrengthfoundations.
at
d
aexpensive.
bound to be dan
eu it.
r. .found horror
f
d
Christina i«
j
lb- struck the right note, not the note of
'often and i."t
of physical pain wl e h
Christina
of
that
but
appeal.
artistic pity,
distin.tiio
wortliilv
quite
watched the words form cm his lips and
Hhe shrank from l aving
tempera met t.
heart.
li».pi• an*-e in lu*r
riment pra* ticsd
this doul ti
‘-.\re vou sure you want me?” she asked,
herself and left the gloomy h> use in Har- and adiled La-nlv’. hot for liotli our sakes,
could
as
damsel
a
do not sav ‘ves’ out of
ley street as ih -pairing

THEY

ARE

BUILT

AND

MAINTAINED.
STONE BROKEN BY

rented the r. mus. to face the task of
out the rest of her life.

B« fore she guessed her heart was gone.
The tale of love was swiftly told,
And all about her wheeled and shone
Butterflies of gold.

S

two

HIGHWAYS.

ENGLISH

to

company with

A lover looked. She dropped her eyes
That glowed like pansies wet with dow,
And lo! there catne from out tho skies
Butterflies all blue.

1

was a

itself

HAND IS SUPERIOR

TO THE PRODUCT OF ROCK
CRUSHER.

I have been for 12 years one of the
way wardens of this parish, and consequently am thoroughly conversant with
the maintenance of roads, though their
construction was before my time, says
John R. Fox, Devizes, England, in
Mexico Ind« pendent.
We have two
classes of road, main and parish. The
main roads are 24 feet wide, and were
constructed under the old turnpike system form 150 years ago.
They aro 24
feet wide, as a rule, of solid stone, 12
inches thick in center and 7 to 8 at.
tables, with a footpath at each side
from 3 to C> feet in addition.
In the parish road the total width is
20 feet, of which about 12 to 14 is stone
and the sides greensward. In all cases
the authorities have power to drain the
roads into adjacent private property and
tho landowner must get rid of the surface water as best he can. Our drainage
runs through
suitable trenches cut in
the greensward into the ditches of tho
private owners parallel with the road
on each side, and one of the duties, and
not the least important, of the surveyor
is to see that those ditches and trenches
are kept in good order, so that the road
may be always kept dry.
To build a good road tlje surveyor
will first have to shapo it and provide
for water tables and thorough drainago
and tin n pit < v» r the whole road stones
broken uniformly to a “rational” size,
and these* should then he rolled in with
a steam roller, if possible, beginning at
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the county of London, which is saying
much.
During the next few days of hopeless
1 ho
misery < hristim^HiifTond incredibly.
I ho few
piano seemed to mo<k 1'
friends who railed tortured her almost to
distract i< n I v shaking their heads and
or
writing ci'iidflem-es on scraps of pajier
it* and dumb alphabet to
by using the
convey bald platitudes concerning resignation.
In the extremity of her despair poor
Christina determined to isolato her life
from all the ti.-s that had grown up
around it. Sho lelt that she would be
than
more comfortable in a country cottage

)

was,
v

marriage

was

impossible.

In

a

11

w

totraml Musical Magazine.

No Trouble For Him.

of
“Talk about the technical difliculties
N"
Liszt’s ‘Hungarian Khupsod}
the
wit..
exclaimed the little musician
i her
forehead
curling hair and the high
dun t exist for me!”
he
And with dr. imy, rapt, faraway
the crank of ins hand
Wcnt on turning
tribune.

art-

well letter to her engineer she explained
orher views on this point and bade him
could.
get her as soon as he conveniently
white
David Frast-r re vived that letter
misera
stretched out with fever in a
It very nearly oonip
mining camp
the work which the fever had well begun,

.... v.

And Fraser n.ado answer in tho immemorial fa."iii' 'ii.
*#•♦***
]• i 'hteen months had passed and Chrisin lier
timCsat with her lirstborn child
arms.
Languidly sho watched the June
and
window,
ruses m dding at tho open
child.
then her eyes fell upon tho sleeping
over
In a moment the old trouble swept
her like a ,luod.
2. ever
’“.My Hud:’’ sho cried in despair.
to bear ids vein—never, never!
It
far
away,
And then faintly, foehlv,
of her brain
seemed in sumo dim court
there arose a line thread of sound.
and
Christina listened with parted lips
with her whole soul.
eyes dilated—listened
toturned
face
her
Sho ruso toiler feet,
in
ward the child, which moved restlessly
in her breast
its sleep. The trembling hupt*
grew firmer.
Her husband entered tho room.
hold“David, David,” she whispered,the
“L hear
ery
ing tho eliild toward him,
of our child!”
once more into
And so Christina passed
II. Palmer In
the world of sound.—C.

in London.
There at least sho need not be mocked
and distressed by having her calamity
brought home to her at every turn. order
It was not difficult for her to so
her affairs as to attain the solitude sho dethe
sired. A small annuity sufficed for
had
life she intended to lead, and death
freed her from all obligations of relationwhich it bur
ship. But there was one tie
1 bis was nothing less than
her to break.
s stan
a marriage engagement of a year
was at
ingwith a young tyigineer, who
the
that time seeking in South Africa
ror
means to make matrimony fen.-uhlo.
asi she
herself Christina felt that, stricken

S

,,

compassion.''

organ.—Chicago

#

a

most

easily kept

an

English

yard,

1,000 pikes

being

about 700 yards.
RoatU In Elizabeth's Time.

the coronation of Queen Elizabeth, in 105b, the roads iu the neighborhood of Lc-idon were so bad that tno
queen’s conch twice stuck in the mud
on
tho way to Westminster and the
queen was compelled to alight while the
vehicle was pried cut of tho ruts by the
attendants.
During the remainder of
the royal procession half a dozen laborers with poles formed a not particularly impo.-iug hut very necessary part
of the cortege.
At

I'lHv-t-lli-r (in Ireland)—1 don’t see how
ii ». m-u people keep in such good humor.
n-xn— Sure we uiver gif enough to
In
t iit get bilious.

1

l.'l.i-uniHtlsiii Is a foe wbieh gives no quarter.
1.1.- Its victims day and night.
Hood’s
.atii .-i purities tin1 blond and cures the
rheumatism.
.I pains of
no

v

Pills

the best family cathartic and
Gentle, reliable, sure.—Advt.

are

.STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss:— Court of Probate, Ellsworth,
November term, 1896.
PETITION having been filed by the
widow of each deceased, for an allowance out of the personal estate in
the estates
of the following-named persons, viz.:
Ambrose Pettee, late of Sullivan, in said
county, deceased.
Corydon Staples, late of Brooklin, in said
county, deceased.
Ordered, That said petitioners give public
notice to all persons interested, by causing a
copy of this order to be published three weeks
successively in the Ellsworth American, a
newspaper printed or published in Ellsworth,
that they may appear at a court of probate for
said county, to be held at the probate office in
Bueksport, in said county, on the second
Wednesday in December next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any
they have, why the same should not be
granted.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.

homely, bent little man pathetically, when speaking of tho mother of Ids
a

V

children, who had done her life work: “It
comforts me awfully to know that Sally
would alius lie down every afternoon an
sleep a bit. Some folks thought ’twas n
dreadful lazy habit an 'twas no wondei
we didn't get rich faster, but she suited
me

just

as

she

able sort of
er frettin at

wag.

Sally

was a

comfort-

have around, nevfaultin him when
When feel in
things didn't go right.
troubled she'd often say, ‘Father, I believe
I'll liedowu for a few minutes;’ then back
she’d come spry an chipper as a canary
bird,
."ally didn't drive an scold, but
she wasn't lazy, an she brought up the
I don't see
youngsters to do their part.
that drivln women get on one mite better
than she did. It does comfort me to know
that fc-ally would take her rest. ”—Selected.
A
A

woman

a

fellow

Handsome

h*i ii.ltiiii

in

to

or

liUriirv-

on

flrncirlo en-if 5o of

oak stained an olive green and ornamented
in a largo conventional design on the high
back with brass tacks, with brass heads

Castor Oil.

Ergnl Notices.
riMil. subscriber, a resident of Med ford, ii
1 the < omnmnwealtIi of Massachusetts
hereby gives notice that she has been appointed administratrix with tin.- will annexet
of the csiuit
not already
adininistei ed o:
Samuel K. Whiting, late of Castine, in tht
county of Hancock, and State of Maim-, tiect-ast-tl, and given bonds as the law directs
and has appointed John I*. Whiting, of fastine, in said county of Hancock, In
ageiw
and attoriu y in said State of Maine. All p*
sons
having demands against the estate o
saiti deceased are desired to present the -aim
for settlement, and all indebted thereto ari
requested to make payment immediately.
Maky K. Hatch.
November 11, a. <1. 1M9H.
he has been duly appointed adminis1
of the estate of Samuel Wasson, late
Hancock
of
Surry, in the county of
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to presem
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im(_»EOKOE H. Wasson.
mediately.
November 11, a. d. 1K0H.
trator

sunst nber hereby gives public notict
1 to all concerned, that he has been dull
appointed and has taken upon himself tilt

fPHK

executor of the last will and testa
of Frances A. Whiting, late of ('as
in the county of Hancock, deceased
by giving bond as the law directs; lit
therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to make immediate payment, ami those who have anj
demands thereon to exhibit the same for set
lie ment.
John 1*. Whiting.
November 11, a. d. 1S1«>.
trust
ment

of

tine,

A'utUe of Assignee of Ills Appointment
At Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock anc
State of Maine, the fifteenth day of Octo
ber. a. d. 189ti.
E undersigned b- reby gives notice o
as
his appointment
1
assignee of th<
estate of
Irving H. Tarbox, of Eden, ii
said county of Hanct k, insolvent debtor
who has been declared an insolvent upon his
own petition, bv the court of insolvency, fo.
said county of Hancock.
Lester P. Carter, assigr.ee.

rpil

Kutict-

of Assignee of Ills Appointment
Kllsworth, in the county of Hancock, am
State of Maine, the liftceuth day of October
a. d. 1H96.
undersigned hereby gives notice o
his appointment as assignee of the es
1
in sau
tate of Russell S. Dorr, of Eden,
countv of Hancock, ins**.vent
debtor, wh<
has been declared an insolvent upon hii
own petition, b\ the court of insolvency fo
said county oT Hancock.
Lester V. Carter, assignee.
At

f'pHE

rPHK subscriber hereby gives public notice
JL to all concerned, that she has been duly
appointed and has taken upon herself

Fin-side Seat.

<

1745.
Under th** mogul emperors extensive
systems of roads were constructed in India, connecting ail leading points in
the peninsula.
Much attention was naid to naved
roads in Greece, and au excellent system of roads ran from Athens to all
parts of tho peninsula.
After the confiscation of monastery
property in '-pain by tho state much of
the procce m were devoted to the making of roads.
The common measure of road distance
in Greece is the pike, three-quarters of

publMied

A Comfortable Sort of Woman.

Said

3icg.il lloticcs.

To all persons Interested in either of the e«
tab's hereinafter named
At a probate, court held at Ellsworth in and
for the county of Hancock, on the eleventh
day of November, a. d. 1*96.
K following matters having been pre
JL sented for the action thereupon hereinaf
ter indicated, it is liereny ordered that notiee
thereof be given to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of this order to be nublished
three weeks successively
in the
Ellsworth
American, a newspaper
at Ellsworth,
in said county, that they may appear at a
probate court, to be held at Bueksport,
on the ninth day of December,
a.
d.
1896.
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and be heard
thereon if they see cause.
Lottie B. Roach, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Will and petition for probate thereof, presented by Mary J. Black, the
executrix therein named.
Mercy A. Fox, late of Waltham, in said
Will and petition for procounty, deceased
bate thereof, presented by Joseph Fox, the
executor therein named.
Lois M. Freethy, late of Surry, in said county, deceased. Will and petition for probate
thereof, presented by Fannie C. Davis, the
executrix therein named.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
A true copy, Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.

clean.

■

The com men measure of road distance
in France is the kilometer, or 1,000
meters, a little over three-quarters of a
mile.
The first regular road in the northern
half of Scotland —that is, the portion
north of the Firth of Forth—was in

ILctjal Xottcrs.

Polished Floor.

to keep a perfectly unithe center,
The popular ironing
cut in many Incuts.
form curve thn ughout. The curve must table ti.at can ho transformed into a higli
be as slight a- ] -.ssihle to carry off the backed scat would inako an artistic bit of
furniture if stained in the same color and
water clTtetually; if the road is too
round, all th*- traffic will seek the mid- ornamented with brass. The cushions or
dle of the road, and in three or four covers laid on such seats should be of
dark blue and yellow.
These were
months the r«<ad would bn what the green,
the colors noticed on the window' scat of a
road nu n call “dished.
Here the water
The window under
handsome library.
would stand in pools and soon rot the which tiie seat was placed was of pale
road out.
watt r preen, with designs of old blue.
1 may m« n’ioii that we employ none
Ah' rbent gauze is recommended by
I
L
n
n
stones
of
a
rational
but hand
v. I.o huvu used it for such household
Th v < -t about one-half more those
si/
use ;t< drying glass and for towels and
than \w giv• 1 r machine l niken stones,
wash cloths in traveling, as it dries very
and la-t twm as long; in fact, we
It is sold at
ini is very cheap.
quo
would give d''i;h 1 *■. if noc< ssary, rather whuh ilc u.aig stores.
than use ma* hire broken stone, because
too early to teach our
t. begin
We
tl.e i* -ult i-i s.) much more satisfactory.
chi in: a the liule courtesies of life, and,
Tin latt* r do not bind or consolidate
it n. ,y be trying to ourselves and
ultho
half as v\ • tl.
them ..t times, there w ill surely come a
It is inn « riant that the stone, what- time when
May will L»o very grateful for
be small enough and as our care.
ever it> nat
uniform in size as possible.
FI ;r stored in barrels needs no other
Tin- be.-t i« ad tlj.it can be made will
in
i wiling it in a cool, dry place,
* s
unless it is constantly care
soon go to pe
is well protected from rats,
it
whe!
looked after by some competent man.
A tightly fitami < t ei \. ...in.
roa«.
On tie* main roads we pay by the day
•,
r to ti.e barrel is indispensable.
ting
6d.
and
tlie*
men
2s.
a
r<*ad
day,
regular
palish roans are lot ill lengths of from
Doormats should be always ns wide a?
thr* ** to five miles to laboring men, who fl.t ti
r and w
p enough to stand ti good
If this is not the
t
do all the work unuer supervision of the deal
treiiuii.g on.
s
rubbed with
surveyor, but an separately paid for ease, the dj..< a:e constantly
sutler.
breaking tin* st( lie, which is laid down dirty boats and the carpets
at the side of the road on the sward, in
Women who trim their own hats should
suitable lots, during the spring and
keep on hand the needles that are used for
summer, and broken at their convenmillinery, ’the.*../', most frequently needience b* fi*i• November, when they com- ed in th».-e King needles are the sevens und
mence putting it on.
nines.
All our main roads (queen’s high
We know of but one community in tin
ways) were made by separate groups of
turnpikes, under separate acts of par- world where dyspepsia is practically unliann i:t, and the money was collec ted known, and that is the Shakers of Mouni
N. V. These good people hav<
by toll to r* pay the borrowed capital Lebanon,
with inMist and to maintain the been studying the subject of digestion f*h
roads, but the toll system was too t x- more than a hundred years, and t but tiny
understand it pretty thoroughly, is evip. nsive—it cost as much to collect tin
tolls as to maintain the roads and pay denced in the foregoing fact. Their Di
off tin* annual no;ailment of debt and gestive Cordial is the safest and bes1
Intel* -t. Si i;o\v, the debts having been remedy in cases of indigestion that we
A trial lot tie can be ha
all panic !T, !..</ ::r* entirely maintain*. 1 know of.
by rat**—:roads out of tie through your druggists for the trifling
country rat •, and the parish roads l y sum of 10 cents.
The Shaker Digestive Cordial supplies
dir**et highway rate. Tlie rates run to
about 1 mu., o'j in the pound. That is the system with food already digested
to say, th m t ratable value of the he use and at the same time aids t he digest ion o:
I (*«•* rq v i--'*ii; e<
qu' iit ly I pay fiO other foods. It will almost instantly reshillings a y ;.r toward maintaining the i lieve the ordinary symptoms of indigesroads. In towns it of course costs more, tion, and no sufferer need to be told wtiat
because tiny l.u\*' paved footpaths and t hese are.
more traffic on the roads.
LAXOL is the best medicine fur ehildr* n.
Doctors recommend it in place Oi
Highway History.

i\.i medicine.

I

Car** of

Excessive soap ami water are bad. Soaj
or Bod.i should not touch the floor.
Colt
tea leaves are good for varnished surfaces,
and a little household ammonia In the water is cleansing. A dingy waxed floor may
be rewaxed and polished—and a bud spot
can be built up again with varnish or wan
from the hare wood. Stains are sometime*
caused by water acting on the tannic aciil
of the wood through a worn spot in tin
varnish. Apply hot oxalic acid, diluted
to tho strength of good cider vinegar, and
leave on for three hours. Remove carefully with clean water, coat thinly with slid
lac varnish, sandpaper, clean off and pul
on good elastic varnish or wax.
Oxalit
acid is better and safer than muriatic acid
and vinegar.
Floors, unless very bad, may be treated
with a mixture of raw linseed oil and tur
pentino, equal parts, rubbed on witli ti
chamois or solt woolen rag. An oil lluish
is the most durable, most economical and

|

j|
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the trust of executrix of the last will and
testament of George P.
Dutton, late of
Ellsworth, m the county of Hancock, deceased, no bond being required by the terms
of said will; she therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said
deceased’s
estate, to make immediate payment, and those
who have any demands thereon to exhibit the
same for Settlement.
Annie 15. C. Dutton.
November 11, a. d. 1896.

subset iber hereby gives notice that
he' Iris been duly appointed adminisI trator with the will annexed of the estaet
| not already administered of Ida K. \V. Heywood, late of Buck sport, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are de
si red to present t he same for settle ment and
all indebted there to are requested te> make
Aka War- n.
payment immediately.
November 11, a. d. 1896.
f I Mi E

!

A

Ml K subscriber hereby g:\ es notice
bat
he has been duly uppon ted administrathe estate of Harriet S. Spurling. late
of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the- law directs.
All persons having demands against the cstateof said deceased are desired to present
i the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto arc requested to make payment imbiioiiu: A. Phillies.
mediately.
November 11. a. d. 1896.
I

1

tor <>f

1

i.osum; os mimitb.bik.
HE REAS Sarah 11. Morgan, of Scdew iek. in the county "t
Hancock, State
ot Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the
twenty-second day of August, a. d. 1894, and
recorded in the Hancock Registry of D« eds,
I book 282, page 327, convey ed to Henry 1.. Mori gan, of said Sedgwick, the following dei scribed real estate, vi/..: A certain lot or parcel of land lying and being in the said town
of Sedgwick, and situated on the road leading from 1’. E. Stanley’s to Benjamin’s River
bridge. Hounded as follows, to wit: Beginning at the southeast corner of land formerly
owned by Richard Currier; thence northeasterly eight rods on the line of said Currier’s
lot to stake and stones; thence southeasterly
parallel with said road about three and onehalf rods to a cedar post; thence southwesterly ight rods to a cedar post; thence northwesterly four ro«ls on the line of the abovementioned road to the first bound, with all
buildings thereon standing. Meaning hereby
to convey the same premises deeded to me by
Jasper I). Allen by his deed dated January !,
I8s7, and recorded in Hancock Registry of
Deeds, book 213, page lit*: and whereas the
said Henry E. Morgan by his deed of assignment dated the seventeenth day of January,
a. d. 1895, and
recorded in Hancock Registry
of Deeds, book 287. page 96, sold, assigned and
transferred to the Bluehill Hodge, No. 79, Independent Order of Odd Fellows, a corporation existing by law at Bluehill. in the county of Hancock, and State of Maine, the said
mortgage deni, and the debt and claim thereby secured, and all his right, title and interest by virtue ot s:iid mortg; go, in and to the
And whereas
real esiaie therein described.
the said Bluehill lodge, No. 79, Independent
Order ot odd Fellows, by its trustees duly
authorized by vote of said lodge, by their
deed ot a C eiuiient dated the ninth day of
J u ne, a. d. In; I*, and recorded in Hancock Registry <>f Deeds, book 3U8. page 48, sold, assigned and transferred to Rufus E. Hagerthv,
ot Sedgwick. Maine, said mortgage deed the
debt and claim thereby secured and all their
right, title and interest by virtue of said
mortgage in and to the real estate therein described, and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has bee:; broken, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage, and give this
notice for
that purpc.se.
Ruius K. Hm.i kthy,
November 16, is96.
Sedgwick, Maine.
roi;i:<

ait

|
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>1 ESS ENG Ell’s NOT1 < E.
Office of the Sheriff ot' Hancock county.
STATE OF MAINE.
H anok’K ss:— November 23, a. d. 1896.
rlMilS is to give notice that on the sevctitcenth da.* t November, a. d. 1896, a warA
rant in ii:stb\ency was issued out of the court
of insolvency, lor said county of Hancock,
against tile estate of Waltir
Hopkins, ot
E !• n, in said county of Hancock, and Stale
of Maine, adjudged to be an insolvent debtor,
on
petition oi said debtor, which petition was
tiled on the seventeenth day <>i November,
a
d. 1896, to winch last-named date interest on claims is to be computed: that the pay
ment ot any debts and the delivery and transfer of any property belonging to said debtor,
to him or lor bis use. and tile delivery and
transfer of any property by him are forbidden by law; that a meeting of the creditors ot said debtor, to prove their debts
and choo.-e om or more assignees of his estate, wnl be held at a court ot insolvency to
he
at
held
the probate court room, in
Bin ksport, in said count', of Hancock, on
>

v»

in

Mia

lie n

n

n

Ua

>

"I

'ecelii

ner, a.

u.

To the Honorable Judge of Probate within
ami for the county of Hancock.
UNDERSIGNED Bessie J. Urindle,
rpHK
1
guardian of Fauste M., Georgie, Sadie
and Ralph Grind'e, minor heirs of Forest A.
Urindle, late of Penobscot,in said county, deceased. respectfully
represents that said
minors are seized and possessed of the following described real estate, viz.: ‘a of iot or
parcel of land situated in Bluebili and described as follows:
Beginning at a spruce
stump marked on the south side of the westerly county road at the northeast corner of
land owned by Otis Wight; thence southwestby land of said Wight by s.-jow meadow
erly
and by land of Alexander Perk iris 142 rods to
juniper stub and spruce tree marked; thence
S. 3t'>-j"east by said lint 64 rods to a cedar tree:
thence H. 89° E. 16 rods to pine stump; thence
N. 83* E. 95 rods to cedar stttke: thence N. 49*
E. 23 rods to corner of old fence; thence N.
41° E. 41*-j rods by said fence to wr icrri county road; thence N. 42° W\ bv as a ud road 134
rods to place of beginning, containing one
and two acres more or less; also, one mi l situated in Penobscot, count;, aid State aforeVV'i slow dream sosaid. located on th.
ia and thereto
called. with all appui du> li
belonging, also the water pri n.-ge with privilege of drawing and flowing the water and
every privilege belonging to said mill, and
also one piece of land on the south side of
said mill beginning at a flat rock marked XI;
thence south 81° west 8 rods ami 10 feet to a
rock marked XI; thence south
west to the
stream; thence easterly on said stream to the
dam; thence by said dam to the place of beginning, it being the same deeded to him by
David Giindie, March 14, 1880, recorded in
Hancock Registry of Deeds, June 10, 1892,
book 264, page 208; that said estate is unproductive of any benefit to said minors, and
that it will be for the interest of said minors
that the same should be sold and the proceeds secured on interest, I therefore pray
your honor that I may be authorized ami empowered agreeably to law to sell the mill and
the above-described real estate, or such part
of it as in your opinion may be expedient.
Penobscot, Me., Sept. 29, 1896.
Mas. Bessie J. Gkindle.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock, ss.—At a court of probate held at
Ellsworth, on the second Wednesday of November a. d.1896.
On the petition aforesaid. Ordered, That
notice be given by publishing a copy of said
petition, w ith this order thereon, thro<■ weeks
successively in the Ellsworth American, a
newspaper printed in Ellsworth, that all persons interested
mav attend on the second
Wednesday or uecemner next, at a court oi
to be holden in Huck.sport, arid show

probate

if any, why the prayer of said petition
should not be granted.
.Such notice to be
given before said court.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge.
Attest:— (’has. P. Dork, Register.
A true copy. Attest:—' Has. P. Dork, Register.
cause,

To the Honorable Judge of Probate within
and for the county of Hancock.
rn»K UNDERSIGN ED Florence M. Rich1 ardson, guardian of lone M. Richardson,
minor heir of Geo. G.
Richardson, late of
nts
Dedham, deceased, respectfully
ore
that said ward i> seized and poss-s-. I of an
interest in the followi ng describt d real estate,
viz.: A certain lot.or parcel of lami situated
in Dedham. Hancock county, Ala.
witii the
buih: ings thereon, containing lift\ acres more
or
less, and being the same premises desri ii.cd in a deed from Thos. Kenn.
to lone
M. Richardson, dated Mai h
recorded in book 287. page 2.r>s, of be Registry
of Di eds for Hancock
otiniy. Ai m-\ lo w neh
deco and the record thereof, cxpn-.-s reference is here made for a more pai licular desciiption. The said minor's title o said real
estate being subject to the following stipulation ontai ned in t he above-mentioned deed,
\i/.
"This conveyance being sic met to a
life lease
to
deed this day made
n.
Florence M. Richard-o.|. anti Geo. G. Riohardsou, of Bangor, to hold for the term of each
state is
of their natural lives.’’ That said
unproductive of any benefit to said minor,
ami that it will In1' for the interest of said
minor that the same should he sold and the
proceeds secured on interest; sue therefore
prays your honor that she may i- authorized
and empowered agreeably to law to sell said
minor’s interest in all the above-described
real estate, or such part of it as in your
opinion may be expedient.
October 26, 1896. Fi.okknck M. Richardson.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock, ss.—At a court of probate held at
the second Wednesday of
Ellsworth on
November, a. d. 1896.
On the petition aforesaid, Ordered;
That
notice be given by publishing a copy of said
petition, w ith this order thereon, tim e weeks
successively in the Ellsworth American, a
newspaper printed in Ellsworth, that all persons
interested may attend on the second
Wednesday of December next, at a court of
probate to be holden in Bucksport, and show
cause, if any, why the prayer of said petition
shot. Id not he granted.
Such notice to be
given before said court.
O. R. C UNNINGHAM. Judge.
Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.
A true copy, Attest:—('has. P. Dorr. Register.
■.

To all persons interested in either of the esstates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the eleventh
day of November, a. d. 1896.
r11 HE following matters having been preseated for t he act ion thereupon herein1
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given t-- all person- interested,
by causing a copv of this order t<- lie published three vveeSts successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to In* held it Buckspoit, on tin- ninth day of Den mbt r. a. d.
Is!>6. at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
be heard thereon if they see cause.
Robert S. Leach, late of Penobscot, in said
county, deceased. Second account of Horace
Perkins, administrator, tiled.
Mark Carr, lute of Deer Isle, in ii-1 county,
T Eaton,
deceased. First account of Dunii
executor, tiled.
m. d counJoiln Nevell, late of Ellsworth,
First account of .Margaret
ty. deceased.
Nevell, administratrix, filed.
George Parcher, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Account filed of Anno K.
<_'. Dutton, representative of George P. Dutnow
ton, administrator with will anm x< d
deceased
George Parcher. late of Ellsworth, in .-aid
county, deceased. Account tiled of Annie B.
P. DutC. Dutton, representative of Georg-.
ton, trustee under will (now dect a-ed:.
aniline A. Parcher, late of Ellsworth, in
saiil count \, deceased. Account filed of Annie.
B. (
Dutton, representative of George 1‘.
Put ton, executor (now deceased
Rowe A Co., copartners, late of Ellsworth,
in said county. Account of ChaGe- 11. Printline/, surviving administrator de /mum non,
filed.
John Henry Reynolds,
late of
Mount
ir
acIbsen, in said county, de-easid.
count of Bartlett C. Reynolds, administrator,
Americus ( lark, of unsound n mi. of IVI>s<■«>i. m*coih1 account of
;111 At. llutcnui", guardian, filed.
O. I'. ('l’ N N I N<. 1I.\ M. .1 adge of said court.
A truecopy, Attest-.—Chas. I’. D* m;. R» gister.
m

1896, at ele\en o'< h>ck in the torenoon.
Given under my hand the date lirst ahovt
William Kknnklly,
written.
Sheriff, as Messenger of the court ol insolvency for said county of Hancock.

To all persons interested :;i either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Huiicm k, on tin eleventh
day of November, a. d. 18UH.
I MlE following matters hav !,...• !,cen preNOTICE Ol EOKE4 EOSl HE.
u
sented for the action then u
lureinTHLKKAS Edwin Mcl nieh, of Plantation [ A.
alter indicated, it is hereby or«b :• d that nolit, Hancock county, Maine, hy his ; tice thereof
be given to all persnested,
mortgage deed dated the 16th day of June,
iiv causing a copy of this order to be pub1892, and recorded in Hancock county, Maine,
in
ike
lished
three
weeks
Ellssuccessively
Registry of Deeds, hook 260, page 552, con- worth American, a
newspaper published at
veyed to me, the undersigned, a certain lot or Ellsworth,
in said county, that t b< v im-v apof
land
situated
in
said
Plantation 33,
parcel
pear at a probate court to be held at b oksand bounded and described as follows, to wit:
port, on the ninth day of in ■••ember, a. d.
Commencing at the county road at Ezra N. 1*9H,
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, anil
Williams’ south line: thence eastward thirtybe heard thereon if they see cause.
eight rods; thence southward twenty rods;
George P. Osgood, late of Ellsworth, in said
thence westward thirty-two rods; thence
Merc \. Osnorthward twenty rods to first-mentioned county, deceased. Petition that
and Fred H. Osgood may he appointed
bound, containing four acres more or lcs> good
M try A. Osgood,
administrators,
presented
by
with the buildings thereon, and whereas, the
widow’ of said deceased.
conditions of said
have been
mortgage
in said
William T. Eastman, late of O- •.ud
broken, now therefore, by reason of the
deceased. Petition tha P. W. (cross
county,
breach of the conditions of said mortgage 1
may be appointed administrator, presented
claim a foreclosure t hereof, and give this noc<
med.
by Nancy A. Rowejl, a sister of -;:i
tice for that purpose.
Mary Ann Fletcher, late of I "worth, in
Dated this 19th day of Nov. a. d. 1896.
said county, deceased. Petitic ; !c 1 for apFit an k E. Mace.
pointment of Arno W. King, as trustee under
will, George P. Dutton, trustee mum d in said
NOTICE OE 1'OKECEOSlllE.
will, being now dead.
"11^ H ERE AS Edwin Mclnich, of Plantation
-d Court.
O. P. ( TNNINGH A M, .Judge of
▼ ▼
33, Hancock county, Maine, by his A true copy, AttestChas. P. Dome, Register.
mortgage deed dated the 23d day of July' a. d.
1894, and recorded in Hancock county, Maine,
IN' IXS»LVE.V( V.
Registry of Deeds, book 276, page 518, conNotice of Second Meeting.
veyed to me, the undersigned, a certain lot or
parcel of laud situated in said Plantation No.
State of Maine, Hancock ss.:—Court of
33, and bounded and described as follows:
Insolvency.
Commencing at the county road at Ezra N.
In the case of Eri I., bunker, o' Mount
Williams' south line; thence running eastDesert, in said county, insulvtm. debtor.
ward thirty-eight rods; thence south twenty
give notice that pursuant to an
rotls; thence west thirty-two rods; thence
cond meet1 order of court therefor, a
north twenty rods to the first-mentioned
ing of the creditors of -.aid in- R.cnt debtor
bound, containing four acres more or less, will be held at the probate
urt room, in
with the buildings thereon, and whereas, bucksport, in said county, on
ednesdav, the
the conditions of said mortgage have been
ninth day of December, a. d.
at eleven
broken, now therefore, by reason of the o'clock in the forenoon,for the purposes named
breach of the conditions of said mortgage l
in chapter seventy of the revmi-d statutes of
claim a lore-closure thereof, and give this no- the State of Maine, and amendments thereof
tice for that purpose.
and additions thereto.
Dated this 19th day of Nov., a. d. 1896.
Attest:—Chas. P. Dour,
Eh an k. E. Mace.
Register of said court.
..
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Y*-»rs

other

nee

by

pag**.

turning to her home at Deer Is!e.
Nov. 30.

Wf»t Haixork.

I

George Ther*»en has
winter.

h

’one

for

*ay

Mertie Abbott and

Miss

quite

are

days

on

J.

Master Boyd

i l for

their

|

Miss Annie Norri* recently returned
from a visit to relative* in Bar Harbor.

ployed

been
Egypt for

em-

H. Whitmore is finishing the upper
j>art of his store in living rooms.
W.

some

very pretty sight last Thursday

three hue deer which

came

Madison Snow has been initiated into
mysteries of the I. O. O. F.

Mrs.

Miss Louise Batchelor, of Brooklin, is
spending a few weeks with her uncle,
Gaxd Carter.
The lobster fishermen a-e doing a* well
as usual, but they will soon take their
traps up for the winter.
The sidewalk circle met at Miss Bertha
King's Saturday afternoon. A large number of members attended.
School

Monday, Nov. 23.

commenced

taught by

Richardson,

Arthur

of South-

Harbor. Mr. Richardson is popular
with both pupils and parents.
west

Charles

Newman

turned home for tlie

and

have

wife

re-

winter, accompanied

Sturrtiinr.rr.ts.

Constipation

fully half the sickness in the world. It
digested food too long in the bow *-;*
and produces biliousness, torpid liv.-r, indiCauses
retains

Hood’s
■

■ ■

-II
III

Hood's Pills
cure constipation and all its ®
results. eas.Iy and thoroughly. 25c. All druggists.
Prepared by C. I. Hood & Co.. Lowell. Mass.
The only Pills to take with Hood's Sarsaparilla.
somnia.

etc.

ice bouse to accommodate t he

an

schooner

of them,

made

Nor1l»«*n»t

It
be

Charles

his

in

Bunker,

new

posite

the

of

who is

the

Sound,

rooms

ing the term were:
Ned Avery. Percy
e Scammon. Mellie Scammon,
Jennie Scammon. Blanche Savage. Lula
\N*st. Marion West.
Ab-ent one-half
day. Edith Clark. Absent on account of
blnt-s■*, Helen West. Stella West, Newman Savage.
Lyle Woodworth, L me
Woodworth, Amy Brown. Many parents
and

pleasantly

j

located

,

a

true

expression

is concerned.
Good Blood means good health.
Poor Blood means disease.
Purifyyour Biood and keep wed.
“L.F.” Atwood's Bitters make
good biood.

America,” is

and

was a

troubles.

After

present.
Nov. 30.

and see

the

| ot

ghastly
con-

j

| HALES

| sumption
stares

j!

a

in

man

HONEY
of

the
HOREHOUND
j face who neei and
O
J
I lects
|
»

:

cold.

a

_

It's so simp'.e to get rid cf a couga or
throat troub e by Isle’s Honey of Horehound and Tar. Acts like
magic. Sold

by druggists.
j Pike s Toothache Drops
►

! TAR

cure

in

$

at

pm.111

iu

niNMr ui

lue

uuiugs

oi

ms

earn-

Best for Children
BOOKBINDING.
We bind any kind of

magazine,

book

or

in any

style of Binding,
and at prices to suit you.
We make any kind of a Blank

Book—patent flat opening Blank
Books s specialty.
We Rule Paper to any Pattern.
We

do any kind of work that can
a Book Bindery, and

be done in

have the best

facilities

for

do-

ing it.
Give us a call, or write for prices.
F.

A.

LAMU’.HS,

Kemlu^keag Blork,
Same

building with Public

Albert Nash, of Providence, R.
visiting Calvin Huckins.

I., is

Bangor. Me.
Library.

i

services

were

The supervisor will have some work
done on the school-house before the win-

much-re-

:

Funeral
held in the church, Rev. L.

M. Bos worth officiating.
Quite extensive repairs have been made
on the church this
fail.
The roof has
been
boarded
and
newly
shingled,
and
the
whole
has
rebuilding
ceived a new coat of paint.
It now presents a very neat and attractive appearance.

Nov. 30.

H.

C. D. Joy, road commissioner, with a
of men, lias
been making some
much-needed
repairs on the
Pretty
Marsh bridge.

crew

r

commences.

the

mason

style

haveae'.nl

i-

It
of

is
his

has

man

he

ia

plenty of worti
most
inclined t

i
j

Useful

well

as

Ornamental?

as

Some New

Betsy Mil liken has returned home
Hast Boston, where she has been
visiting relatives.
Mrs.

Tilings .lust Received

There was an ice cream sociable at the
school-house Thursday. Nov. 19.
The
proceeds will go to help |>ay for the

Couches.

weekly preaching.
Nov. 28.

The best line

V.

Kllsworth, upholstered

into

brought

ever

latest colors and designs.

Eliza bet h Tate and daughter Ida
have returned from Massachusetts.
Mrs.

in ,fl •/,.

Chairs,

Isaac Smith is very ill.
His brother,
Josiah Smith, of Bangor, is w ith him.
M n, David Alley, of Oak Point, w as
the guest of her sister, Mrs. <
I. t’hatto,

finished in white and gold, stained, an.:
Including
its natural state.
Morris chairs, cobbh r leather seats, in oak, ini.’
>n
i rn.fr
any: dining chairs; in fact, everythin., ,.i the cua.i line.
willow

last week.

ware

Augustus Jones entertained a party «>f
friends Tuesday evening. Nov. 24. After a
bountiful supper the evening was spent
in music, singing arid a social time.
The party given by Mr. and Mr**. DavIn quaitercd oak. birch and
enj>ort Murcb Wedm-sday evtn'iur, Nov.
2o. was very enjoyable. After a pleasant S; cent- :
$>.
evening of charades and games, refresh-

••

Centre Tables,

ments

served.

were

Nov. 30.

mahogany, ranging

in

prii.

i

Chamber Sets,

V.

o.ik, a-h

In
!

imitation of mahogany, prices

and

before.

never

|»lr.

Martin B.. infant son of Joseph and
Maria Small, died Monday, Nov. 23, of
brain disease. The funeral was on Wednesday afternoon, Hev. Mr. Folsom attending.
Mr. Folsom returned Wednesday from
Rockland w here he has been for an examination of his eyes.

Thanksgiving

day w;as snowy, rainy
muddy, but nevertheless there were
family gatherings about the neighbor-

Pictures,
Including etchings,

water colors, and pastels.
We will i
time this week the finest water color, framed in white and
that was ever ottered tor the price which we will .-ell it for.
some

Call

and

make

selections

your

early, before

and

Mrs. R. S. Warren entertained her
children and grandchildren, A. K. Warren and family and Mrs. L.
May Robbins
and family.
Mrs. V. V. Greenlaw and
family visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.

the

stock

,j

Ic,

broken up.

is

hood.

A.
No.

i

A. G.

an

infant of

few months.

a

room

for

W. CUSHMAN & SON.

Franklin Street,

This weather

w

Heavy Fleeced

prisoner,

as

there

was no

key;

so

other

she

SOMETHING
Ask

NEW.

to

see

outside

door

bring

and

hearing
at her

w

there

of

U3I

Ul( I

MATS and ( APS

was

her the

key

pane of the outside window oi>cn for ventilation.
Then
she remembered that she had looked the
outside front door and also bolted a back
door leading to the wood-shed to keen the
little boy from running off.
There was
no
one else on the premises or within
as

u

was

in all tin* latest

o w i; x
5

WATER

its’end, expecting that the

in-

up its voice
she told the boy

any moment. Finally
to get a chair and climb up till he could
reach the bolt of the back door and then
at

ryrx,
ELLSWORTH.

-> 1»

HOT WATER

HEATING

that the

key of her
outside.
Nov. 27.

-at-

ELDRIOGE'S.

and she relea-ed
room

is

not

left

Ego.

Crockery
in great

Ocean vlllc.

shot

his

,

She looks out

the

Gross

*

APPARATUS,

bring her the key of her room to the
outside window, which after long trying

doing,

]fl&7

GOLD CLARION HANOI'S

to

John

styles.

STREET.

fant in the cradle would lift

in

HIMl

was one

the child’s voice and she

he succeeded

j

%f.

door and

windows had outside windows, not
movable. She told her boy to go out bv
outside

the

L1/ IDT"

OO cents per pair.

the
the

Uiulerwetu*.

-All sizes; from 50 rents up.-

some

finished her work she called to
him to unlock the door, which he tried to

a

FROM 85 IT.

ill also make you k-el the need of

had

do but could not turn the

1 have them

U XjO X -Liliot

She had

purpose and before she knew it the little boy
shut the door and turned the key.
When
she

will surely make you think of

TTT CTTPC
It

Ellsworth, Me.

....

‘'k

variety.

horse ••Dick”

Monday.
Joseph Greenlaw and Miss Eva Greenlaw were married by Rev. Mr. Purviss at
the home of the

day, Nov.

bride’s parents, Wednes-

25.

Dress Makers’

Trimmings,

The Choicest Line of

Dress Goods and Silks
in Eastern Maine.

visit.

Itehiness of th«* Skin ami Eczema.
The only remedy in the world that will at
Cnanswerable—Pat—“I tell yon the ould
frinds are always the best, after all. and 1
once stop Itch Loess of the Skin on
any part of
can
prove it.” Denis—“How?"
Pa;
the body that is absolutely safe and never fails j
here'll you find a new frind that has
Is IXian’s Ointment. Free samples at S. I>.
shtood bv you as long as the ould ones
—

have?”—Cleveland Leader.

a

that

^

Merritt Ober wiiJ

L.

when
own

nearly here;

work.

Nov. 30.

wieaiji-*.—Adct.

technique and a certain amount
0
be present. The
must
singer m
know how to sing, must
correct tone production, and
vocal ,,
nlque. Then wl'l come the nn.re
rally directed labor Clementine rf. ^
Sapio, in I.adira’ //onie Journal
of

Henry Buckminster left for Wiuthrop
Friday.
Nov. 30.
g.
Myra Colomy was in Rockland WedWest Tremont.
nesday.
Capt. Thomas Rich left his vessel, the
Mrs. Alice Parris, of Gloucester, was
“Nightengale”, in Bangor and came home home a few’ days last week.
for the winter.
If. I. Stanley and wife, who have been
Capt. Charles P. Bunt, of the schooner visiting here, left for Bar Harbor Wed“George H. Mills”, being quite ill, is at nesday.
home. His brother has gone a trip in
Ralph Buckminster and Everett Hatch
the “Mills”.
left for Camden Friday for a few days’
ou

1

term

*

equipment , "
artistic singer, shall endeavor to si
It Is unnec<asary to sav that i„f,,ror*'*
satilily an be acquired tlie founds/''

NOT HI Y

Something

from

now

re-

11

if,

week.

on

have

Am

importai,,,."'

Kemick last

herself from durance vile.

Mark Gray and Vert Smith
turned from Bar Harbor.

William F. Deslsles leaves to-day for
Boston, where he will be employed during the winter.

Benjamin Smith, an aged and
spected citizen, died Friday.

the

I*retty March.
School closed Nov. 25.

vaca-

George E. Pierce, of Seal Harbor, is visiting his daughter, Mrs. Frank Hanc. k.

~

a

a

T-

horn to

H.

School began last Monday after
tion of two weeks.

K

advent of their first grandson,
Mr. and Mrs. Robie Norwood, of
Southwest Harbor.^,
Nov. 30.
y
on

£a.«t Lamoinr.

t2L! JSLSfrC

11

are
Congratulations
being
freely
bestowed upon Henry Coggins and wife

end and the teacher

Nov. 30.

lUPUUlUWWI

week, accompanied by his daughter Alice, to visit his daughter, Mrs. Robie
Norwood.

him through, then
said, “Well, Frea, are you all ready to
leave school?
“I guess not," was the reone

w em

bor last

His mother heard

ply, “with you at
at the other.”

C. Holt returned home from

v-siggins

Young Fred Parker on coming home
school one night had some com-

from

er.

A.

r>r(,'

i,

1

t.**3#

was

guests of Mrs. W. L.

occasion to go to her

The "Helen G. Moseley’’, Capt. Arthur
B. Holt, sailed for Philadelphia Nov. 27,
where she w ill take
cargo of oil for Lisbon, Portugal.

supper.

2

j

minute,

one

Dr. and Mrs. Lethiecq, of Brewer, spent
Thanksgiving with Mrs. Lethiecq's parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Somes. They
house

WHY

enjoyed at Mrs.
Amanda York's one evening last week.
Mrs. Julia Johnson and son Harry were

and

Gertrude Bragdon is home from Kent's
Hill for t he holidays. Also Harvey
Bragdon and Jordan Holt, from Hebron academy.

taught by E. W. Ober
After a vacation of two weeks. Mr. Ober
will commence a term of high school.

<

1

Capt.

eight week-'school
closed Wednesday.

the Somes

winter

Boston Saturday.
Fa ben Archer, who has been
visiting
relatives here, returned to his home iu
Amherst Monday.

“catch ’em.”

at

into

North l.amoiHi>.

Charles Leland has received his papers
granting him a patent on his animal trap.
Charles has a good trap, and it is sure to

entertained

and gone

Tomson.

Mrs. Jane Kittredge, wife of William
Kittredge, died Sunday night after a
short illness, aged about 75 years.

were

MUt'TII OK TIIK lil\Kit.

the

| .,•

far too infr«,
<UeB

and

borrow trouble.

Christmas is

B.

gathering

filease all

aDDrrUBrmnus.

—

A social

In

;mateurw.
M.v plea is that mor«* of our
vtK’al studi'iits shall appr*M'iaic
ami appreciating its
sirabilily aa |*rt of tlie

C.

Dec. 1.

able,

nrr-nng

nade began, and f*-ra few minutes the air
shook with the noise of bells and horns.
Then the serenaders were invited in, and

! pleasantly entertained.

artists,

among

closed with an entertainment in
the evening which was one of the most
enjoyable events of the season.

two

Sawyer.
The class meeting, which was appointed
Miss
Lucy Jones and Miss Katie for the
evening of Thanksgiving Day,
Coombs return
to
Vinalhaven
next
was omitted, as it was very dark, and the
Thursday to resume their teaching.
traveling was bad.
David B. Tapiey, of Portland, who
A lady in this vicinity lately had a little
came home to
spend Thanksgiving, re- adventure which
proved somewhat amusturned last Thursday
accompanied by his ing, though it
might have been serious.
brother Samuel.
She has a little boy about three years old,
Nov. 30.

J. A. P.

A successful term of

season

Fannie Tapiey leaves to-day for
Madison where she w ill take an advanced
course iu music.

daughters.
John Lmery and Miss Ursula Barron,
both of Mt. Desert, were married bv J.
iiamor, esq., Tue&daj*, Nov. J4.

j

terror

few weeks.

Miss

were

Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Somes go to Columbus, Ohio, to spend the winter with their

the Red Letters before it
Is wrapped up
35 cents.
Avoid imitations.

a

Capt. George Blodgett, head lightkeeper on “Saddle Back,” is at home for
ten days.

Sonirnv ill*.

for “L. F.,"

Ask

home for

Schooner "Perfect" has made her last
trip for the
quarters.

the exercises

About ninety

supper.

at

Mrs. Maurice Tapiey* and daughter
Helen leave to-day for New York for the
winter.

of the members as they were then
found. “Aunt Keziah”, represented by
Mrs. Allen, was present, complaining of
tbeie

a

DEER ISLE NEWS.

left for Bucksport Saturday
seminary.
Herman Tapiey has gone to Green
Island on a ten days’ hunting trip.
Capt. William Stevens, barge “South

some

cares

after

Iwarnoine.
Nov. 30.

ALEPH.

to attend the

looked ahead some years to the
future of Northeast Harbor, and showed

where health

Surry yesterday

0

therH,/

lie

ately though, versatility

The

much.

accomplished

>l"

“V(.rwit'/<'ot
»i,
or k'"^
infini!/’*

conditions of muster.! people.

school

home in

Koy Tapiey

house, on Pleasant street, opCatholic church.

which

Is

and has

mother
death w ith their grandi«rent*.
Benjamin Davis and w ife, have gone with
their fat her, Stephen Whittaker, to their

West Itrooksvllle.

presided at the organ. Shirley and
Ray played the cornets, B. C. Graves the
violin. Stephen Smailidge read a j«aper

Tell

the

Nov. 30.

by

Graves

.nl-

present, and all exa- very much j ‘eased

at

the

terra.

festival

m
■
■
■
■

were

tht mselvc-s

interest and progress of the
school, and earnestly desirous of securing
the services of M
Bunker for the next
with

Mountain lodge, I. O. of G. T., had a
last Thursday evening in their
hall.
The programme
consisted of
music, singing and recitation.
Music
was
by B. C. Graves’ orchestra. Miss

i Blood

friends

pressed

has

vacated

has

L ark. Wi::

were

bolding meetings
this week iii the Union church. Bible
readings are he’d afternoon-, and nieeti ings in the evenings.
Bee block

The result

ability

of
the
achnlar*

us be upright in nil our dealing. and loyal to ourselves, our friends,
and our God. then may we
hope to hear at
la**l ‘well done.’
Those not absent dur-

are

Sargent,

in the

were, "Ix-t

E. S. Atwood and wife spent Thanksgiving week :n Brewer.

moved in the

scholars

pupils,

winter, on
the Pol lard town

for

visit to her husband’s sister, Mrs.
A. Dollard.

her

minds of the
books their
constant com {Min ions and friends.
Miss
Bunker's closing words to the school

linrtior.

Wiiliam

or

pression made upon their
necessity of making good

Lumber has arrived for \V. H. Freeman
Co.'s :ce house.

Cummings Bros,

his

been advanced more thoroughly and
farther than ever before, and a deep im-

into
the
business.
sci-ssors-grinding
Speaking of sharp things, it is currently
reported that the insurance adjusters and
the vessel owners indulged in some talk
that was ground down to a tine edge as to
r:ters

in

have

unless Seal Harbor goes

whether the owners i>r uuderw
in charge of the vessel.

the

t**acher.

with

grindstones, that was wrecked at Baker's
Inland, has been visited by forties and it
is reported that they helped themselves
to that kind of cheese very liberally.
is a l ard matter to tell what use can

interested

riely. and she must
Spinal to all tasies.

reside.

s

were

intensely

song;

will

;

Misses Ethel and Alice M. Whittaker,
who
have
been stopping since their

very

highest interest
advancement of the school.
Two
things have been made markedly manifest during t his term of school, viz., the
deep and constant interest of the teacher
in her school, and the steady confidence
of

loaded

Lew is

and

the ice business.

province

weeks’

have worked hard for the

large

cemetery just completed.

ne

returned to

This, however, has t>een a characteristic of t be school from its beginning
till the close.
Both scholars and teacher

Tbe bodies of Mrs. Walden Pierce and
Dame! Davis have been removed from the
cemetery near the Seaside hotel to the
new

and

they

where

Bangor,

for

Nathaniel Bodge, of Bangor, ha* been
his brother-in-law, George M.
There was a double serenade here SaturHe spends
Barron, for the past week.
day night. The newly-married couples
much of hi* time deer hunting.
j were Miss Hattie (tilt's, of Clifton, and
Mrs. Ada Jarvis, of Humboldt, Cal., George McDonald, of Aurora, and Miss
Addle Davis and Alfred Blaisdell, both of
widow of William Jarvis, late of Surry,
were at the same
with her little son, Carl Mason Jarvis, Aurora. Both couples
house
j
Saturday evening when the sere-

work.

E.

increase in

the

gestion, bad taste, coated
tongue, sick headache, m-

seemed

Clement is making extensive
additions to bis house.
He is also build-

ing

a

Everett

Thursday

'*’’’S

alng fierfertly one style
the public demands aii

able to

daughter Helen was married to
They left
Silahy. of Bangor.

when his

visiting

well rendered.
To
mention of any one or
more, in particular, would be partial, and
untrue to the facts, for
every scholar

of Ellsworth, the past week.
Mrs. C. L. Lynam and her sister. Mrs.
Linda Lynam, have returned from Winter Harbor where they have been visiting
for a short time.
A.

of

«

school-house.

select and make

Devereux,

;

go out.

high order,

were

holding

are

the school-house.

Endeavor prayer meet in

meetings
evening*,

Saturday

men.

These

quiet wedding took place Wednesday
evening at the residence of C. P. Silaby,

the

started its

Bunker,

Addle

essay* and song*.

Mrs. F. H. Macomber has been entertaining her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. li.

Sumac.

Charles Stanley, who has been
is improving, but is not able to

and
Mrs. John
entertained tbe sewing circle

Mrs. H. L. Smith has returned from a
visit to her daughter. Mrs. Bunker, of
North Haven.

into the door-

quite ill,

have

recently.

was

Seawall.

George Jordan

Mrs.

Pong

Mi*s

at

necessary and desirable for a sil,
has acquired her art with
fire
the most tempting reply |,
It is not enough that an
arti.t

recently.

School closed in district No. 1 last Friwill be held at the school-house as usual
day. The term has been taught by Miss
on Wednesday evening, I>ec. 2.
i Bessie Williams, and much praise is due
The young people's
her. She has given her w hole time to her
has
social club

school, taueht
of
Franklin,
closed with a public examination and
an
exhibition
Wednesday afternoon.
The recitation* were prompt and clear in
answers, and were made very
interestThe programme
ing to tiiose present.
con*i-ted of recitations, declamations,

by

meetings

The Christ 'an

A term of twelve week*

tbe

yard of James II. McFarland. After taking a survey of their surroundings they
walked leisurely away.
Nov. 30.

twelve to fourteen

M.

Smith has sold a lot of wild land
Buck>jx>rt road, to A. and J.
Lullam.of Ellsworth Falls.

K. (». Burnham has placed an order foi
a portable *aw-mill.
He w ill do business
w here there is lumber
euough to pav fot
setting it up. The mill will require from

since

few

Vin

on

for the

the winter.

of

If asked what

A

The Latter Day Saint*
aerie*

Clark Bros., who have been travelling
Chicago Portrait company, havt
been home for a few days’ vacation.

!

a

Mr*. Oct*via

Stack pole.

Savage left Saturday for SwanV
Island, where be is going to work foi
West it Havey.

will go to Ban-

and wife

The loss of the water-works is felt
Jack Frost became interested.

job.

A

spend

to

Lamoine, has been

of

days.

Squire Bracy

years, :s
Miss* * Mamie and Inez M- Farland. of
Trenton, were guests at James H. McFarland's a few days last week.
II. C. Miliiken, Sherman McFarland
and Victor Smith have gone to Bar Harbor to work for C. H. Norris on the Pulitzer

few

town a

gor

ter.
has

Eddy,

daughter.

W. King, L. F. Hooper and J. T.
in
town
(tiles, of Ellsworth, were
A.

Mr*. Lucy Treworgy is spending
week* with her

in th*

beard

Samuel

grading and cleaning up

are

grounds.

Joseph
in

Mrs. Foren, who ha* been at home for a
week, returns to Bar Harbor, for the winwno

month.

a

The hotels

;

Hancock

Fred Hodgkins and w ife, of Hull s Cove
spent Sunday with relatives here.
Miss (iertrude Moore
has
gone tc
Ellsworth to work fo- Mr. Shea.

a

H. Liscon.b'a littl* daughter has been

A.

business.

y Mrs. Austin at
a: home.

Callahan has recovered from

F.

ha* gone to

The hum of the planer is
mill of Mr*. M. C. Austin.

short illness.

ill.

George Marsha!!,

I>.

n

rrnutlllty In Singh,,
further quality

An rora.

WBST KLLSWOKTII.

Miss Persia Brow
for the winter.

Harbor

'■‘♦■al

Irving McFarland is in Sullivan fora
few

Km i»*

_

the

Mrs. Sarah A. Norris is quite ill with
bronchia! fevtr.

Tracy

Newman's mother, Mrs. Powers,
make a short visit before re-

Mrs.

who w:i!l

The fishermen are taking
and thev run very large.
Nov. 28.

a

few smelts,

Eugene.®

No wind serves him who addresses his
voyage to no certain port.—Montaigne.

»*

*

SEND

FOR

SAMPLES

I"

J

l.&

BENSON iV M1LLEK.
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Mats. Strkft

Bawgor, Mz

